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R 
iding down 
a fast 
descent 
while 

having your shins 
pummelled by scree 
is an odd time for 
UHÁHFWLRQ��EXW�DV�

technology stood in for talent it got me 
thinking that some things in mountain 
ELNLQJ�KDYH�EDUHO\�FKDQJHG�VLQFH�WKH�ÀUVW�
time a bunch of hippy dudes decided they’d 
ride up a hill in Marin County before racing 
back down it. 

They were all about having fun down the 
hill and hanging out with their mates on the 

XSV���WKDW·V�WKH�GHÀQLWLRQ�RI�HQGXUR�UDFLQJ�
today – and their bikes were long and slack. 
Things turn full circle. The only thing that is 
unstoppable is the march of technology. 

In the early days riders would have to 
UH�JUHDVH�WKHLU�KXEV�DIWHU�HYHU\�UXQ��DV�WKH�
heat from the primitive drum brakes would 
liquify it. Suspension was unheard of too. In 
IDFW��ELNH�DQG�NLW�GHVLJQ�KDV�PRYHG�RQ�LQ�
every imaginable way. We’ve got hub 
bearings that’ll last multiple winters rather 
WKDQ�D�VLQJOH�UXQ��EUDNHV�WKDW�ZRUN�
whatever the weather and will take an 
Alpine mountain worth of stopping without 
IDLOLQJ��QHYHU�PLQG�VXVSHQVLRQ�IRUNV�WKDW�
have large amounts of incredibly smooth 

travel. The original RockShox RS-1 fork had 
just 48mm of travel and cost £410 in 
today’s money. Compare that to the 
X-Fusion Sweep in our grouptest on p104. 
That’s got over three times the travel for 
only a couple of hundred grams extra 
weight and both damping control and 
stiffness are light years ahead.

Ignore anyone that tells you otherwise: 
ZKLOH�VRPH�WKLQJV�DUH�WKH�VDPH��WKH�UHVW�LV�
PXFK��PXFK�EHWWHU�

It’s a tough life, 

though only if 

you’re not the editor

EDITOR’S 
WELCOME

Jon Woodhouse, editor

GO DIGITAL! 
Buy a digital edition for 
iPhone, iPad, Android, PC or 
Mac see http://bit.ly/1nyRvuA 
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http://bit.ly/1ykTHIE for Zinio

ON THE COVER
Rider: Guy Kesteven
Bike: Specialized Enduro Expert  
Carbon 29
Photographer: Russell Burton  
Location: Honister Pass, Lake District 
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W
hat Mountain Bike is 
brought to you by the 
most authoritative 
team in the business. 
With 150 years 

of testing between us, we’ve 
experienced thousands of bikes, 
components and trails. The result is 
a recognition that we’re the best at 
slicing through the hype. 

We test in the UK and abroad on a 
mass of routes around Bristol, Bath,  
South Wales, Gloucestershire, the 
Mendips, the North York Moors  
and the Dales. We use trails both 
natural and manmade, and our 
verdicts are the results of hours of 
debate – not just one journalist’s  
view – for the most considered 
judgements possible.

Our mission 
To arm you with the best buying 
advice available, so you get the 
greatest pleasure – and value – from 
your biking passion. 

Our tests are
Relevant: Every month we test 
newcomers against the benchmarks, 
test kit at all price levels and cover 
bikes and gear across the entire 
spectrum of mountain biking. 

Comprehensive: We test more  
bikes and gear than anyone else,  
and have expert male and female 
testers who put in thousands of  
trail miles each for the complete 
picture – both initially and  
long term. 

Independent: What Mountain Bike 
isn’t paid to review products. Products 
from advertisers are tested to the 
same exacting standards as every 
other, even when this works to our 
immediate commercial disadvantage 
– our credibility is more important in 
the long run, both commercially and 
morally, so you can trust our results.

Accurate: We measure, check and 
recheck everything with our own 
equipment so you get hard data –  
QRW�MXVW�WKH�FODLPHG�ÀJXUHV�

THE WAY   
WE TEST

THE RIDING WE COVER

100% expert, impartial advice you can trust – every month

Entry level: £500
Great: £1000 
Stupendous: £2500

XC HARDTAIL

No rear suspension means direct power 
transmission and low weight. Steep angles, 
80-100mm forks and flex prioritise climbing.

Entry level: £1300
Great: £2500 
Stupendous: £3000+

XC FULL SUSS

Classically 100mm both ends, but travel is on 
the up. Extra weight can be more than offset  
by better traction and reduced rider fatigue.

XC

CROSS-COUNTRY (XC) 
XC terrain includes bridleways, paths, fields and 
singletrack over hills and dales: inclines can be 
steep, but big, difficult obstacles are rare.

CROSS-COUNTRY RACE 
XC race terrain is more likely to test fitness than 
bike handling skills, but steep or rough tech 
sections are becoming more prevalent.  

BUYER’S GUIDE
For more essential buying information, take a  
look at our comprehensive guide. Turn to p122

It’s all their fault

MEET THE TEAM

Jon Woodhouse, editor 

Film that made you sob: The Land Before Time
This month Jon has got himself a little trail dog in training. 
Poppy is her name, being a puppy is her game. That and 
brutally savaging her toy monkey and ‘exploring’ things 
with her mouth. We’ll have her riding in no time.

Su Jenkins, operations editor

Film that made you sob: Marley and Me
Do you know anyone that would like to live in the Forest of 
Dean? It’s a lovely place, full of rustic charm and they’ve 
even got wireless signal and telegrams nowadays. If that 
tickles your fancy, get in touch as Su has the perfect place.

Tom Marvin, technical editor 

Film that made you sob: Schindler’s List
We don’t know what’s come over Tom lately. He’s been 
singing ballads and carrying some sort of guitar like 
instrument around. We think it’s a lute. There’s lots of 
Shakespearian language going on too. Must be flu.

Mark Rutkowski, deputy art editor

Film that made you sob: The Little Mermaid
Our softly spoken art guy Mark might have a secret hidden 
life. We catch bits of phone calls, like “how many keys?” 
and “where’s the drop-off?”. We think he runs some kind 
of piano restoration business in his spare time. 

Robin Coomber, art editor

Film that made you sob: Watership Down
Robin has been on a magical quest to a faraway kingdom 
to return and destroy a ring that holds immense power 
but corrupts all that wear it. After many months, he finally 
got through to Argos Returns Department, which is nice.

HOW OUR SCORING WORKS
WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++
Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++
Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++
Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++
Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

WINNER

The best on test for 
quality, performance 
and price.

VALUE

Excellent value for 
money — this denotes 
a genuine bargain. 

LOOK OUT FOR

Our Women’s 
Specific badge 
flagging up gear 
designed for women.

6 February



Entry level: £750

Great: £1500 

Stupendous: £2500

TRAIL HARDTAIL

A little tougher, slacker and longer-travel 

(120-130mm) than XC, so a little heavier 

– but a balance of up and downhill fun.

Entry level: £1300

Great: £2000 

Stupendous: £2500

HARDCORE HARDTAIL

140-160mm forks, very stiff frames and 

burly parts put weights – and abilities 

– on a par with trail full suss. Total fun.

Entry level: £1200

Great: £2500 

Stupendous: £4000+

TRAIL FULL SUSS

The widest and most popular category 

goes from 120-150mm, 25-32lb and 

26-29in wheels. Choice is huge.

Entry level: £1200

Great: £2500 

Stupendous: £4000+

ALL MOUNTAIN (AM)

These tend to be 160mm or more, but AM 

bleeds into the burlier end of trail bikes too. 

Forks, axles, and frames are big-drop tough.

DOWNHILL

AGGRO TRAIL
Take the steepest, trickiest or fastest 

bits of a trail centre and push on from 

there – preferably into natural, woodsy 

terrain and local downhill lines with 

sketchy rock gardens, tricky turns, bad 

cambers and sprawling root systems.

DOWNHILL RACE (DH) 
Downhill tracks are the steepest, 

roughest, fastest and most demanding 

terrain – often hard to walk on. Strength, 

stiffness and excellent suspension are 

key. Check our sister mag MBUK for 

reviews of bikes this specialist.

ALL-MOUNTAIN 
All-mountain is a woolly term. It overlaps 

with Aggro Trail terrain but spreads out 

to go bigger – and faster too. Drops and 

jumps can get meaningfully large, while 

obstacles can require proper skills (and 

stronger bikes) to negotiate.

TRAIL
There are a lot of manmade trails, but 

plenty of natural ones too. Typically it’s 

narrow, contouring singletrack with 

occasional roots, rocks, small berms 

and jumps for that roller coaster, 

skill-testing sensation. 

INTRO

February 7

We push bikes and kit to 
their limits to bring you 
detailed reviews and ratings
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M9000 CASSETTE
Weight 328g

It may lack the range of the SRAM 
item, but the 11-40T design uses 
aluminium, titanium and steel to 

keep weight to a minimum.

RT99 BRAKE ROTORS
Weight 247g, 180 (F), 160 (R)

Brake rotors use 
the laminated, heat 

radiating IceTech 
construction but with 
the addition of extra 
ÀQV�IRU�HYHQ�ORZHU�

running temps. 

M9020-D FRONT DERAILLEUR
Weight 127g

The front mech is alive, 
well and updated with 
a special side swing 
design that’s said to 
reduce chain rub.

M9000 REAR
DERAILLEUR
Weight 220g

An all-new design 
has a less slanted 
parallelogram and 
the chain stabilising 
clutch is now 
adjustable for force.

10February

NEW 
ARRIVALS



S
RAM used its 11-speed cassette to 
ditch front shifting but Shimano’s new 
group has matched the gear count 

while still offering double and triple options.
The 11-40T block has a narrower range 

than SRAM’s 10-42T offering, with smaller, 
PRUH�HYHQ�JDSV��,W·OO�ÀW�RQ�D�VWDQGDUG�
freehub too, unlike the XD body SRAM 
uses. You can pick from the lightweight 

Race group (2766g) or the slightly heavier 
EXW�VWURQJHU�7UDLO�NLW��$�VLQJOH�ULQJ�VSHFLÀF�
option is available for both, as well as 
doubles or a triple on the latter. Our group  
is conventionally operated by gear cables,  
but if you want to get silly there’s an 
electrically-shifted Di2 XTR, which is yet to 
arrive on these shores...

www.madison.co.uk 

Shimano M9000  
XTR groupset £1417

M9000 XTR  
RACE CHAINSET 
Weight 621g (36-26T double)

This lighter weight 
Race model uses 
bonded construction 
rather than the 
tougher but heavier 
cold forged Trail unit.

M9000 RACE BRAKES
Weight 195g (complete front) 

The only small 
change to the proven 
XTR Race brakes is 
a slightly slimmer 
clamp for keeping 
your cockpit clean. 

HG900-11 CHAIN
Weight 260g (116 links)

With a special Sil-Tec 
coating, the 11-speed 
chain promises even 
lower friction for 
JUHDWHU�HIÀFLHQF\��

M9000 SHIFTERS
Weight 195g (pair)

These get one more 
click plus a claimed 20% 
reduction in shifting effort. 
Longer textured carbon 
levers should help. 

M9000 PEDALS
Weight 307g

They’re been 
slimmed down 
to reduce weight 
and improve mud 
clearance, with a new, 
lighter axle too.

February 11

It’s Shimano’s top line, mechanical 11-speed animal
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NEW ARRIVALS

661 Evo AM MIPS  

helmet £130

Who’s a clever hat? 

T
he Evo AM doubles up on safety 
IHDWXUHV�ÀUVWO\�E\�XVLQJ�&RQWLJR�
IRDP��ZKLFK�����VD\V�DEVRUEV�

����PRUH�LPSDFW�HQHUJ\�WKDQ�WKH�
(36�IRDP�LQ�PRVW�OLGV��DQG�VHFRQGO\�
LQ�RIIHULQJ�WKLV�0,36�YHUVLRQ��D�
VWDQGDUG�PRGHO�FRVWV�������
ZLWK�D�FUDGOH�GHVLJQHG�WR�
UHGXFH�WZLVWLQJ�IRUFHV�
RQ�WKH�EUDLQ��$�%RD�GLDO�
DQG�FOHYHU�PDJQHWLF�
EXFNOH�VHFXUH�LW�LQ�SODFH��
*LPPLFNU\"�:H·OO�OHW� 
\RX�NQRZ��
www.oneindustries.com 

T
KLV�LVQ·W�WKH�NLQG�RI�ZKLVN\�
WKDW�JLYHV�\RX�DQ�DZIXO�
KHDGDFKH�DQG�VRPH�

PHPRULHV�EHVW�IRUJRWWHQ��1RSH��
WKLV�QHZ�SDUWV�EUDQG�VKRXOG�
OHDYH�D�JRRG�WDVWH�LQ�WKH�PRXWK�
ZLWK�D�UDQJH�RI�UHDVRQDEO\�SULFHG�

FDUERQ�EDUV��$OO�KDYH�D�ÀYH�\HDU�
ZDUUDQW\�DQG�WKH\·UH�DYDLODEOH�LQ�
ZLGWKV�IURP�VSLQGO\����PP�WR�
DQ�DOO�PRXQWDLQ����PP�LQ�]HUR�
ULVH�ZLWK�D����PP�ORZ�ULVH�LWHP�
VSOLWWLQJ�GLIIHUHQFH�LQ�WKH�PLGGOH��
www.ison-distribution.com

Whisky Parts Co  

No.7 carbon bars £120

Not actually whisky 
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NEW ARRIVALS

WINTER
ESSENTIALS
The kit you shouldn’t head out 

without when the temps fall

MADISON SHIELD  
CLEAR LENS GLASSES £18

Apart from using your hand 
or squinting really hard, there 
are few cheaper ways to keep 
muck out of your eyes than 
these clear glasses.

www.madison.co.uk

LEZYNE ZECTO AUTO  
DRIVE REAR LIGHT £40

It’s easy to get caught out 
when the light fades, but be 
seen and be safe with this 
powerful three LED light.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

DHB BUFF £10

You can’t beat a Buff for keeping 
you cosy, whether used as a scarf 
or as a head cap. They’re incredibly 
versatile and cheap too.

www.wiggle.co.uk 

RRP ENDURO GUARD £9

Zip-tie this to your fork  
arch and legs and it’ll help 
cut down spray for a tiny 
weight and wallet penalty.

www.extrauk.co.uk 

BLACK MAMBA NITRILE GLOVES £3.49 for 8

Ignore the bondage looks and wear these 
super thick nitrile items under your usual 
gloves to create a cheap waterproof system. 
Perfect for spannering work too.

www.2pure.co.uk 
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NIKWAX BASEFRESH  
£4 (300ml) 

We love synthetic base layers 
but they can really pong after 
a while. Wash them in this to 
cure the stench.

www.nikwax.co.uk

6
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FIRST RIDE
GIANT TALON 0

FIRST RIDE
GIANT TALON 0

SPECIALIZED 
ENDURO 
EXPERT 
CARBON 29 

£4600  
Long-legged, big-

wheeled carbon 

fibre beauty

NUKEPROOF 
MEGA TR 

RACE £2000
Well priced short 

travel bike that’s built 

burly to take on trails 

that make others 

whimper in fear

GHOST MISS 

ASX £1750
Is this budget 

conscious female 

specific 130mm travel 

full susser bang 

on target? 

16 February

GENESIS 
CARIBOU 

£1200 
It’s a fat bike with 

odd bars, trail riding 

pretensions and 

full-on adventures  

writ large



ppearances aren’t everything. 

Butchers and surgeons both wear 

aprons covered in blood and use 

sharp bits of metal, but having an 

open heart surgery done by one won’t 

end well, while buying meat off the other 

will get you in serious trouble. It’s always 

best to know which one you’re dealing 

with and it’s the same with bikes. 

A single glance will often be enough 

to tell you whether you’re looking at a 

blunt instrument or delicate scalpel, but 

the Enduro 29 is different. The paired 

155mm of rear travel and 160mm front 

suggest that it’s about hacking through 

stuff rather than delicately dissecting 

corners, but the big wheels and light 

FDUERQ�ÀEUH�IUDPH�VXJJHVW�D�PRUH�
nuanced approach. It’s neither a butcher 

nor a surgeon. It’s probably a serial killer.

A history of violence 

The Enduro has been one of Specialized’s  

longest running models and it’s always 

been a pretty accurate mirror of the 

times when it comes to current trail 

riding preferences. Over time, travel has 

headed upwards in the same way as the 

titular ‘enduro’ used to mean a big 

ORQJ�ULGH�DQG�QRZ�PHDQV�ÁDW�RXW�

SPECIALIZED ENDURO 
EXPERT CARBON 29 

ASHE’S 
A KILLER

Long travel and big wheels 

collide in this full-on,  

flat-out trail slayer

Words: Jon Woodhouse  

Photos: Russell Burton

February 17



Familiar profile: 
The Enduro shares a 
similar outline as the 
alloy and 650b models

Own brand 
Specialized 

rubber is  
plenty grippy

downhills and cruised uphills. It’s also 

sprouted plenty of wheel options, with 

the current model being available as 

either this 29in-wheeled model or as a 

650b-equipped bike in both alloy and 

carbon frame options. 

The Expert Carbon is just a single step 

below the top dog £7000 S-Works model 

and as the name suggests, it uses a 

FDUERQ�ÀEUH�IURQW�WULDQJOH�DQG�FKDLQVWD\V�
with alloy linkages and seatstays. 

Squeezing in so much rear travel 

while keeping the chainstays an 

impressively short and sharp handling 

430mm is no simple trick, even with the 

broadly vertical axle path of the four-bar 

Horst linkage. In normal designs front 

mech clearance would be an issue, but 

Specialized’s managed to sidestep this by 

using a highly offset seat tube and a 

removable bottom bracket mount, 

though this model comes with a SRAM 

X01 single ring drivetrain as standard. 

Many riders will appreciate having the 

RSWLRQ�WR�UHWURÀW�KRZHYHU��DV�RWKHUV�VXFK�
as Whyte’s SCR bikes are 1x only. 

Geometrically, the rest of the bike is 

fairly conservative, with a 67.5-degree 

head angle and 617mm effective toptube 

for the large frame. We’d recommend 

sizing up if you prefer more reach, 

though our 172cm test rider was running 

the 125mm drop Specialized Command 

Post as low as it would go. Talking of 

sizing, smaller riders are excluded from 

the big wheel party as frames only range 

from M to XL. The frame construction is 

excellent however, with the seatmast 

and toptube bisecting to form a neat 

shell into which the shock sits. A shock 

shuttle helps reduce side loading on the 

Cane Creek Double Barrel Air shock and 

cornering stiffness from the frame is  

very impressive.

No biting 

Jumping onto the Enduro and heading 

upwards gives no indication of anything 

untoward. The 13.3kg mass is very 

respectable for a 29er with such long 

travel and it heads upwards with 

enthusiasm, especially on stuttery 

singletrack climbs, where the big wheels 

mute chatter and the own brand pairing 

of semi-slick rear Slaughter and more 

aggressive Butcher tubeless ready tyres 

Brandon Sloan and Jason 
Chamberlain on all things Enduro 

WMB: How do you see the split 
between the Enduro 29 and 650b 

working for riders?
BS: Many people that have had the 
opportunity to really try the E29 prefer the 
extra stability and speed the big wheels 
provide.  A 650 is certainly seen as more 
“playful” but unless you are Martin 
Soderstrom, not really sure a E29 is holding 
that many people back!
JC: I think most riders already know which 
wheel size is right for them. It’s like the PC vs. 
Mac debate. Both bikes can be great and will 
do anything you want them to.

Also, most manufactures haven’t figured out 
how to build a short chainstay, 155-plus travel 
Enduro with 29in wheels, so that is why you 
see so many more 650 bikes in that category.  
It’s not because 650 is better, it’s because it’s 
simpler to build.  

WMB: Do you think a long travel 29er forces 
more compromises with frame and wheels?
BS: It is certainly harder to make a dialed long 
travel 29 than 650.  That being said, building a 
bike is always about balance - where you put 
your money, where you “push it” to shave off 
grams, where you have to create new 
standards to get what you want.  I am super 
proud of how the E29’s came out so I feel the 
overall balance is pretty well sorted.
JC: People talk a lot about wheel strength, but 
when is the last time you actually saw a taco’d 
rim?  Rim design and material have come a 
long way and you just don’t see folded wheels 
like you did in the ’90s.

WMB: Which Enduro do you personally ride?
JC: Mostly 29. Mostly…
BS: 29 for sure… easy!

DESIGNER SAYS...

18 February

AT A GLANCE
SPECIALIZED ENDURO 
EXPERT CARBON 29

PRICE £4600 

TOPTUBE LENGTH 617mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 470mm 

HEAD ANGLE 67.5°

SEAT ANGLE 75° 

BB HEIGHT 350mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 430mm  

WHEELBASE 1183mm 

SIZES M, L (tested), XL   

WEIGHT 13.33kg (29.39lb)   

FRAME FACT Carbon front 

triangle, M5 alloy rear

FORK RockShox Pike 29 RC 

Solo Air, 160mm  

SHOCK Cane Creek DBAir 

Inline  

WHEELS Roval Traverse 

Fattie 29, 29mm wide, 

24/28h 

TYRES Specialized Control 

Butcher 2Bliss (F) Control 

Slaughter 2Bliss (R), 29x2.3in 

CRANKS SRAM S-2200 

Carbon PF30 30T

GEARS SRAM X01, 11spd 

BRAKES Avid Guide R, 

200/180mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Specialized  

Command Post IR 125mm, 

Specialized Henge Comp 

saddle, Specialized XC bars

CONTACT  

www.specialized.com   



“Think less about 

a wolf in sheep’s 

clothing and more 

about a T-rex”

SPECIALIZED ENDURO EXPERT CARBON 29

Hard rocking: Point 
it downhill and the 
Enduro 29 changes  

character completely

Cane Creek DBAir 
Inline shock gives 
vast tuning potential

No high headset cap 
and flat bars mean 
a low front end for 
good handling

The carbon fibre 
front triangle is a 

beautiful bit of work

is a well thought out combination. 

Running them tubeless is no bad plan 

either, as they don’t have the tougher 

Grid sidewalls, though the 2.3in volume 

is decent enough, especially on the broad 

29mm Roval Traverse Fattie wheels. 

With so much travel, it’s hard not to 

notice the overall height of the front end, 

WKRXJK�6SHFLDOL]HG�KDV�WKDQNIXOO\�ÀWWHG�D�
ÁDW�WRS�FDS�RQ�WKH�LQWHJUDWHG�KHDGVHW��
which along with the low-rise bars allow 

you to drop it all the way. Our bike came 

ÀWWHG�ZLWK�D���PP�VWHP��ZKLFK�LV�
GHÀQLWHO\�SUHIHUDEOH�WR�WKH���PP�LWHP�
the Large frame is supposed to come 

equipped with. 

Along with the not-overly wide 

750mm bars, for such a seemingly 

imposing bike the handling is really 

rather inoffensive uphill. It’ll gladly sniff 

its way around tight switchbacks and 

threading through rolling singletrack is a 

joy. Some of that benign performance 

comes from the Cane Creek shock. With 

the compression and rebound damping 

adjustable for both high and low speed 

response plus the on-off Climb Switch, 

LW·V�SRVVLEOH�WR�ÀQH�WXQH�LW�WR�\RXU�H[DFW�
preference, though expect to spend your 

ÀUVW�IHZ�ULGHV�GRLQJ�WKDW�
and nothing else. Get it 

dialled and it’s bang on, as 

is the RockShox Pike in 

plain RC damper cartridge 

format. You can adjust the 

rebound and low speed 

compression and we didn’t 

miss anything else thanks 

to the superb balance of 

the Charger damper.

6 feet down

$W�WKH�WRS�RI�RXU�ÀUVW�GHVFHQW��ZH�
couldn’t help worrying that we’d be 

slightly under whelmed by the downhill 

performance. Surely so well mannered a 

machine uphill would quickly get out of 

its depth when things got nasty on the 

return. We needn’t have worried. Think 

less about wolf in sheep’s clothing and 

more about a tyrannosaurus rex. Within a 

few pedal turns of the crisp 11-speed 

transmission we already had to 

compensate for the additional speed 

we were heading into corners. The 

February 19

It’s surprisingly perky uphill and the 

relatively traditional geometry 

means it’s not a pig to thread uphill 

or through flowing singletrack. 

Point it down something wide, fast 

and rough and it’s a different story, with 

sublime pace and composure. It’s an 

all-mountain bike in the truest  

sense of the word. Jon

TESTER SAYS...



“The Enduro 29 

is a sociopathic 

killer, but only  

of trails”

Above: 160mm travel 

Pike fork is an excellent 

all-round performer

way the bike carries speed over rough 

ground is a revelation and while the 

extremely long-legged Pike has a 

QRWLFHDEOH�DPRXQW�PRUH�ÁH[�WKDQ����E�
versions, it’s only really an issue on 

super-tight switchbacks, where that and 

the low spoke count of the front wheel 

can get the bike wanting to push 

outwards to the edge of the turn rather 

than tracking round it. We had more 

hand fatigue on extended chop too, 

possibly due to the increased leverage 

between the legs and lowers of the 

stretched chassis causing slight binding. 

We were left wanting a little bit more 

leverage from the bars for rough line 

wrestling duties too, but the own brand 

grips don’t have end caps, so it’s easy to 

run your hands slightly off the edge. The 

Guide R brakes offer up plenty of 

stopping gusto too. With careful tweaking 

of the shock, it’s also possible to balance 

playful pop-off lips with deep stroke 

control, putting paid to the idea that big 

travel 29ers can’t be fun, aided again by 

those short chainstays. Admittedly, 

trying to weave it through super-tight 

sections will leave you feeling that you’re 

slightly out of tune with the music the 

trail is playing, but give it time and 

plenty of explicit and deliberate bike lean 

rather than bar and body input and you’ll 

VRRQ�ÀQG�WKH�UK\WKP��
We’ve no doubt that the bike could  

be even more brutally effective downhill 

if it was even slacker, lower and longer, 

but we would kind of miss the balanced 

all-rounder that it currently is. As it 

ALSO CONSIDER 

Specialized Enduro Expert 
Carbon 650b £4600 
The smaller wheeled brother gets more 
travel as well as slacker angles, for a 
slightly less rounded take on the same 
idea. It is lighter for the same size  
frame though. 
www.specialized.com

Orange Alpine Five RS 
£3500 
The handmade in Halifax alloy frame 
can never rival the composite Enduro 
on weight, but Orange handling and 
reliability is all correct and present.  
www.orangebikes.co.uk

Santa Cruz Tallboy LTC 
X01 AM £5699 
This boutique carbon fibre option is 
steeper angled, shorter in travel and 
reach while being significantly more 
expensive, but it’s a rapid trail treat.  
www.santacruzbikes.co.uk

stands, on the more open and rough 

sections of our testing tracks, it tore 

gaping holes into previous times and 

didn’t suffer too much in the tight  

stuff either. 

Summary 
So, to come back to our slightly mixed 

metaphor, the Enduro 29 is a sociopathic 

killer, but only of trails. It’s all mild 

manners and smart answers when  

you’re playing nicely uphill or along,  

but it’s a ruthless predator when given 

the chance. It’s surprising, scary and 

shockingly good fun.

20 February

“A brutally rapid long travel bike  

that’s actually a superbly e�ective 

all-rounder.” 

+++++

SRAM chain and ring 

security is boosted 

by a neat top guide

When the going gets 

rough, the Enduro  

29 hits its stride



40  YEARS

The new 36 will help you to make the most of your adventure - whether 

it’s a weekend in Wales, the Trans Provence or an Enduro World Series 

the 36 has it covered.

Check out the TP and EWS series-winning forks here:



S
ince the introduction of the 

Mega to Nukeproof’s line-up 

back in 2012, the range has 

evolved into the 160mm AM 

and 130mm travel TR. Don’t let the 

badges or numbers distract you 

though, as both bikes are 650b 

wheel-wielding weapons that will 

happily smash the trails with the best. 

We got our hands on the cheapest bike 

in the range, the TR Race, and took it 

out for a beating.

Numbers game  
A large part of the bike’s 14.5kg (32lb) 

weight is held in the frame, but 

there’s a lot more to it than most 

130mm travel whippets. ISCG mounts 

give full chainguide compatibility, 

while chunky double welds give that 

burly look and the strength to back it 

up. All the features you’d expect from 

an aggressive trail bike are there too, 

like the 44mm any-steerer headtube 

and 12x142mm rear axle. 

It’s when you take a look at the 

numbers that you get an idea of  

what the designers were thinking 

when they put pen to paper for the 

Mega TR. A 67.5-degree head angle 

combined with short 440mm 

chainstays and comfy cockpit length 

suggests fun times in the woods, and 

the TR delivers.

Into the hills, the TR’s heft doesn’t 

get in the way on climbs, with the 

relatively lightweight wheelset helping 

the bike roll. The Monarch R shock 

lacks any compression adjustment but 

we didn’t feel the need for it, as the 

Mega remained controlled and there 

wasn’t enough pedal bob for it to 

become noticeable until plugging in 

the granny ring. Even then it wasn’t 

enough to be an annoyance. 

The Hans Dampf tyres aren’t 

super-fast rollers, but the speed they’ll 

trundle along at is respectable 

considering the amount of grip they 

have. They slide in a predictable and 

easy to control manner when traction 

does start to become a luxury. 

We’ve used the Shimano M615 

brakes on loads of bikes and can’t help 

but be incredibly impressed with their 

performance, and that’s before we 

consider how well priced they are. 

Predictable stopping with consistent 

lever feel and total reliability is all we 

ever experienced.

Ready to roll  
When you’re up to speed out on  

the trails the Mega is incredibly stable, 

yet still ready to spring into action 

with its lively feel begging to be 

thrown around and pushed hard. The 

stock Nukeproof handlebars are 

comfortable at 760mm wide, and the 

short 50mm stem length provides 

another insight into what the bike is 

going to be most comfortable doing. 

The short stem didn’t have a 

detrimental effect on the climbs,  

DQG�GHÀQLWHO\�PDGH�WKH�ÁDW��ÁRZLQJ�
trails and downhill a lot more fun.  

It made the most out of the stability  

AT A GLANCE

NUKEPROOF MEGA   

TR RACE

PRICE £2000

TOPTUBE LENGTH 588mm

SEAT TUBE LENGTH  432mm

HEAD ANGLE 67.5°

SEAT ANGLE 74°

BB HEIGHT 333mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 439mm

WHEELBASE 1145mm

SIZES S, M (tested), L, XL  

WEIGHT 14.5kg (32lb)  

FRAME Hydroformed 

double-welded T6 6061 alu

FORK RockShox Sektor GRL 

Solo Air, 140mm

SHOCK RockShox Monarch 

R, 130mm 

WHEELS Novatec Disc hubs, 

WTB SX23 rims

TYRES Schwalbe Hans 

Dampf Snakeskin TrailStar (F), 

PaceStar (R), 650bx2.35in

CRANKS Shimano Deore

GEARS Shimano M610 

shifters, SLX mech (R) 

BRAKES Shimano Deore  

CONTACT  

www.hotlines-uk.com

Can Nukeproof’s entry-level trail bike really battle the big boys?

Removable 

direct mount 

mech means 

clean lines for  

1x conversions 

DROP THE BOMB

Words: Jake Ireland  

Photos: Russell Burton

22 February



of the 67.5-degree head angle with 

fast, agile handling without a hint  

of twitchiness. 

$OWKRXJK�PRVW�ULGHUV�ZLOO�ÀQG�WKH�
toptube a comfortable length for out  

of the saddle work and smashing 

downhill runs, long stints in the saddle 

may see you wanting more toptube 

room than the 588mm (on our medium 

test bike) gives, especially considering 

the bike’s travel and namesake. If 

\RX·UH�GHEDWLQJ�VL]H��GHÀQLWHO\�JR�
larger. 

The Erosion Linkage-driven 

single-pivot back end handles trail 

conditions with ease. The Monarch  

R’s initial feel isn’t as supple as that  

of the bigger canned Debonair shocks, 

but isn’t harsh in any way and has a 

good amount of progression later on  

in the travel. Square  

edges are dealt with well, 

although bigger holes do 

seem to slow the bike  

down and choke the 

suspension slightly. 

That said, tip the Mega 

TR into territory unknown 

for most 130mm travel 

bikes, and it really starts to 

shine. Turning down into a steep 

section of downhill track usually 

ridden by 8in travel monsters, the 

Mega remains composed with its lively 

ride rewarding you the harder you 

push it. The 130mm of back end 

bounce doesn’t give in, with controlled 

predictable progression through  

the stroke, and bottoming out was  

a rarity. 

The bike remains balanced and in 

control, with the only weakness being 

the Sektor fork when pushed really 

hard. The chassis stiffness of the 

6HNWRU�LV�WRWDOO\�ÀQH�ZKHQ�XVHG�IRU�
normal cross-country and trail duties, 

but it does hold the Mega back as  

the geometry is so capable. The  

same goes for the Sektor’s basic 

RL damper. It’s a consistent 

“The Mega’s lively 

ride rewards you 

the harder you 

push it”

NUKEPROOF MEGA TR RACE 

It’s short, sturdy 
and built for fun

Own brand 
OKLO dropper 
is a bargain

Single pivot 
hardware is made 
for durability

A RockShox 
Monarch controls 

130mm of travel

February 23



performer and gives sensitive response 

along with a good amount of support, 

but push it really hard and you will  

see harshness. It’s not bad enough  

to warrant a new fork, and it’s  

only noticeable when pushing  

really hard at high speed, which  

is a rarity.

We had repeated issues with the 

Deore chainset dropping the chain all 

the way through the test period, even 

with adjustments made to the SLX 

rear mech’s clutch and being wary 

with pedalling anywhere rough. This 

ZRXOG�EH�DQ�HDV\�LVVXH�WR�À[��,I�ZH�
were keeping hold of the bike, we 

would go for a single ring setup 

straight away. 

Nukeproof’s own OKLO dropper 

seatpost was impressive, especially  

on a bike of this price. Lacking the 

UHÀQHPHQW�RI�D�5HYHUE��WKH�2./2·V�
lever gives a slightly vague feel,  

but it’s easy to get used to.

Summary 
Let’s not beat around the bush; if you 

“The Mega TR Race is amazing value 

for money and is seriously capable 

on the descents.” 

+++++

ALSO CONSIDER 

Cube Stereo 140 HPA 
Race £2499 
A similar ride to the Mega TR, with fun 
and DH ability featuring highly. It’s a 
climber too, and has a longer toptube 
to suit days in the saddle and stability 
on the descents. www.cube.eu 

Nukeproof Mega TR 275 
Comp £2500 
The model up from the Race gains a 
single ring drivetrain and a fork with 
damping that can be pushed harder. The 
£500 extra solves some of our gripes 
with the Race. 
www.hotlines-uk.com 

Whyte G150 £2500 
Slightly upping the travel to 150mm, 
the Whyte is a versatile beast. The 
geometry is sorted and translates into 
a stable ride that’s at home up hill  
or down (gnarly) dale.  
www.whyte.bike

“In territory 

unknown for 

most 130mm 

travel bikes, it 

starts to shine” 

Despite being clutch 

equipped, we still 

dropped the chain on 

wilder terrain

RockShox Sektor 

fork is good, but 

can be pushed too 

far on rough stu�

are after an out and out fast trail bike, 

the Mega probably isn’t for you. If 

you’re happy to winch the climbs  

to smash the descents and generally 

push a short travel bike harder than 

you thought it could be pushed,  

WKHQ�WKH�0HJD�75�PLJKW�MXVW�WLFN� 
\RXU�ER[�

24 February

The Mega TR has been designed 
with descents at the forefront of 
Nukeproof’s collective mind, and 
that approach has paid off. 
Although climbing is a compromise, 

the TR can dominate the descents. A longer 
toptube would be welcome and increase 
downhill performance and climbing svelte. If 
you’re a DH rider who wants a fun bike for 
longer rides, you could hit the jackpot 
with this, especially at the price. Jake  

TESTER SAYS...





Super wide rims 
are drilled to 
drop weight

behaves better. The geometry is trail 
orientated, with 69.5-degree head and 
73-degree seat angles – it’s not a 
nervous bike through the corners, but 
nor is it the most lively or agile. Let the 
tyres down to below 12psi and all of a 
sudden the low-treaded Mission tyres 
really do have acres of grip in normal 
trail conditions. It takes a bit of getting 
used to but soon you can pick the speed 
up and sling it towards corners. 

2Q�IDVWHU�WUDLOV��WKURXJK�ÁDW�FRUQHUV�
or bomb-holes the compromise of 
running low pressures is evident in tyre 
roll. While stayed rubber-side down 
during testing, we knew when we’d 
pushed too hard and our planned arc 
round the corner very quickly became a 
lot wider. It’s the same when you hit an 
unexpected bit of off-camber trail, all of 
a sudden you’re battling with the bike 
to go where you want it to. 

Feel the love 

Heading to soft, wet, rooty woodland 
trails you start to see why those crazy 
Americans love fat bikes. Unlike a 
traditional mud spike the fat tyres don’t 
cut through the mud, they surf around 
on top of it. You don’t get pin sharp 
accuracy, and if you head through a rock 
garden that extra width and undamped 
suspension from the nigh-on 3in deep 
tyres bounce around from rock to rock. 
If you take your time, pick a line and  
let the bike monster-truck over it you’ll 
get to the other side with a grin on  
your face. Individual rocks and roots 
disappear under your footprint only to 
re-emerge the other side none the 
worse for wear. 

I
n the wilds of North America, caribou 
have evolved with wide, concave toes 
to prevent sinking into the soggy 
ground and soft snow that dominate 

WKH�ODQGVFDSH��,W·V�D�ÀWWLQJ�QDPH�WKHQ�
for Genesis’ fat bike, with the trend for 
ELJ�ÁRDW\�W\UHV�DOVR�RULJLQDWLQJ�LQ�WKLV�
often desolate land. 

Rethink your riding 

If you haven’t ridden a fat bike before 
you’ll quickly notice that the handling is 
far removed from what you’re used to. 
Heading to the trails along the road, you 
have to rethink how a bike handles, you 
become acutely aware of how much, on 
a ‘normal’ bike, you lean to corner. 

With the Caribou’s 4in-wide Vee 
Mission tyres resisting directional 
change you have to turn the bars far 
more than usual, and with more force, 
as the bike resists leaning over. On 
hard-packed surfaces this isn’t a bike 
that wants to change direction on a 
dime – even the camber of the road had 
us quarrelling with the bars. 

Hit the trails and the ungainly 
handling is muted somewhat. At trail 
centres where corners are banked and 
cambers generally levelled, the Caribou 

AT A GLANCE

GENESIS CARIBOU 

PRICE £1200

TOPTUBE LENGTH 622mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 480mm

HEAD ANGLE 69.5° 

SEAT ANGLE 73° 

BB HEIGHT 300mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 455mm 

WHEELBASE 1138mm 

SIZES 16, 17.5, 19, (tested) 

20.5in 

WEIGHT 15.7kg (34.6lb) 

FRAME Genesis Mjölnir 

double-butted chromoly

FORK Double-butted 

cro-mo, 135mm spacing 

WHEELS Sealed hubs/

Weinmann HL80 80mm rims 

TYRES Vee Mission, 4in 

CRANKS Race Face Ride XC, 

30T

GEARS Shimano Deore  

BRAKES TRP Spyke 

OTHER STUFF Genesis 

finishing kit 

CONTACT  

www.genesisbikes.co.uk  

Huge tyres and  
no bounce: Recipe  

for fun or disaster?

26 February

FULL FAT FUN
Go large and unleash your sense of adventure  

Words: Tom Marvin  

Photos: Russell Burton



Genesis has specced its Alt Riser bars 

with a massive 20-degree sweep. On 

long gentle rides the sweep puts your 

wrists at a relaxed angle, but in more 

technical terrain it conspires to keep 

your elbows in and puts extra pressure 

through the outside of your palm, 

compromising control and grip. When 

the trail gets steeper, especially where 

rocks and roots are prevalent, the lack of 

a shoulder on the tyres mean they step 

RXW�WRR�IUHTXHQWO\�IRU�FRQÀGHQW�FOLPELQJ�
or descending, with the bars adding to 

your nervousness.

With adventuring in mind, Genesis 

has made the bike as luggage friendly as 

possible. The fork alone would take a 

rack, mudguards and at least one bottle 

cage or carry cage per leg, while the 

front triangle has eight bolts bolted in. 

At the back there are yet more rack 

mounts. Essentially, if you’re going to 

GENESIS CARIBOU

“Genesis has made 

the bike as luggage 

friendly as possible” 

disappear for a long 

time, this is the 

machine to get you 

there to begin with. 

The drivetrain is a 

basic 1x10 setup, with 

Shimano Deore 

gearing and Race Face 

Ride cranks. The ring is a 30-tooth 

version, which helps lower the gearing. 

This isn’t a bad thing when the trail 

climbs and you’ve packed the kitchen 

sink. For versatility we’d add a 40-tooth 

extender, or run a SRAM 11-speed 

setup. 

:KLOH�WKRVH�ELJ�W\UHV�DGG�ÁRWDWLRQ��
they lead to a number of compromises. 

What suspension they do provide is 

entirely un-dampened, making for a 

bouncy ride. They’re also heavy, 

meaning they resist getting up to speed 

or changing direction. Oh, and good luck 

if you puncture and only have a trail 

pump. At least if you’re stuck in the 

Arctic pumping tyres up will help you 

stay warm. 

With a fat tyre behaving wildly 

different at different pressures on 

different terrain, unless you do want to 

spend 10 minutes pumping a tyre back 

The bars have a huge 

amount of sweep, 

which compromises 

technical control

Mechanical disc brakes 

are fitted to make 

remote repairs easier

The steel frame gets 

a super wide BB to 

fit in the fat tyres
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XS�WR�SUHVVXUH�ZKHQ�\RX�KLW�ÀUPHU�
JURXQG��\RXU�ULGH�LV�DOPRVW�JXDUDQWHHG�
WR�EH�FRPSURPLVHG�DW�VRPH�SRLQW��PRUH�
so we feel than with a regular trail  

bike setup.

Summary
:LWK�LWV�PDVVLYHO\�ZLGH�W\UHV�DQG�ULPV��
DQG�ULJLG�IRUNV��WKH�&DULERX�LV�QHYHU�
going to be the fastest uphill or down 

but that’s not really what it’s designed 

WR�GR��,I�\RX�MXVW�ZDQW�WR�JR�ÁDW�RXW�
�����RI�WKH�WLPH��\RX·OO�DOUHDG\�NQRZ�
the Caribou isn’t for you. If, on the other 

hand, you’re looking to get out to the 

ALSO CONSIDER 

“If you want to 

go flat out 100% 

of the time, the 

Caribou won’t 

be for you” 

“Funky handling fat bike more suited 

to epic wilderness adventures than 

weekend trail bashing.” 

+++++

Below left: Wide 

rigid fork gets a full 

compliment of mounts

Below: Race Face 30T  

Narrow/Wide ring  

gets top guide for 

additional security

Matching set? Genesis’ Caribou Jnr 

caters for fat bike curious kids

This pint-sized fat bike (£500) rolls on 

19in trials bike wheels and tyres, and 

comes with a Shimano seven-speed 

group. The aluminium frame and 

steel fork doesn’t result in a 

particularly light ride at 11.2kg 

(24.7lb), but the 2.5in wide, chunky 

tyres should provide plenty of 

flotation and masses of grip, thanks 

to their super-grippy 42a compound.  

Genesis has taken nippers’ 

proportions into account, with a 

standard 68mm bottom bracket, easy 

reach brake levers and easy to use 

thumb shifters. If you want your kid 

to develop a sense of adventure, the 

Caribou Jnr might well be the starting 

point for miles of smiles. 

www.genesisbikes.co.uk

wilds and explore, and aren’t too 

ERWKHUHG�DERXW�EHDWLQJ�\RXU�PDWHV�XS�
WKH�KLOOV��\RX�PLJKW�ZDQW�WR�ORRN�D�OLWWOH�
FORVHU��'HVSLWH�RXU�FRQFHUQV�RYHU�VSHF�
DQG�WKH�FRPSURPLVHV�LQKHUHQW�LQ�WKH�IDW�
tyres, it has an infectious quality that 

does result in a post-ride grin.

28 February

I can safely say I’ve never had so 

much attention riding a bike 

through a city – builders heckled, 

kids laughed and tourists took 

photos. I wanted to hate the  

bike, but over the course of testing it  

turned out to be a lot more fun than I 

originally assumed. If I lived in the  

wilds of Scotland or on a beach, I could  

see the point, but otherwise it feels like a 

bike to have a laugh on once or twice, then 

put away in favour of a ‘real’ trail 

bike. Tom

TESTER SAYS...





Little Miss? Not so, 

the Ghost gets  

just the same travel 

as the men’s version

T
he £1750 Miss is fun, but doesn’t feel 

like it naturally lends itself to all-out 

speed. It was a pleasure to glide down 

rocky descents, which the 130mm 

travel front and back and playtime geometry 

lapped up. That said, the tyres lost their way 

on looser sections, and we felt fairly jittery in 

the sections of rocky trail still caked in 

wintery slime. The Miss wears Rocket 

Rons,which are good budget performers, but 

you might want to switch tyres to improve 

performance on dry, hard packed trails.

The 13kg weight is acceptable for a bike 

with this travel and price, but climbing verve 

LV�GHÀQLWHO\�PXWHG�RYHU�D�VLPLODUO\�SULFHG�
hardtail. When you do want to slow down, 

the Miss delivers thanks to the Deore brakes, 

which have excellent stopping power. The 

180mm rotors can feel grabby and a touch 

excessive for lighter riders out of Alpine-

descent territory however.  

Ultimately, the Miss isn’t designed for 

all-out gravity thrashing, but rather wants  

to do a lot of playing on the way to trail-

YEAH! 

Ì The 650b wheels pay the perfect 

compliment to the ride; beautifully responsive 

in the twistiest singletrack but with extra grip 

on tricky climbs. The bike feels nicely planted 

on rocky stuff too.

Ì The shorter toptube length means you  

pedal in a rather upright position. For 

descending, this gives playful manoeuvrability 

perhaps at a cost of flat-out stability on steeper 

or looser terrain. 

conquering glory. The four-bar rear 

suspension gives good grip and support, 

though there are no stiffness and security 

improving thru-axles at either end.  

The swept back bars and narrow grips 

give good control on descents, and the 

650b wheels add enough circumference 

to make mincemeat of awkward rocks 

and drops. Cornering doesn’t feel clunky 

either. It’s stable and supportive without 

any jarring, allowing for a smooth entry 

and exit.

www.hotlines-uk.com 

Ì It’s not the speediest climber. The weight is 

contained mostly in the Ryde Taurus rims and 

Ghost finishing kit, so upgrade those first. 

ÌThe 180mm brake rotors offer huge braking 

power at the expense of modulation, so go easy 

on the braking, especially if you’re light. 

BAH!

Ì With 130mm travel, flat out cross country 

enthusiasts might find themselves craving a 

remote lockout, but the CTD damping equipped 

shocks perform well otherwise.

Ì It’s not pink, but the compulsory 

combination of pastels and white on 

women-specific bikes is still Marmite to many. 

MEH

Below: White and 

turquoise paintjob might 

be understated to some 

but anathema to others

Big brake rotors 

mean a light  

touch is needed

“A fun, playful ride that makes 

mincemeat of rock gardens and loves 

to twist through tight singletrack.” 

+++++

Despite the flu�y name, this Ghost is an 

aggressive trail bike that corners like a demon 

MORE HIT THAN MISS

Words: Fi Spotswood  

Photos: Russell Burton

30 February



1 TICKET 4 SHOWS

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW AT

THELONDONBIKESHOW.CO.UK

INCLUDING: 
TRIATHLON SHOW: LONDON, THE TELEGRAPH OUTDOOR ADVENTURE & TRAVEL SHOW  AND 

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL DIVE SHOW†

*DISCOUNT APPLIES TO ADVANCE ADULT BOOKINGS ONLY. BOOKING FEES APPLY. DISCOUNT CODE EXPIRES 31/01/2015.
†THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL DIVE SHOW IS OPEN SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY.

GET READY TO RIDE!
ROAD MOUNTAIN URBAN FAMILY

DRIVEN BY

BOOK NOW & SAVE * 
THURS/FRI £13SAT/SUN £15QUOTE: WMB01
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IN FUEL THIS MONTH...

WMB Heroes p38
Bikes that have stood out 

from the crowds: this month 

Specialized’s 02-04 Enduro 

XC column p40
Fi Spotswood’s chu�ed to 

have turned a roadie friend 

on to the fun of the trails 

Trail Talk p44
The place to have your say 

and show o� where and what 

you’ve been riding

British Cycling v 
enduro p34
The governing body’s pulled 

support for the discipline

February 33

THE RIDE OUT 

Rider: Jonathan Woodhouse
Location: Honister, Lake District

Bike: Genesis Caribou
Photographer: Russell Burton
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 Organisers and racers are left angry over the governing body’s 
apparent abandonment of the fastest growing discipline in Britain 

BRITISH CYCLING’S 
ENDURO NO GO 

INVESTIGATION

A 
fter what it’s calling a 
‘detailed review’ of mountain 
bike enduro events British 

Cycling, the governing body of 
cycling in Britain, has decided not to 
cover them under its insurance. This 
could put the future of many enduro 
racing events in jeopardy as they will 
be forced to turn to more expensive 
private insurers to cover their races. 

In a press release issued at the  
end of October, it stated: “Any 
requirements or regulations that we 
would need to put in place may have 
a negative impact on the future 
sustainability of events and could also 
impact on resources we devote to 
other parts of the sport, particularly 
MTB downhill as the two disciplines 
are closely linked.” 

It goes on to acknowledge that the 
organisers involved in promoting 
previous events, “deserve a great 

deal of credit for the work they have 
put into an evolving area of the sport 
which attracts a variety of new and 
existing participants”. This is the 
point that many promoters and 
insiders in the sport of mountain 
ELNLQJ�ÀQG�EDIÁLQJ�DERXW�WKH�
decision. Often held in and around 
trail centres, enduro events promote 
racing at a grass roots level thanks to 
the relative accessibility of the 
equipment and their friendly format. 

Scottish Cycling recently 
announced at the Scottish Mountain 
Bike Conference that it had no real 
choice but to follow the lead of its 
parent federation and would also not 
be backing the discipline. 

Format over function 

The stance seems to be largely based 
upon the lack of one dominant format 
of racing for a discipline that still 



QUICK RELEASES
Following on from providing wash bays for 2014’s Mountain Mayhem and World Cup cyclo-cross, the 

Duck Smart team will be cleaning up at the British Downhill Series this year. www.duck-smart.com 

“Often held in and around 
trail centres, enduro 

events promote racing  
at a grass roots level” 
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varies depending on region and 
promoter. British Cycling apparently 
currently recognises it as a series  
of downhill stages and according to 
its current DH regulations, each 
stage would then require three 
FRPPLVVDLUHV�WR�FRUUHFWO\�RIÀFLDWH�

In an online statement Si Paton, 
the event director of the current 
British Downhill Series said, “No 
matter how much you dress up 
enduro, the bottom line is that it’s 
racing a number of timed stages on 

courses that are predominately 
downhill. This is exactly what the 
insurers, lawyers, health and safety 
and any judge or coroner in the land 
will class the event as, ‘Downhill’.” 

Chris Armstrong, Outdoors 
Northern Ireland’s marketing 
manager, told us that from the 
viewpoint of a country that has 
recently invested heavily in mountain 
biking the decision makes seemingly 
little sense. 

“From the point of view of 
youngsters coming up through the 
system, enduro offers many of the 
best points of both downhill and 
cross-country so is a perfect grass 
roots format,” he told us. 

Cross-country spin 

The Enduro World Series’ Chris Ball 
told us, “British Cycling seems 
determined that it’s not insurable yet 
it’s been sanctioned by both the 
French and Italian bodies. It’s 
determining how many commissaires 
it requires based on the downhill 
formula. Why not look at it as 
cross-country? I see a federation’s 
role as growing and supporting a 
sport and as enduro is one of the 
fastest growing disciplines it’s 
missing out. It feels like it’s only 
looking at ways of not making it 

viable; it’s not trying to work  
it out.” 

We contacted British Cycling 
in an attempt to get its side of 
the debate and a chance to put 
its case forward, but the 
governing body didn’t reply to 
our questions in time for 
publication. 

Although enduro’s 
occasionally variable rules and 
format does create a degree of 
logistical ambiguity, British 
Cycling’s stance of not 
supporting it is surely short 
sighted. Enduro provides a race 
discipline for both weekend 
warriors and seasoned pros  
alike. It’s the most accessible 
format of racing available to 
British mountain bikers today.  
To not back it then is surely 
negating the needs of the 
off-road riding public while 
Á\LQJ�LQ�WKH�IDFH�RI�JOREDO�WUHQGV�
and its responsibilities as a 
governing body to promote and 
support the growth of our sport, 
not just for racers, but for all 
riders. 

With British Cycling’s focus on 
only supporting downhill and 
cross-country, it may well be 
depriving us of future superstars.

Enduro is an excellent 

introduction to racing, 

so why isn’t British 

Cycling supporting it?

“Enduro provides a  

race discipline for 

weekend warriors and 

seasoned pros alike” 
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B
ack in the early bits of the 
2000s, full suspension bikes 
were still pretty new-fangled 

things. Downhill designs were 
seriously heavy and lighter cross-
country models tended to be spindly, 
ÁH[LEOH�KRUURUV��5LGLQJ�WKHP�KDUG�
was like pushing wet spaghetti 
across a table. As for middle ground, 
there wasn’t much, unless you had 
pockets deep enough for the likes  
of Intense or Foes. 

The Specialized Enduro changed 
all that when it landed in 2002. The 
futuristic looking clamshell 
monocoque frame had a whopping 
130mm of travel at the back, 
switchable down to 100mm via a 
VSHFLDO�)R[�VKRFN��SDLUHG�ZLWK�D�
120mm fork. For perspective, most 

downhill bikes were 
kicking out 150-180mm 
of travel and running 
80mm forks was still 
commonplace on 
distance-orientated 
bikes. 
,W�ZDV�WKH�ÀUVW�WUXH�

trail bike, able to be ridden 
up hills with ease but still 
push hard on descents,  
DUHDV�ZKHUH�ERWK�LWV�ÁH[LEOH�
predecessor and the long travel, 
hefty post-2004 successor fell down. 
It was also highly affordable despite 
the advanced frame construction, 
available in a range of kit levels from 
basic to bling. Unsurprisingly it was 
a runaway success and there are 
plenty still out on the trails. 

 It brought true trail bike performance to the 

masses, descending as well as it climbed 

SPECIALIZED  
ENDURO 

The bikes that blazed the trail ahead... 

HEROES

It’s hard to find footwear that really works on and o� 

the bike, but when you’re out all day in winter taking 

photos you can’t be messing around. I’ve had these 

Shimano boots for four years and they are just as comfy 

whether I’m riding or walking, and most importantly they 

keep my toes warm standing around waiting for riders to 

come over the top for the umpteenth take. 

RUSSELL’S SHIMANO 
MT91 WINTER BOOT

LOVED TO DEATH

FANCY A GO? 
eBay turned up a 2002 Enduro Expert 

with nine-speed drivetrain and a host of 

upgrades including a fork for £325.  

http://ebay.eu/1vqTi7b 

A quick internet search uncovered a top end, 

last model year 2004 S-Works version with 

lighter and stronger M5 alloy frame, 

Brain-equipped shock complete with 

130mm Fox TALAS fork, mostly 

Shimano XTR nine-speed kit for (a 

slightly optimistic) £550.

2002-2004
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I HAD ONE!
“I spent most of my 

student loan on the 

S-Works frameset 

in 2004, despite a 

healthy sta� discount 

on the £999 asking 

price. The bike did me 

proud for all manner 

of UK and Alpine 

riding for the next 

five or six years, with 

a host of upgrades as 

time (and part time 

jobs) allowed. I dug it 

out from the loft and 

rode it again a few 

years back and while 

it’s still a decent ride, 

things have definitely 

moved on.” Jon 

8�Combine the age of them 

and the sheer number 

of bearings in the back 

end and you’ve got a big 

mechanic’s bill waiting. 

8�The interrupted 

seat tube design 

limits how far you 

can drop the seatpost.

� The monocoque 

clamshell frame is 

stiff and reasonably 

lightweight as well 

as good looking. 

� They made a lot of them, 

making them an ideal cheap 

second-hand full susser, 

plus there’s no shortage 

of cheap 26in parts. 

8�Poorly aligned frames 

had a habit of cracking 

around the shock mount, 

eating bushings and 

wearing out air shock shafts. 

8�The 1.125in headtube means 

modern, tapered steerer forks 

are out of the question, limiting 

choice for anyone upgrading. 

� The geometry is dated but 

not dangerous, with a switchable 

shock link allowing a 69.5 or 

70.5-degree head angle. Go

slack and fit a short stem 

rather than a period item.

� The FSR suspension 

design is spot on in terms 

of quantity and quality of 

travel, holding up well to 

comparison today. 

8�Any original kit still fitted 

will be over a decade old 

and almost certainly ready 

for the bin, with forks most 

likely to have severe wear.

February 39
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I 
recently received the best gift 
ever, in the form of a photo 
message. “OMG u were right. 
Best feeling ever. Can’t believe 
I’ve never done this B4. Zing!”

The accompanying photo was of 
my friend’s massive, ear-tickling 
grin across her mud-spattered face. 
Behind her rather sleek, peak-less 
roadie helmet I could just about 
make out the bare winter trees 
clutching up at an electric blue sky. 
Sweat still shimmered on her 
cheeks and despite the temptation 
that must have existed to 
SDUWLFLSDWH�LQ�VRPH�VHOÀH�HGLWLQJ��
there might even have been a bit  
of malt loaf stuck in a tooth too. To 
me these were signs that she had 
experienced the euphoric, all-
consuming happiness and sense  
of luxurious abandon that comes 
from the moment when you realize 
that mountain biking is as close  
to pure fun as you will probably 
ever get. 

When I read the text, my grin 
probably matched hers. It was my 
bike she was riding. The ride was 
my suggestion and the result of 
months of carefully layered hints, 
promises and recommendations. 
Given past experience, I hadn’t 
believed such success at converting 
a roadie, especially in these  
muddy, chilly months, could be 
possible. But here it was – the best 
present ever! 

Later, the stories burbled out of 
her. How she thrashed through 
HYHU\�SXGGOH�VKH�FRXOG�ÀQG�EHFDXVH�
it made her “feel so free”. How she 
eased off the brakes bit by bit on 
WKH�GHVFHQW��ÀQGLQJ�KHU�IHHW�LQ�WKLV�
newfound sense of mud-spattered 

speed. How she enjoyed the feeling 
that the bike would ‘leap sideways’ 
on rough terrain and how the little 
resulting lurches in her stomach 
made her giggle. How she enjoyed 
really steep climbs because she had 
so many gears and could hunch 
forward and push and push with 
those road-toned legs until she 
crested; sweaty and tired and 
exhilarated by the fantastic views, 
which were free from cars or  
people or houses or talk of  
January sales. 

It was nine years ago when I 
experienced my ‘moment’, but I 
remember it clearly. I remember 
suddenly realizing that I couldn’t 

live without that rush as my tyres 
slid out on a corner or the front 
wheel bumped around through a 
rock garden trying to nuzzle out the 
cleanest route. I started dreaming 
about mountain biking; aching for 
those empty views, those post-
descent giggles and that drive 
home with grit between my toes 
and sweaty hair. 

It is the best gift ever to have 
converted one more person to this 
remarkable diversion. I look 
forward to her year of discoveries: 
VZRRS\�VLQJOHWUDFN��WKDW�ÀUVW�
drop-off, the feel of gliding along on 
a plush full susser and of course 
riding in the dry!

FI CONVERTS A ROAD�RIDING 
FRIEND TO THE JOYS OF MUDDY 

MOUNTAIN BIKING

 In-country
T H E  F I  S P O T S W O O D  C O L U M N

17
0

When you experience your

moment, you’ll know that 

mountain biking is for you
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G
lancing through my 
morning media feed, 
zombie fashion as I’m 
sure most of you do I 
was struck by three 

things (excluding the LOL catz and 
the recommendations of turmeric 
EXWWHU�IRU�LQÁDPPDWLRQ�RI�FRXUVH���
7KH�ÀUVW�LV�WKDW�,·YH�\HW�WR�VHH�D�

PDOH�ULGHU�VFDQWLO\�FODG��SURQH�RYHU� 
D�ELNH��7KH�VHFRQG�LV�WKDW�PRVW�
IHPDOH�SUR��ZH·OO�FRPH�EDFN�WR�WKDW��
PRXQWDLQ�ELNHUV�GRQ·W�PDNH�D�OLYLQJ�
RXW�RI�LW��7KH�ÀQDO�RQH�LV�WKDW�
mountain bikers shouldn’t be able 
WR�SLFN�PXVLF�IRU�YLGHRV���LW�DSSHDUV�
inner ear balance and a good ear for 
PXVLF�DUH�PXWXDOO\�H[FOXVLYH�

I’m not so bothered by the ear 
battering, but the slide into 
blokeishness soft porn and the 
inequality that’s shown to equal 
WDOHQW�RI�ODWH�LV�ZHDULQJ��
/DVW�ZHHN�D�IUHHULGH�YLGHR�IURP�

the Czech Republic dropped into my 
LQER[��,W�VWDUWV�ZLWK�ZKDW�DSSHDUV�
to be a prostitute ‘entertaining’ 
some young lads while they smash 
back Jagermeister before going and 
ULGLQJ�IDLUO\�DYHUDJHO\�DERYH�DQ�
H[SORGLQJ�TXDUU\�RI�VRPH�NLQG��

Another European magazine has 
girls wearing not many clothes 
GUDSHG�RYHU�LWV�ELNH�RI�WKH�\HDU�
UHYLHZ��,·YH�DOVR�MXVW�VHHQ�WKDW�WKH�
QHZ�&\FOHSDVVLRQ�FDOHQGDU�KDV�MXVW�

been released again, with your 
IDYRXULWH�¶VWXQQHU·�ZUDSSHG�XS�LQ�
UXEEHU�IRU�\RXU�SOHDVXUH��

If you check Instagram for some 
of our more well known female 
ULGHUV�\RX�FDQ�ÀQG�FRPPHQWV�XQGHU�
the pictures that openly say what 
WKH�YLHZHU�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�GR�ZLWK�
WKHP�LQ�WKHLU�IDQWDV\�ZRUOG��6FDULO\�
a lot of it isn’t innuendo, a lot of it 
LV�VH[XDOO\�YLROHQW��DV�LI�WKHVH�
people don’t exist in the real world, 
WKDW�WKH\�GRQ·W�H[LVW�RII�FDPHUD��
,·YH�IRXQG�RXW�WKDW�VRPH�RI�WKH�

best female riders in the world are 
topping up their income with bar 
work in the winter so they can 
scrape round the circuit the next 
\HDU��$W�WKH�VDPH�WLPH��WKHVH� 
riders are being trotted out as 
sexualized images for our mountain 
ELNH�GRZQWLPH�
,·YH�EHHQ�IRUWXQDWH�HQRXJK�WR�

meet some of these riders, and 
they’re all without fail great 
DPEDVVDGRUV�IRU�RXU�VSRUW��7KH\�
encourage other women to ride 
bikes and generally make our Y 
chromosome dominated corner of 
WKH�ZRUOG�D�EHWWHU�SODFH��$OPRVW�DOO�
of them I guarantee will whip most 
PHQ�XS�RU�GRZQ�KLOO�

Cycling used to be the place for 
the awkward squad, and while 
being gradually assimilated into the 
mainstream is great in many ways, 
(stuff like personal hygiene hadn’t 
EHHQ�JUHDW��ZH�VHHP�WR�KDYH�ORVW�
VRPH�RI�RXU�EHWWHU�JHQGHU�SROLWLFV��
7KLQNLQJ�D�IHPDOH�ULGHU�LV�DWWUDFWLYH�
is cool, only thinking a female rider 
is cool because she falls into a 
FODVVLF�LGHD�RI�DWWUDFWLYH�LVQ·W��

MATT WANTS FEMALE PRO  

RIDERS TO GET THE  

RESPECT THEY DESERVE

T H E  M A T T  L E T C H  C O L U M N

NewsyViewsyOpinions

Trails  
Tribulations

&

17
0

Riders such as Sally Bigham 

should be celebrated for 

their achievements, not looks

QUICK RELEASES
Scottish Cycling, Welsh Cycling and British Cycling have come together to create a UK-wide mountain 

bike leadership scheme, providing qualifications for those wanting to lead rides.
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TRIGGER HAPPY

Am I the only one who reads bike 
reviews and thinks, what are they 
talking about’? In this case I refer 
to the Cannondale Trigger, I 
admit I’m no ‘expert’, but how 
does a bike “bulge upwards and 
outwards”? Do your writers feel 
they have to spice up a piece to 
grab attention?

I rode this model at a demo day 
and thought it was a very good 
machine. After having a Scott 
Genius for 10 years pull shocks 
hold no fears. The Trigger could 
maybe do with a lockout but 
that’s about it.

Another bike I like is a Lynksey, 
the ‘expert tester’ said the bottom 
bracket was too high, I think it 
was the second lowest on test. 

I realize they are an opinion 
and all your ‘experts’ can’t be 
wrong, but then again I listened 
to ‘experts’ from another 
magazine years ago on three 
products that turned out to be 
absolute rubbish. I cancelled my 
subscription soon after. 

I don’t have time to drive for 
hours to bike parks, so for trips on 

’WIMMIN’ TROUBLE

I have the perfect solution to 
Wayne Sanderson’s little rant  
(Trail Talk, WMB168) about 
‘wimmin’ not being worthy of  
the male dominated mountain  
bike land.

How about you have a little 
word with your friends Rachel 
Atherton, Manon Carpenter and 
your very own Fi Spotswood. Tell 
them you know a guy who says 
they’re not good enough to grace 
the trails of man and ask if they’d 
be interested in a little trail/
downhill race so that Wayne can 
show them who’s the boss.

Tell him you’ve rustled up a few 
‘wimmin’ who are willing to be 
shown up to prove his argument 
right and see if he’s up for it. 

I wonder if the ‘man’ will show 
up. I’m sure that if he did these 
‘wimmin’ would send him home 
with his tail between his legs and 

READERS’ PICTURES
Where have you been riding this month?  

Email your pictures to wmb@immediate.co.uk

Got something to say? Send your letters 

and photos to wmb@immediate.co.uk 

and we’ll print them here… 

TRAIL TALK

the SDW and surrounding areas, 
another topic that’s held in low 
regard by your ‘experts’, I think 
it’s a very capable bike apart from 
a crazy price.
Ray Scrase, by email

WMB says: If we wanted to ‘spice up’ a 

piece to ‘attract attention’, there are much 

easier ways to do so than riding a bike for a 

number of months, going back and forth 

with the manufacturer to exclude all the 

variables and coming to a careful and 

considered opinion amongst a number of 

testers who all came to the same 

conclusion: we expected much better 

performance for the money. As for the 

second lowest BB on test – that can still be 

too high. Either way, we’re glad you’re still 

reading our mag – it must mean we’re 

doing our jobs properly and haven’t 

recommended you any rubbish yet. Jon

BIRTHDAY BIKE

For my husband’s 40th birthday I 
decided to rebuild his 1996 Klein 
Adroit, which had been in bits in 
the garage for over 15 years! As 
you can see he was very happy to 
be back on it.
Claire Woodall, York

A full rebuild brought 

this Klein back to life 

after 15 years in bits

BIKE: Pete Mundy

SNAPPER: Jimmy C

WHERE: BikePark Wales

RIDER: Tony Nicholas

BIKE: Lapierre Zesty

WHERE: Roseberry  

Topping, North York Moors
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own the trail that they aren’t 
supposed to be on. It would be 
interesting to see if he’d be willing 
to ride his macho bravado against 
them or whether he’d politely 
bottle it so that he didn’t lose face 
and ‘manliness’.

I ride on a regular basis with a 
woman/lady/girl/female (whatever 
the politically correct way to say it 
is) and she rocks. She’s crazy and 
does stuff that I won’t even try, but 
I don’t see her as my lady rider. As 
far as I’m concerned she is just my 
crazy riding buddy, the same as 

anyone else who rides with me.  
No special treatment and no 
patronising and what’s more, 
better than me, damn her! That’s 
what mountain biking is about, 
regardless of your gender – a 
group of mates getting out there 
and having fun, going crazy and 
looking out for each other.
Mav, Liverpool 

WMB says: We couldn’t agree more, but we 

doubt the o�er would be taken up. It can 

be hard to put your male pride where your 

mouth is. Jon

The trails are there to
be enjoyed by everyone, 
regardless of gender, 
despite what certain 
folk suggest

© Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited (company number 05715415) is registered in England and Wales. 
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liable for loss or damage.RIDER: Sue Martin

SNAPPER: Rodney Gomar

WHERE: Sea to Sky trail, 

Whistler

BIKE: Cube WLS

SNAPPER: Joanna Webb

WHERE: Cami de Carvells, 

Menorca

BIKE: BMC Fourstroke FS02 29

SNAPPER: Eymard Brennan

WHERE: Barnsmore 

Gap, Donegal



 Can you build a better bike than the brands? We have a go...  

 Clothing or bike: where's best to spend your money? 

 Action cameras tested   Budget wheels ridden and rated

 Specialized Camber Evo thrashed soundly  Plus loads more…

PLUS

SHORT TRAVEL, 
BIG ATTITUDE
Three bikes, one big hill. Does size really 

matter or can they come out fighting?

NEXT MONTH IN...

DROPPER POST 
GROUPTEST

ON SALE 10 FEB
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From good old-fashioned paper maps to 

hitting the internet, here’s our advice  

to finding the best trails out there  

I
n the olden days, when 
purple anodising ruled and 
everybody’s wheels were the 

VDPH�VL]H��ÀQGLQJ�D�JRRG�WUDLO�
was tough. You could get a map, 
ask the skinniest guy in the 
bike shop or just start pedalling 
upwards and hope to stumble 
across something fun. 

Fast forward to the glittering 
future (which is to say, now) and 
you have far more tools at your 
disposal. Most of these come 
from what a map maker would 
haltingly call ‘cyberspace.’ While 
WKH�LQWHUQHW�PD\�DSSHDU�DW�ÀUVW�
glance – with your expression 

veering between the astronaut’s 
at the end of Kubrick’s 2001 and 
Macaulay Culkin on the Home 
Alone poster – to be a charnel 
house of cat pictures, lists, 
stolen shots of naked celebrities 
and a billion people screaming 
while nobody listens, did you 
know it can be useful, too? 

If you’re moving to a new 
area the internet is mountain 
biking’s Nigel Farage – a 
priceless tool. Even if you 
haven’t moved home in years, 
there are more trails hidden  
in the dark corners of your 
local area than you realize. 

THE ULTIMATE TRAILS_

THE MODERN GUIDE TO FINDING. . . 

W

o

rd

s: Steve Williams
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Want to win friends and influence 

people? Top Bristol trail-builder 

Sam Fowler explains how

Say hello to the locals and  

other riders 

Turn up to dig days and o�er to  

help dig before you ride

  

Buy a good spade and ask a local  

how to use it properly

  

Fix the trail if you damage it

Take your rubbish home with you  

THE TOP
OF OTHER PEOPLE’S TRAILS

DOS+DON’TS

DO_

2

1

3

4

5

DON’T_

Take shortcuts or alter a trail 

just because you can’t ride it  

how the builder intended 

Build new features without  

permission of the trail builder 

Post locations or photos on the 

internet if you know it’s a 

sensitive spot 

Make suggestions about how to  

improve the trail without  

o�ering to help 

Talk rubbish on the internet  

and never dig 

2

1

3

4

5
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‘Rowberrow,’ brought up a slew of 
new hits.

It turned out that we’d seen this 
trailhead before, in the middle of 
a cross-country ride with a group 
of locals, who’d instead called it 
The Black Hole. Even if we hadn’t 
seen it before, we now knew what 
WKH�RWKHUZLVH�DQRQ\PRXV�ÀUH�URDG�
looked like at the right spot. Very 
useful indeed.

So while general terms such  
as ‘name of your area’ plus ‘trails’ 
work well (‘mtb,’ ‘downhill’ or 
‘GoPro’ work well too), digging  
XS�VSHFLÀF��ORFDO�WUDLO�QDPHV�ÀUVW�
helps a great deal. 

XMETHOD 2  

SATELLITE 
MAPPING_

Satellite imagery can be overlaid 
with street maps, which at least 
helps you orient target locations 
between the roads. If you’re not  
so good with regular maps, 
zoomed-in pictures make it very 
REYLRXV�ZKDW·V�ÀHOG��IRUHVW�RU�
open stony track. Eliminating 
unpromising ground can save a  
lot of wasted pedalling.
7KH�REYLRXV�ÁDZ�LV�WKDW�GLJLWDO�

maps such as those by Google, 
Apple and more are for cars; they 
don’t show the paths and tracks 
we’re interested in. Taken alone, 
satellite images are only moderately 
useful. However, there are ways  
to combine satellite imagery 
with detailed mapping (see 

XMETHOD 1  

YOUTUBE_

YouTube is best used in conjunction 
with a) other research and 
b) a browser add-on such as 
CommentBlocker, because YouTube 
comments are the internet’s abyss 
and will make you want to not live. 

What better way to see if a trail 
is worth the trip than to watch a 
movie of it being ridden? There 
are several caveats. Firstly, action 
cameras like the GoPro seriously 
ÁDWWHQ�ERWK�LQFOLQHV�DQG�WKH�VL]H�
of features on them. It’s best to 
assume trails are steeper and 
trickier than they look (and  

better still cross-check with a 
contour map). Secondly, the quality 
of the riding varies wildly, and that 
DIIHFWV�KRZ�IXQ�GLIÀFXOW�WKH�WUDLO�
seems. Thirdly, most people’s taste 
in music is awful and there’s no 
legal way to have them drowned.

The upsides go beyond the trails 
themselves. Seeing the start and 
end points can help hugely with 
ÀQGLQJ�ZKDW·V�RIWHQ�MXVW�D�WKUHH�
foot gap in miles of trees.

For our Mendips-based 
experiment, for example, some 
earlier Facebooking and internet 
searching turned up something 
called the ‘Christmas Tree Trail’. 
Searching YouTube for that,  
instead of the more general 

F I N D I N G  T H E  U L T I M A T E  T R A I L S
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'R�WKLV�ÀUVW�WR�VDYH�WLPH��DQG�
DYRLG�DW�OHDVW�RQH�VPXJO\�SDVVLYH�
DJJUHVVLYH�UHVSRQVH�WKDW�GRHVQ·W�
KHOS�DW�DOO��
:H�SRVWHG�D�WHVW�TXHVWLRQ�DVNLQJ�

IRU�WUDLOV�DURXQG�5DGVWRFN���D�WLQ\�
SODFH�QHDU�%DWK�WKDW·V�6RPHUVHW·V�
DQVZHU�WR�:KLVWOHU��DVVXPLQJ�WKDW�
DQVZHU�LV�¶QR·���DQG�JRW�D�ZHOO�
LQIRUPHG�DQG�DFFXUDWH�UHSO\�LQ�MXVW�
D�IHZ�GD\V��$�QHZFRPHU�FRXOG�VDYH�
PDQ\�KRXUV�RI�PXGG\�DQG�ODUJHO\�
WKULOO�IUHH�VORJJLQJ�ZLWK�MXVW�D�
VLQJOH�TXHVWLRQ�KHUH��

XMETHOD 5  

FACEBOOK_

(YHU\WKLQJ�KDV�D�)DFHERRN�SDJH�
QRZ��HYHQ�)DFHERRN��VWDUW�WKH�
,QFHSWLRQ�PXVLF���DQG�\HW�PRUH�
EL]DUUHO\��ULYDO�VRFLDO�QHWZRUN�
*RRJOH�3OXV��*RRJOH�3OXV�LV�OHVV�
SRSXODU�������/LNHV�YHUVXV�����
PLOOLRQ��WKDQ�)DFHERRN��

Paper maps still 
have their trail 
finding place 

$SSV���DW�ZKLFK�SRLQW�LW�EHFRPHV�
YHU\�SRZHUIXO��

XMETHOD 3  

ORDNANCE 
SURVEY MAPS_

<HV��WKH\·UH�VWLOO�PDGH�RI�SDSHU��EXW�
26�PDSV�UHPDLQ�XWWHUO\�FXUUHQW��
7KH\·UH�LQYDOXDEOH�IRU�WKHLU�GHSWK�
RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DQG�DFFXUDF\��DQG�
\RX�FDQ�EX\�WKHP�RQOLQH��
,I�\RX·UH�DIWHU�IXQ��ORFDOO\�EXLOW�

WUDLOV��VHDUFK�IRU�ZRRGV�ZKHUH�WKH�
FRQWRXU�OLQHV�DUH�FORVH�DQG�WKH�
JURXQG�VWHHS��/RRN�SDUWLFXODUO\�IRU�
ZRRGV�ZLWK�WUDFNV��SDUDOOHO�GRWWHG�
OLQHV��DV�\RX�FDQ�FUXLVH�WKHVH�¶ÀUH�
URDGV·�ORRNLQJ�IRU�VLJQV�RI�ELNHV��
7KH\·UH�RIWHQ�PRUH�REYLRXV�DW�WKH�
ERWWRP�RI�WKH�KLOO�ZKHUH�ULGHUV�IDQ�
RXW�VNLG�RQWR�WKH�ÀUH�URDG��VR�VWDUW�
ORZ��3XVK�RU�ULGH�XS�WR�ÀQG�WKH�
HQWUDQFH�DQG�\RX�FDQ�FKHFN�RXW�WKH�
WUDLO�DV�\RX�JR��
26�PDSV�HYHQ�VKRZ�ZKHWKHU�

ZRRGV�DUH�GHFLGXRXV�RU�HYHUJUHHQ��
ZKLFK�ZLOO�JLYH�\RX�VRPH�LGHD�RI�
JURXQG�FRQGLWLRQV�W\UH�FKRLFH��
6SHDNLQJ�RI�ZKLFK��EULGOHZD\V�
DORQJVLGH�VWUHDPV�DQG�DFURVV�ÀHOGV�
DUH�OLNHO\�WR�EH�YHU\�VRIW��FKXUQHG�
XS�DQG�KDUG�JRLQJ��0DUVK�LV�FOHDUO\�
PDUNHG��'LVXVHG�FROOLHULHV�DQG�
TXDUULHV��RQ�WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��DUH�

ZRUWK�FKHFNLQJ�IRU�IXQ�WUDLOV�DQG�
MXPSV��7DNH�JUHDW�FDUH�KHUH��IRU�
REYLRXV�UHDVRQV��QRW�WR�GLH��

XMETHOD 4  

FORUMS_

)RUXPV�DUH�VRUW�RI�OLNH�VZDQV���
IDPRXVO\�VHUHQH�RQ�WRS��XQVHHQ�
HIIRUW�EHORZ��%XW�WKH\·UH�VZDQV�WKDW�
KDYH�JRQH�WKURXJK�D�6WDUJDWH�DQG�
FRPH�RXW�DOO�MXPEOHG��VR�LQVWHDG�
WKH\·UH�D�VHHWKLQJ�PDVV�RI�QRQVHQVH�
WZLWFKLQJ�PRQVWURXVO\�RQ�WRS�RI�D�
WLQ\�XVHIXO�ELW�WKDW·V�GRLQJ�PRUH�
WKDQ�LWV�IDLU�VKDUH�RI�ZRUN��
+ROG�\RXU�EUHDWK�DQG�EUHDN�

WKURXJK�WR�WKH�XVHIXO�ELW�DQG�
WKH\·UH�JUHDW��%LNH5DGDU·V�IRUXP�
LV�WKH�ELJJHVW�DQG�EHVW���\HV��ZH�
RZQ�LW��ZKDW·V�\RXU�SRLQW"���DQG�
*RRJOLQJ�VKRZV�XS�H[LVWLQJ�SRVWV�
DVNLQJ�WKH�VDPH�TXHVWLRQ�DV�\RXUV��
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:H�VHDUFKHG�IRU�¶PHQGLS�WUDLOV·�
DQG�JRW�WKH�0HQGLS�0RXQWDLQ�%LNH�
7UDLOV�JURXS�SDJH��,W�KDV�XVHIXO�
QHZV�DQG�OLQNV��LQFOXGLQJ�RQH�
WR�5LGH�7KH�0HQGLSV·�SDJH��7KLV�
SURYHG�KDQG\��DQG�LQ�WXUQ�LW�OLQNHG�
WR�D�ZHEVLWH�ZLWK�JURXS�ULGH�LQIR�
DQG�WUDLO�PDSV�
$OWKRXJK�WKH�SDJHV�RI�VXFK�

JURXSV�FDQ�UHYHDO�D�ZHDOWK�RI�
LQIRUPDWLRQ��WKHUH·V�QRWKLQJ�OLNH�
DFWXDOO\�JRLQJ�IRU�D�ULGH�ZLWK�WKH�
FOXEV��7UXH��WKH�RYHUDOO�ULGLQJ�VW\OH�
RU�VSHHG�PD\�QRW�DSSHDO��DV�D�ELJ�
JURXS�KDV�WR�FDWHU�WR�WKH�ORZHVW�
FRPPRQ�GHQRPLQDWRU��EXW�\RX·UH�
ERXQG�WR�ÀQG�RWKHU�SHRSOH�ZKR� 
OLNH�ZKDW�\RX�OLNH��DQG�ZKR�NQRZ�
RWKHU�WUDLOV�

XMETHOD 6  

STALKING_

1R��QRW�)DFHERRN�VWDONLQJ��,Q�RXU�
GD\�ZKHQ�WKLV�PDJD]LQH�ZDV�DOO�

ÀHOGV�ZH�KDG�WR�GR�UHDO�VWDONLQJ��
DQG�JHWWLQJ�RXW�LQ�WKH�IUHVK�DLU�
ZKLOH�KXQWLQJ�PHQ�OLNH�GRJV�QHYHU�
KXUW�DQ\ERG\��2ND\��ZH�GRQ·W�UHDOO\�
PHDQ�WKDW�NLQG�RI�VWDONLQJ��EXW�
RQFH�\RX·YH�IRXQG�D�SURPLVLQJ�QHZ�
ZRRG�VOHZ�RI�KLOOV��LW�SD\V�WR�KDQJ�
DURXQG�QHDU�WUDLO�KHDGV�H[LWV�DQG�
JHW�FKDWWLQJ�WR�RWKHU�ULGHUV�
3LFNLQJV�DUH�ULFKHVW�RQ�WKH�

ZHHNHQGV��EXW�LI�WKH�WUDLOV�DUH�
�DKHP��¶GLIIHUHQWO\�OHJDO·�\RX�
FDQ�DYRLG�D�ORW�RI�UDPEOHUV��GRJV�
DQG�DUJXPHQWV�E\�YLVLWLQJ�RQ�D�
ZHHNGD\��<RX·OO�VHH�IHZHU�ULGHUV��
WKRXJK�PRUH�WKDQ�\RX�PLJKW�
WKLQN��DQG�WKRVH�\RX�GR�DUH�OLNHO\�
WR�EH�YHU\�NQRZOHGJHDEOH�DQG�
HQWKXVLDVWLF��7KH\·YH�FRPH�RQ�D� 
GD\�RII��DIWHU�DOO��
'LUHFWLRQV�DUH�ÀQH�EXW��DV�ZH�

GLVFRYHUHG�GXULQJ�RXU�H[SHULPHQW�
LQ�WKH�VSUDZOLQJ�ZRRGV�DURXQG�
/RQJOHDW��WKH\·OO�SUREDEO\�UHIHU�WR�
ODQGPDUNV�\RX�GRQ·W�NQRZ��RU�
NQRZ�E\�DQRWKHU�QDPH���7KH�
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Chatting to other 

riders can help you 

discover hidden  

trail gems 



Apps like ViewRanger 

can put all the route 

info you need right 

on your bars

There’s no substitute 

for just getting out 

and exploring the 

trails for yourself

blowing away 
and getting you 
lost right on a 
fold, ViewRanger 
is great – it puts 
detailed OS maps 
on your phone, and 
adds useful recording 
and analysis tools. We 
recommend it. 

If you’d rather research 
ahead of the ride via a browser, 
Where’s The Path puts OS mapping 
against satellite imagery and 
mirrors the cursor from one to the 
other. It’s ugly but fantastic; the 
combination of contours, rights of 
way and the ‘real’ view is incredibly 
useful. In our test tracing a route 
near Bath, for instance, it revealed 
a ramp south of a bridge that 
doesn’t appear on the map. This 
saved us a long, previously planned 
detour to the north to access the 
path beneath the bridge. 

CONCLUSIONS_

The rise of the internet, and the 
proliferation of devices attached  
to it, means there’s now a 
staggering amount of information 
available in an instant. There’s no 
need to just head for the nearest 
trees and hope anymore. The 
problem, of course, is how to 
extract the valuable info from  
the torrents of white noise.

54 February 

best way is to follow them there. 
Invited, obviously. Compliment 
their bike and offer some 
Tangfastics and you’ll probably 
make a riding friend for life.

Don’t underestimate this tactic, 
even if you’re not new. You can ride 
a spot for years and still miss some 
really great trails. 

XMETHOD 7  

APPS_

There really is an app for 
everything, including apps to make 
apps (is the Inception music still 
running?), so there’s lots of choice. 

Those such as the excellent 
Trail Guru use your location to 
order trails by distance, and give 
good information. They inevitably 
focus on established trail centres, 
however, and sadly Trail Guru only 
currently covers Wales. 

Others, such as Bikemap, 
crowdsource routes recorded by 
GPS, so can reveal local gems. 
You’re limited by the quality and 
quantity of routes uploaded by total 
strangers, and ultimately by the 
number of users of the app. 

That number is often limited 
thanks to Strava. Though intended 
as a tool to measure performance 
(Strava says it’s to ‘prove your 
story,’ and it’s obviously calling you 
RXW���LW·V�JUHDW�IRU�ÀQGLQJ�WUDLOV��
as it GPS-tracks every ‘segment’ 
anyone’s riding nearby. The 
downside is the competitive aspect 
leads to boring shortcuts appearing 
in great trails, which then get worn 
LQ�E\�WKH�ERRVW�LQ�WUDIÀF��)UHVK�
herds of riders can bring unwanted 
attention where once there was 
tolerance, too. 

If you still like the old ways, 
but are sick of maps going soggy, 

Ultimately, none of 
the new digital options 

give you everything. 
Their information still 

QHHGV�FDUHIXO�ÀOWHULQJ��DV�PXFK�
can be misleading, poor or just 
plain wrong. If you’re prepared to 
explore but don’t want to interact 
(beyond virtual post-ride brag... 
um, sharing) with people, then 
WKH\·UH�D�VLJQLÀFDQW�KHDG�VWDUW�WR�
ÀQGLQJ�WUDLOV��

Combine a few, Strava, Google 
and YouTube, say, and you can 
discover more about a new area in 
an hour than you could have done 
LQ�ZHHNV�RI�ULGLQJ��)RU�DOO�WKHLU�
fantastic usefulness, we’re pleased 
WR�ÀQG�WKHUH·V�VLPSO\�QR�VXEVWLWXWH�
for actually getting out there on 
your bike. What’s become apparent 
here is that mountain biking cannot 
be reduced to a digital experience; 
it’s wonderfully, permanently 
analogue, full of uncertain 
elements, tones and anomalies. 

Despite the incessant capturing, 
recording and uploading of trails, 
you won’t really know what it’s like, 
if it’s the same shape or even still 
there, until you’ve ridden it. WMB

F I N D I N G  T H E  U L T I M A T E  T R A I L S
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RESOURCES
Here’s where to find it all...

WHERE’S THE PATH 3
http://wtp2.appspot.com/

wheresthepath.htm

VIEWRANGER
www.viewranger.com 

iPhone/iPad/Android app

TRAIL GURU
www.trailguru.co.uk 

iPhone/iPad app

BIKEMAP
www.bikemap.net 

iPhone/iPad/Android app

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com 

iPhone/iPad/Android app

YOUTUBE
www.youtube.com 

iPhone/iPad/Android app

STRAVA
www.strava.com 

iPhone/iPad/Android app 

BIKERADAR 
www.bikeradar.com/forums
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£1000-£3299
GT ZASKAR 

COMP £1000
GT’s Triple Triangle 
frame design is  
the base for this 
100mm RockShox  
30 forked hardtail

TREK 
SUPERFLY 9.6  

£1600
OCLV Mountain 
composite frame with 
custom G2 geometry 
fork providing 
100mm travel

GIANT 
ANTHEM 27.5 3 

£1499
Entry-level Anthem 
sports Shimano Deore 
gears and chainset, 
and 100mm travel 
front and rear

FELT EDICT 3 

£2600
Carbon construction 
with 100mm of 
bounce from flex stays 
at the rear and Rock 
Shox fork up front

SCOTT SPARK 

710 £3299
A carbon mainframe 
is mated to an alloy 
rear, with cunning 
remotely switched  
Fox shock
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SPEED
FREAKS

Whether you want to race on a budget or 

just go far and fast, we’ve rounded up 

five bikes to suit wallets of every depth

Words: Guy Kesteven  Photos: Russell Burton



T
he stereotypical XC race 
bike is a brutally rigid, 
scarily light hardtail, with 
shrunken bars and gripless 
tyres ridden by dirty 

roadies who wouldn’t know good 
suspension or sorted handling if it 
kicked them in their shaven shins. 
We wanted to see if maximum speed 
really means minimum fun and if 
going fast has to cost a fortune.

How did we choose them?  

We started with a deliberately 
staggered budget to see what the 

£1000-£3299  
CLASSIC XC BIKES  

options were from £1000 to £3300. 
We then added a mix of hardtail and 
full suspension formats to see if we 
could settle that argument. We then 
split those offerings between 650b 
and 29in wheels to see if medium 
was faster than larger or vice versa. 
Finally to make sure we had bikes 
with proven racing DNA we selected 
models from brands with a history 
of high velocity machinery and top 
rider sponsorship.

Who would want one? 

Fast bikes are about way more than 
just racing. What gets you round a 
two-hour technical cross-country 
course in good shape will likely 
carry you through a day in the hills 
IDVWHU�DQG�PRUH�HIÀFLHQWO\�WKDQ�DQ\�
other sort of bike. 

What should these bikes do? 

Simply put race bikes should 
maximise the effect of your effort 
while minimising the effect of the 
terrain. That means bikes that don’t 
just create speed easily but also hold 
onto it when you’re hammering 
through the rough.

THE TEST

If you’re testing race bikes then it makes  
sense to race them against each other, so 
that’s exactly what we did. 

We went for multiple head to head rides 
between all the bikes to see where the 
advantages and disadvantages of each one  
lay and how fast they could get us round a 
mixed fire road, bog slog, tight singletrack  
and technical descent course. 

“What gets you around an XC 
course will likely carry you 

through a day in the hills”

YOUR TESTERS
Guy Kesteven, bike test editor
A regular racer since 1980s 
Woodbury Common and early ’90s 
NEMBA races to the current 

Nutcracker XC series, Kes is always looking for 
the biggest mechanical advantage to make up 
for his “fast donkey, not a thoroughbred” DNA.

THE JARGON

Lockout: Cut off of low speed compression 
damping to stop suspension movement. 
Low speed compression: The damping that 
controls reaction to  slow shaft speed 
suspension inputs such as pedalling. 
Remote lever: A bar-mounted lever that 
operates a suspension switch or dropper 
seatpost without you having to let go of  
the bars.

Our test bikes went head to 
head to discover our winner

58 February 

HOW WE SCORE

VALUE

WINNER

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++
Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++
Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++
Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++
Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

Our pick of the bunch 
and undisputed best 
on test for quality  
and performance.

Excellent value for 
money in its class that 
is pound-for-pound  

a great buy.
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£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES

2: LIGHT WHEELS
Because you have to get them 

rotating, mass in the wheels – 

particularly in the rims and tyres 

out at the edge – makes more 

di�erence to acceleration and overall 

responsiveness than anywhere else.

3: LIGHT FRAME
You can lose a lot of weight by choosing 

minimal mass components, but to get a 

truly light bike you need to start with a 

lightweight chassis.

FIVE THINGS THAT 
MAKE THESE...
Fast XC bikes

1: FAST TYRES
Nothing makes a bike quicker, simpler, 

than putting fast rolling, minimal tread tyres 

on it. You might be surprised by how much 

grip you can get with a lot of low knobs too.

4: SHORT TRAVEL
If you’re mostly using it for traction 

rather than collecting big drops and 

walloping boulders you’ll be surprised 

how much control you can get from 

80-120mm of suspension movement.

5: REMOTE CONTROL SUSPENSION
Flicking a lever on the actual fork or 

shock might have the same e�ect, 

but there’s something psychologically 

significant about being able to alter 

your ride instantly without letting 

go of the bars.
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G
T has been involved in mountain 
bike racing since the early ’90s  
and the latest Zaskar is a naturally 
rapid – if occasionally rattled – race 

rather than trail-style hardtail. 

Old dog, new tricks 
7KH�RULJLQDO�=DVNDU�ZDV�RQH�RI�WKH�ÀUVW�
properly punchy and punishment proof alloy 
frames and became an instant classic among 
hard riders as a result. 

There is plenty of that DNA left over  
20 years later too, including GT’s trademark 
Triple Triangle design that extends the 
seatstays past the seat tube and onto the 
toptube to increase stiffness. 

While there’s still generous tyre/mud 
FOHDUDQFH�IRU�8.�ULGLQJ�WKLV�FUHDWHV�D�ÀUPO\�
power friendly rear end that relishes being 
kicked into action hard at every possible 
opportunity. The low and aggressive 
attitude created by the short headtube and 
ORQJ�WRSWXEH�LV�DPSOLÀHG�E\�WKH�SDUWV�SLFN�
WRR��)DVW�UROOLQJ��URXQGHG�SURÀOH�&RQWLQHQWDO�
Race King tyres and tight 32-spoked 650b 
wheels are a recipe for immediate 
acceleration snap and smooth trail speed 
sustain. The remote lockout-equipped 
RockShox 30 fork is straight off the race 

ready menu too and the overall weight is 
relatively low for its price. 

This all adds up to mean that the Zaskar 
takes any opportunity to get out of the 
saddle, get the power down and get a proper 
hard charge going on the trail. Shimano 
Deore gearing means there are no worries 
about excessive wear over time and the  
SLX Shadow Plus rear has a switchable 
clutch to keep the chain from slapping 
around too hard. 

Unlike cheaper Shimano stoppers the 
Deore M506 brakes have decent feel too. 
Just make sure you bed the pads in properly 
on the road before hitting wet and gritty 
conditions though or you’ll soon be down  
to the backing plate.

Forking out
While the narrow bars are just about wide 
enough for acceptable leverage of the 
neutrally balanced frame, switching 
between the Giant and GT made it clear 
that another 30 or 40mm of width would 
UHDOO\�LQFUHDVH�FRQÀGHQFH��

The same swap also made it clear how 
PXFK�ÁH[�WKH�IRUN�ZDV�OHWWLQJ�LQWR�WKH�
handling. To be fair most bikes at this price 
range are still using quick release rather 

than bolt-thru axle forks, but the GT’s lack 
of commitment when it came to carving 
harder lines or off cambers is very obvious. 
The 30mm diameter fork legs twist rather  
than track under pressure too and the fact 
WKHUH·V�QR�ELWLQJ�HGJH�RQ�WKH�&RQWLQHQWDO�
tyre doesn’t help either. 

While it’s actually plusher than you 
would expect for the comparatively high air 
spring pressures it needs, the rebound also 
needs careful tuning to stop longer, bigger 
drop descents becoming an alarmingly 
bouncy Buckaroo experience. 

Summary
7KH�VRIW�IURQW�DOVR�HPSKDVLVHV�WKH�YHU\�ÀUP�
rear end on rough ground, and the Zaskar 
soon reaches its comfortable limit on 
rougher terrain. 

GT ZASKAR COMP £1000 

A naturally aggressive and punchy bike over smooth terrain

“Firm back end and flexy fork leave it 

lacking control and balance on 

rougher trails.” 

+++++

TRAVEL 100mm

HIGHS Well 

balanced, reasonably 

equipped, power 

friendly speed bike.

LOWS Sti� back end 

and twangy fork get 

out of their depth 

quickly on tech terrain. 

BUY IF… You want a 

fast all-rounder for 

tamer trails and don’t 

need a 29er option.

AT A GLANCE

Firm shape
GT’s Triple Triangle design has 

been its trademark for over 

30 years, and in this case it’s 

the start of a powerfully firm 

rather than forgiving back end.

Race-oriented ride 
Fast rolling but sketchy

grip tyres and the PopLoc 

remote control fork lockout 

point to a bike designed 

for race work rather than 

rough play, and the rest of 

the ride backs that up too.

Quick released
You won’t find many bikes 

around £1000 with a screw-thru 

axle – rather than QR – fork, but 

they’re worth hunting out for 

increased steering control.
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£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES

“A firmly power 

friendly rear end 

relishes being 

kicked into action at 

every opportunity”

UNWRAPPED

KEEP IT CLEAN 

The Zaskar’s conventional thread-in bottom 

bracket is a durability bonus and the clamp 

on rather than direct mount front mech 

means it’ll look really clean if you single  

ring it. The exposed inner into outer sections 

just above the bottom bracket will definitely 

need regularly cleaning and lubing to stop 

them silting up and rusting solid in typical  

UK conditions.
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UNWRAPPED
DETAILED TOUCHES 

Headset bearings integrate into the frame 
saving the weight of additional cups. Closed 
convert dropouts can be switched to take a 
142x12mm screw-thru axle. You even get a 
strip of shock absorbing composite Carbon 
Armor to stop rocks flung up by the front 
wheel smashing the downtube.

“The Superfly 
steering feels  

light and nimble”
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T
rek has been building carbon race 
bikes for longer than any other 
PDMRU�EUDQG�DQG�WKH�6XSHUÁ\�����
uses its latest OCLV composite 

chassis to provide a great base for 
XSJUDGLQJ��,W·V�QRW�D�IRUJLYLQJ�ELNH�RXW�RI�
WKH�ER[�WKRXJK�

Big deal

7KH�IUDPH�LV�GHÀQLWHO\�WKH�GUDZ�KHUH��DV�WKH�
state of the art OCLV Mountain composite 
structure is the result of nearly 20 years of 
HYROXWLRQ��,W·V�QRW�SDUWLFXODUO\�OLJKW��DURXQG�
����J��EXW�LW·V�VHULRXVO\�VWLII�DQG�JHWV�
rubberised belly armour for long term 
VXUYLYDO��7UHN���RU�VSHFLÀFDOO\�LWV�WKHQ�VXE�
EUDQG�*DU\�)LVKHU���ZDV�DOVR�WKH�ÀUVW�PDMRU�
FRPSDQ\�WR�SXW�LWV�ZHLJKW�EHKLQG���HU�
ZKHHOV�RYHU�D�GHFDGH�DJR��7KDW�PHDQV�LW·V�
QR�VXUSULVH�WKDW�LW·V�VWLOO�IXOO\�FRPPLWWHG�WR�
ELJJHU�ZKHHOV�IRU�ELJJHU�VSHHG�DSSOLFDWLRQV��
6XSHUÁ\�ZKHHO�VHOHFWLRQ�LV�VL]H�VSHFLÀF�
WKRXJK�DV�WKH�VPDOOHVW�����LQ�IUDPH�JHWV�D�
����LQ�ZKHHO�RSWLRQ��$FFXUDWH�VL]LQJ�LV�
GHÀQLWHO\�D�VWURQJ�SRLQW�RI�7UHN��ZLWK�WKUHH�
UDWKHU�WKDQ�WZR�IUDPHV�LQ�WKH�PRVW�SRSXODU�
PLG�VL]H�EDQG��

With a curved seat tube to give short 
FKDLQVWD\V�DQG�SXW�ERG\�ZHLJKW�IXUWKHU�EDFN�
DQG�FXVWRP�RIIVHW�*��JHRPHWU\�WKH�6XSHUÁ\�
steering feels particularly light and nimble 
HYHQ�ZKHQ�MXPSLQJ�RQWR�LW�VWUDLJKW�RII�WKH�
���E�ELNHV�KHUH��7KH���PP�D[OH�DGGV�
DFFXUDWH�IHHGEDFN�WR�WKH�IRUN�WLSV��DOWKRXJK�
D�VWUDLJKW�VWHHUHU�ZLWK�RYHUVL]HG�ORZHU�
bearing rather than a true tapered steerer 
GHVLJQ�GLOXWHV�VRPH�RI�WKH�DGYDQWDJH�

Turbo lag

7KRVH�H[SHFWLQJ�WKH�QRUPDOO\�ÁRDWHG�ULGH�RI�
D�FDUERQ���HU�DUH�LQ�IRU�D�VKRFN��7KH�
Bontrager Expert grade tyres are more 
ZRRGHQ�LQ�IHHO�WKDQ�WKH�DIWHUPDUNHW�7HDP�
YHUVLRQV�DQG�GHVSLWH����LQ�ODEHOOLQJ�WKH\·UH�
XQGHU��LQ�ZLGH�DQG�����LQ�KLJK��7KDW�PHDQV�
WKH\�UROO�IDVW�RQ�VPRRWK�VXUIDFHV��EXW�GHOLYHU�
D�EDWWHULQJ�ULGH�LQ�WKH�URXJK��7KH�KHDYLHVW�
UHDU�ZKHHO�RQ�WHVW�PDGH�WKH�7UHN�QRWLFHDEO\�
VORZ�WR�DFFHOHUDWH�HYHQ�ZLWK�WKH�VPDOO�
YROXPH�W\UHV��(YHQ�ZLWK�D�VNLQQ\�����PP�
VHDWSRVW�DQG�VOLP�VHDWVWD\V�WR�DGG�ÁH[�WKH�
IUDPH�LV�ÀUP��7KDW·V�JUHDW�IRU�SRZHU�
WUDQVIHU�EXW�PHGLXP�VL]HG�URRWV��UXWV�DQG�
URFNV�GHOLYHUHG�SURSHU�ERG\�EORZV�ZKHQ�

WU\LQJ�WR�SRZHU�WKURXJK�WKHP�DW�ORZ�VSHHGV��
The tyres and frame meant the quick 
steering G2 front end got knocked off line 
HDVLO\�RQ�WHFK\�VHFWLRQV�DQG�EDU�IHHO�ZDV�IDU�
less comfortable than the Felt despite it 
UXQQLQJ�WKH�VDPH�IRUN�DW�WKH�VDPH�SUHVVXUH��
7KHUH·V�VRPH�LPSURYHPHQW�LI�\RX�WXUQ�

WKH�W\UHV�WXEHOHVV��EXW�ZH�RQO\�VWDUWHG�WR�
JHW�WKH�VNLP�DQG�ÁRDW�ZH�H[SHFWHG�IURP�D�
FDUERQ�ELJ�ZKHHOHU�ZKHQ�ZH�VZLWFKHG�WR�
PRUH�VXSSOH��ODUJHU�YROXPH�W\UHV��

Summary

,W·V�LQKHUHQWO\�D�ELNH�WKDW�WDNHV�QR�SULVRQHUV�
DQG�LI�\RX�FDQ·W�DIIRUG�WR�XSJUDGH�ODWHU���RU�
ZDQW�D�VPRRWKHU�ULGH���WKH�DOOR\�IUDPH�RI�
WKH�LGHQWLFDOO\�VSHFFHG�������6XSHUÁ\���
LPSUHVVHG�ZKHQ�ZH�WHVWHG�LW�ODVW�\HDU��

A proven race bike building history puts this big wheeler in a good position

TREK SUPERFLY 9.6 £1600 

AT A GLANCE

TRAVEL 100mm

HIGHS Direct, 
upgradeable carbon 
frame with sound stop/
go kit and suspension.

LOWS Heavy wheels, 
tiny tyres and sti� frame 
make it hard to gain and 
hold speed through 
rough sections.

BUY IF… You want a 
direct, but occasionally 
punishing race bike.

Carbon v aluminium 
The carbon framed Superfly 
9.6 only costs £300 more than 
the identically equipped alloy 
framed Superfly 7 and the 
frame alone is 300g lighter. In 
contrast to normal carbon v alloy 
performance it’s a significantly 
more punishing ride though.

Frame details 
The OCLV Mountain frame of 

the Superfly is loaded with 
really impressive practical 

details including swappable 
rear dropouts, directly 

integrated bearings and 
armoured underbelly.

“Powerful, light handling race or trail 

storming bike, but hidden by 

undersized tyres and heavy wheels.”

+++++

£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES

G2 geometry
G2 fork geometry has been 

used in the Trek family for a 
while and brings the wheel back 
nearer the bike than normal for 

a faster, lighter steering feel than 
you’d expect from the actual 

frame angles and stable 
overall wheelbase.
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G
iant’s Anthem has evolved from a 
hyperactive high velocity race freak 
into a surprisingly capable, super 
value, short travel all-rounder,  

but it’s lost some of its predatory edge and 
most of its excellent 29er wheel options in 
the process.

Evolution and economy

Giant is one of the world’s largest bike 
manufacturers, with an incredible amount of 
experience in both composite and alloy 
frame construction. This alloy Anthem takes 
its weight minimising experience to the 
limit without compromising the pivot 
durability or function of the 100mm travel 
twin linkage Maestro suspension system and 
its axle is interchangeable to 142x12mm. 

While the chassis is a bargain at £1099 
with a Performance grade Fox Float CTD 
shock, it’s this entry-level complete bike  
at £1499 that’s the real steal though. 

Shimano’s Deore gears and chainset 
mean there are no worries about 
performance or durability and while the 3 
series Shimano brakes are wooden and 
uncommunicative, they stop okay if you pull 
hard enough. The RockShox Recon Gold fork 
is a predictably controlled performer thanks 

to the 32mm legs and getting the 15mm 
screw-thru axle version to increase steering 
precision is particularly impressive for the 
price. The Giant own brand 650b wheels  
are light enough to keep the ride lively  
too and overall weight is low for a bike at 
this price. 

More trail than race

While it was originally as aggressively 
angled as the Felt Edict, time has mellowed 
the Anthem and the angles and overall 
balance are friendly and neutral, rather than 
ferociously aggressive. 

The medium frame is the shortest reach 
on test, which instills a more relaxed than 
stretched, speed focused feel. Giant has  
DOVR�ÀWWHG�EURDGHU����PP�EDUV�WKLV�\HDU��
giving noticeably better control and 
FRQÀGHQFH�ZKHQ�\RX·UH�ZRUNLQJ�KDUG�
against the trail. 

The RockShox Monarch R shock adds 
consistently smooth traction on chattery 
terrain, so despite semi-slick tyres it actually 
feels more surefooted than the longer travel 
Scott on sketchy trail sections. While the 
Anthem 2 and upwards get lockout 
lever-equipped Monarch RL shocks, there’s 
QR�VXFK�LQVWDQW�ÀUPLQJ�IXQFWLRQ�RQ�WKH����

Even in this 100mm ‘race’ format the 
Maestro suspension is plush and sits 
comfortably deep into its travel. That  
tends to tip the bike further back and 
enhance the easy rider rather than race 
ripper feel unless you pump a ton of 
pressure into it. 

Summary 

While we appreciate that Giant is trying to 
simplify decisions for its buyers and dealers 
it’s a real shame that concentrating on 
650b-wheeled bikes means there’s only a 
single Anthem 29er option left in the  
line-up at £1999. The bigger-wheeled bike 
not only rolls smoother and adds more 
surefooted speed sustain but it has a more 
aggressive, steep angled geometry with  
an insatiably predatory ride character  
to match. 

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499

Quality specced mid-size wheeler has a trail rather than race ride feel 

AT A GLANCE

TRAVEL 100/100mm

HIGHS Light, 

naturally quick but 

smoothly trail 

connected ride at a 

cracking value price. 

LOWS Not as 

aggressively rapid and 

agile as the Anthems  

of old. 

BUY IF… If you want 

a standout value short 

travel trail bike rather 

than a rabid racer. 

Bargain buy 
With the Anthem 27.5 frame alone

costing £1099, the RockShox and 

Shimano Deore equipped £1499 

Anthem 3 is an absolute bargain.

“Top value short travel trail all-rounder 

but more neutral angles and plush 

suspension soften its racing focus.”

+++++

Smooth suspension
The Maestro suspension 

gives a surprising amount of 

consistent control and smooth 

comfort for 100mm of travel, 

but can feel soft if you’re really 

stamping power through it. 

Angle of attack 
The 650b-wheeled version 

of the long-running 

Anthem family is the most 

conventionally angled and 

trail – rather than race – 

oriented machine to date.
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“RockShox Monarch R 

shock adds smooth traction 

on chattery terrain”

UNWRAPPED

FINE FRAMEWORK 

The Anthem’s ALUXX SL frame is the ultra 

thin walled equivalent of alloy porcelain and 

Giant only lets its best welders work on the 

pressure formed tubes. The dual duty lower 

linkage pivot axle and shock mount minimise 

already low weight and the dropouts are 

interchangeable between 135mm QR and 

142x12mm screw-thru axle format.  

£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES
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UNWRAPPED

AGAINST THE TREND

The steep head angle and relatively long 

rear end geometry is the opposite of the 

slack front, tight rear template favoured by 

enduro-style trail bikes. When weaving 

through techy sections on the flat or up 

climbs it keeps the handling on point. 

Weight distribution is perfect for stopping 

the front end wandering under power. 

“As we hit the rough  

stu� the Felt strolled  

into the distance with 

insolent ease”
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F
HOW�PLJKW�QRW�EH�WKH�ÀUVW�QDPH�\RX�
WKLQN�RI�IRU�IDVW�PRXQWDLQ�ELNHV� 
EXW�WKH�HOHFWULI\LQJO\�TXLFN��\HW�
HIIRUWOHVVO\�HQMR\DEOH�(GLFW�FRXOG� 

ZHOO�FKDQJH�DOO�WKDW�

Float like a butterfly

8VLQJ�HQJLQHHUHG�ÁH[�LQ�WKH�UHDU�VWD\V�WR�
VDYH�ZHLJKW�FRPSDUHG�WR�D�¶SURSHU·�UHDU�
SLYRW�LV�D�FRPPRQ�UDFH�ELNH�FRQFHSW��EXW�
UHVXOWV�FDQ�EH�PL[HG�WR�VD\�WKH�OHDVW��)HOW·V�
FRPELQDWLRQ�RI�PDLQ�SLYRW�SRLQW��URFNHU�
OLQNDJH�DQG�FXVWRP�WXQHG�5RFN6KR[�VKRFN�
UHDOO\�ZRUNV�ZHOO�WKRXJK��
7KHUH·V�QRQH�RI�WKH�XVXDO�VWLFWLRQ�RU�

UDQGRP�UHERXQG�LVVXHV�MXVW�D�EURDG�ZRUNLQJ�
SUHVVXUH�EDQG�EHWZHHQ�VWDFFDWR�VPRRWKLQJ�
SOXVK�DQG�D�ÀUPHU��PRUH�SRZHU�IULHQGO\�
IHHO��:KHUHYHU�LW·V�VHW�WKH�VKRFN�DFWLRQ�
GRHVQ·W�REYLRXVO\�LQWHUUXSW�SHGDOOLQJ�
SHUIRUPDQFH�DQG�LI�\RX·UH�GHWHUPLQHG�WR�
VWRPS��MXVW�ÁLFN�WKH�ORFNRXW�OHYHU�DFURVV�DQG�
JR�IRU�EURNH��7KDW·V�XQOLNHO\�WR�KDSSHQ�
PXFK�WKRXJK�DV�WKH�ZD\�WKH�VXVSHQVLRQ�
ÁRZV�DQG�IROORZV�WKH�JURXQG�VHHPV�WR�
DFWXDOO\�GULYH�WKH�ELNH�IRUZDUG�IDVWHU�LI�\RX�
MXVW�UHOD[�DQG�OHW�LW�FUXLVH�UDWKHU�WKDQ�
IRUFLQJ�WKH�SDFH��

7KLV�DOO�PHDQW�WKDW�DV�ZH�KLW�WKH�URXJK�LW�
ZDV�RQO\�D�PDWWHU�RI�WLPH�EHIRUH�WKH�)HOW�
VWUROOHG�LQWR�WKH�GLVWDQFH�ZLWK�LQVROHQW�HDVH��
7KH�VRRWKLQJ�EXR\DQF\�FRXOG�HDVLO\�EH�
DPSOLÀHG�E\�DGGLQJ�ULP�VWULS��YDOYH�DQG�
VHDODQW�WR�H[SORLW�WKH�WUDLO�ZLGWK�WXEHOHVV�
UHDG\�ULPV�WRR��

Easy speed

'RQ·W�SUHMXGJH�WKH�UHWUR�UDFHU�WKURZEDFN�
JHRPHWU\��7KH������GHJUHH�KHDG�DQJOH�
FHUWDLQO\�FUHDWHV�D�EXV\�VWHHULQJ�IHHO�WKDW�
QHHGV�D�ORW�RI�ORRNLQJ�DIWHU�RQ�IDVW�RU�URFN\�
URRW\�GHVFHQWV��,W·V�D�UHDO�DGYDQWDJH�ZKHQ�LW�
FRPHV�WR�ZKLSSLQJ�WKH���HU�IURQW�ZKHHO�LQ�
DQG�RXW�RI�WLJKW�WXUQV�RU�ZHDYLQJ�WKURXJK�
WHFKQLFDO�WURXEOH��SDUWLFXODUO\�XSKLOO��
&RPELQHG�ZLWK�WKH����PP�EDUV�DQG���PP�
VWHP�LW·V�H[FHOOHQW�IRU�JUDEELQJ�WKH�UHJXODU�
VXGGHQ�WUDFWLRQ�VOLSV�IURP�WKH�KDUG�
FRPSRXQG�VHPL�VOLFN�W\UHV�WRR��
8QOLNH�PRVW�ORZ�VOXQJ��OLJKWZHLJKW�UDFH�

IUDPHV�WKH�8+&�FDUERQ�ÀEUH�IUDPH�LV�
LPSUHVVLYHO\�VWLII�ZKHUH�LW�QHHGV�WR�EH��
7KHUH·V�WRQV�RI�IHHGEDFN�DQG�DFFXUDF\�LQ�WKH�
IURQW�HQG�WR�NHHS�LW�WUDFNLQJ�ULJKW�HYHQ�DW�
KLJKHU�VSHHGV�ZKHUH�WKH�VWHHS�VWHHULQJ�
VWDUWV�WR�JHW�WZLWFK\��7KH�VHDW�DQJOH�DQG�ÁDW�

EDUV�SXW�SOHQW\�RI�ZHLJKW�IRUZDUG�IRU�DQ�
DJJUHVVLYHO\�NHHQ�IHHO�WRR�DQG�WKH�)HOW�
DEVROXWHO\�ORYHG�ZHDYLQJ�WKURXJK�ÁDW� 
RXW�WUHH�VZHUYLQJ�VLQJOHWUDFN�OLNH�D� 
VSHHGHU�ELNH��
7KH�ELJ�ERWWRP�EUDFNHW�EORFN�DQG�

���[��PP�UHDU�WKUX�D[OH�PHDQ�LW�QHYHU�
VWUXJJOHV�WR�LQMHFW�VSHHG�HLWKHU��DQG�RQ�
VPRRWK�WUDLOV�D�ÁLFN�RI�WKH�FRPSUHVVLRQ� 
ORFN�OHYHU�DQG�UHPRWH�IRUN�ORFNRXW�OHW�LW�
WUDGH�VXPPLW�KXQWLQJ�RU�ÀQDO�VSULQW�
SXQFKHV�ZLWK�KDUGWDLOV��

Summary 

%\�LQYHVWLQJ�LQ�WKH�IUDPH��ZKHHOV�DQG�
VXVSHQVLRQ�WKDW�PDWWHU�DQG�WUXVWLQJ�LQ�WKH�
UHPDUNDEO\�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�SHUIRUPDQFH�RI�
6KLPDQR�'HRUH�VWRS�DQG�JR�JHDU�WKH�(GLFW���
LV�H[FHOOHQW�YDOXH�WRR��

Fast, flowing big wheeler ready to tackle its cross-country competition 

FELT EDICT 3 £2600

“Felt’s easy riding Edict is laugh out 

loud fast on the tightest technical trails 

or map crossing marathon missions.”

£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES

AT A GLANCE

TRAVEL 100/100mm

HIGHS Light yet sti� 

frame with speed 

boosting suspension 

and cost e�ective spec.

LOWS Limited mud 

clearance for UK race 

use, twitchy high speed 

handling.

BUY IF… You want  

a rare breed speed 

machine that’ll make 

the competition extinct 

with e�ortless ease. 

Flawless performing
Shimano’s Deore performed 

flawlessly but you could easily 

lose weight by ditching the inner 

chainring, front shifter and 

mech we barely used for a 

single ring setup.

Old-school handling
Felt’s super-fast handling, 

might not be fashionable 

but it’s brilliant for weaving 

through tight, technical 

singletrack or nailing turns 

and traction on steep climbs.

Stay suspension
We’ve ridden some disappointing 

2015 flex stay suspension bikes 

but Felt’s version creates a 

remarkably well balanced, 

e�ortlessly no brainer, smooth 

flowing, speed boosting ride.

+++++
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S
cott’s name has always been very 
closely linked with racing, but while 
the Spark has some unique speed 
suspension advantages it’s also a 

great fast trail bike.

Best of both worlds

Like many ‘carbon’ bikes at this price, the 
710 actually uses an alloy rear end mated 
to a composite front but that’s just cost 
effective wisdom rather than a corner 
cutting con.

Essentially the carbon rear end of the 
£4799 Spark 700 adds a ton of cost, is 
more vulnerable to crash damage and 
doesn’t save much weight. The same 
weight for wedge exchange rate is true 
when comparing the HMF carbon 
PDLQIUDPH�ZLWK�WKH�WRS�OLQH�+0;�ÀEUH�
frames making the 710, 720 and 730 
carbon impressively cost effective. In kit 
WHUPV�WKH�����MXVWLÀHV�LW·V�KLJKHU�FRVW�ZLWK�
VLJQLÀFDQWO\�OLJKWHU�ZKHHOV�WKDQ�WKH�����

While that establishes the reason to buy 
a 720, the reason to buy a Spark comes 
down to one of two potentially contrasting 
WKLQJV��)RU�ÁDW�RXW�UDFHUV��FOLPEHUV�RU�
sprint fanatics the TracLoc suspension is 
another best of both worlds situation. 

&UXLVH�DORQJ�RQ����PP�RI���IRU�WKH�ÀUVW�
time ever this year – properly smooth and 
controlled Fox suspension travel. Push the 
TracLoc thumb lever one click and the rear 
shock becomes stiffer and travel drops to 
85mm for a more positive feel under 
power. Click it twice and both fork and 
shock lock totally to launch you forward  
in a fully rigid frenzy that’s perfect for 
VPRRWKHU�VXPPLWV�RU�ÀQLVK�OLQHV��UHDO� 
or imaginary).

Trail happy too

What’s easy to miss given the race focused 
suspension is that the Spark has geometry 
that’s more like a short travel aggressive 
trail bike than an uptight racer. In fact in 
the lower bottom bracket/slacker angle 
setup its angles and dimensions are almost 
exactly the same as Santa Cruz’s 
benchmark 5010 chassis. 
1DUURZ�EDUV�DQG�ÁH[\�ZKHHOV�PHDQ� 

the Spark doesn’t carry quite the same 
authority on the trail in this build but  
you can easily add broader bars, especially 
as the full Fox Factory suspension, Shimano 
;7�DQG�WKRVH�VDPH�VXSHU�OLJKW�ZKHHOV�
mean there’s nothing else obvious left to 
buy to really bring the best out of the bike. 

The whole package is extremely  
potent on the trail too. The stiff mainframe 
DQG�VFUHZ�WKUX�IRUN�PHDQ�LPSUHVVLYH�
power delivery and steering precision as  
far as  the wheels and handlebars allow. 
Running the suspension in the mid setting 
as a tight and responsive default you  
can click the lever to instantly add 
HIÀFLHQF\�RU�H[WUD�SOXVK�FRQWURO�WRR��

Summary 

If you are willing to trade a bit of 
acceleration snap for some smoother  
rolling and increased traction then the 
Spark 910 is essentially identical to the  
710 tested here but with 29er wheels 
underlining what is a truly stunning  
high speed mile eater, but whichever  
Spark you choose, you will be onto  
a winner. 

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299

Mixing race suspension with trail bike geometry for a flat-out all-rounder

AT A GLANCE

TRAVEL 120/85-120mm

HIGHS Light and 

race responsive, yet 

trail friendly ride.

LOWS Narrow bars 

undermine control, 

suspension is okay but 

not as controlled as a 

conventional 120mm set 

up.

BUY IF… You want a 

versatile high speed 

race or trail bike that 

puts you in control of 

suspension behaviour.

Twin shock setup
Scott has been using remote 

controlled twin chamber shocks 

for a decade and the latest Fox/

Nude units are the neatest and 

most consistently controlled yet.

“Remote control race suspension meets 

trail bike geometry in Scott’s versatile 

but high velocity all-rounder.”

+++++

Chip switch 
Switching the chip in the 

seatstay/linkage pivot mount 

changes the head angle by half 

a degree and the bottom 

bracket height by 3mm to 

micro adjust the trail friendly 

handling feel.

Wheel choice 
The 650b wheels of the 710 

boost acceleration and hop 

and pop agility but its 

910 29er wheeled brother 

would be our choice for 

maximum speed on longer, 

rougher missions.

WINNER



“The whole package 

is extremely potent 

on the trail”

UNWRAPPED

LIGHTER OPTIONS

While Trek was one of the first big brands to 

mass manufacture carbon fibre, Scott has 

also been taking composite frames to the 

limits of lightness for well over a decade. In 

fact its first Strike G Zero bikes are still some 

of the lightest full suspension frames ever 

produced and the complete 2001 £3500 

Strike 10 bike only weighed 10.3kg. 

£1000-£3299 CLASSIC XC BIKES
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GT ZASKAR COMP TREK SUPERFLY 9.6 GIANT ANTHEM 3 FELT EDICT 3

VERDICT

PRICE £1000 £1600 £1499 £2600

CONTACT www.gtbicycles.com www.trekbikes.com www.giant-bicycles.com www.feltbicycles.com

SIZE TESTED M 18.5in M M

SIZES AVAILABLE XS, S, M, L, XL 15.5, 17.5, 18.5, 19.5, 21.5, 23in S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL

WEIGHT TESTED 12.33kg (27.18lb) 11.42kg (25.17lb) 13.08kg (28.84lb) 12.41kg (27.42lb)

FRAME GT Speed Metal hydroformed alloy OCLV Mountain carbon fibre ALUXX SL alloy Felt UHC Performance Carbon

FORK RockShox 30 Gold TK, 100mm RockShox Reba RL G2 Custom, 100mm RockShox Recon Gold RL, 100mm RockShox Reba RL, 100mm

SHOCK n/a n/a RockShox Monarch R, 100mm RockShox Monarch RT, 100mm

TRANSMISSION

CHAINSET Shimano Deore M615, 38-24T FSA F2000, 36-22T Shimano Deore, 38-24T Shimano Deore, 38-24T

SHIFTERS Shimano Deore Shimano Deore Shimano Deore Shimano Deore 

DERAILLEURS Shimano Deore (F), Shimano SLX 
Shadow Plus (R) 

SRAM X7 (F), Shimano Deore XT 
Shadow + (R) 

Shimano Deore (F), Shimano Deore 
Shadow + (R) 

Shimano Deore (F), Shimano Deore XT 
Shadow + (R) 

CHAIN KMC X10 KMC X10 KMC X10 Shimano HG50

BOTTOM 

BRACKET

Shimano Deore FSA PF Shimano Press Fit Shimano Hollowtech II

CASSETTE Shimano HG50, 11-36T Shimano HG50, 11-36T Shimano HG50, 11-36T Shimano HG50, 11-36T

WHEELS

FRONT Alex GXD 22 650b rim, All Terra QR Disc 
hub, 9mm QR axle

Bontrager Mustang Elite TR 29in rim, 
Bontrager disc hub, 15mm axle

Giant S-XC disc 650b rim, Giant S-XC 
disc hub, 15mm axle

WTB SpeedDisc i23 29in rim, alloy disc 
hub, 15mm axle

REAR Alex GXD 22 650b rim, All Terra QR Disc 
hub, 9mm QR axle

Bontrager Mustang Elite TR 29in rim, 
Bontrager disc hub, QR axle

Giant S-XC disc 650b rim, Giant S-XC 
disc hub, QR axle

WTB SpeedDisc i23 29in rim, alloy disc 
hub, 142x12mm axle

TYRES Continental Race King, 650bx2.2in Bontrager XR1 Expert TR, 29x2.2in Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance 
Wire, 650bx2.25in

Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance, 
29x2.25in

FINISHING KIT

BRAKES Shimano Deore M506, 180/160mm 
rotors

Shimano Deore, 180/160mm rotors Shimano M395, 180/160mm rotors Shimano Deore, 160/160mm rotors

BARS Kore XCD, 700mm Bontrager Low Rise, 700mm Giant Connect Trail, 730mm Felt MTB Flat, 720mm

STEM Kore XCD, 80mm Bontrager Race Lite, 80mm Giant Connect Felt MTB, 80mm

GRIPS GT Statement Bontrager Race Giant, lock-on Felt Wing Lock

SEATPOST All Terra Bontrager Elite Giant Connect Felt Butted

SADDLE All Terra Colorado Bontrager Evoke 2 Giant Contact Forward WTB Silverado cro mo

HEADSET FSA No. 42 FSA IS-2 FSA FSA No. 42

PEDALS n/a n/a n/a n/a

GEOMETRY

DIMENSIONS

AT A GLANCE HIGHS Well balanced, reasonably equipped, 
power friendly speed bike.  

LOWS Sti� back end and twangy fork get 
out of their depth quickly on tech terrain. 

BUY IF... You want a fast all rounder for 
tamer trails and don’t need a 29er option.

HIGHS Direct, upgradeable carbon frame 
with sound stop/go kit and suspension.

LOWS Heavy wheels, tiny tyres and sti� 
frame make it hard to gain and hold speed 
through rough sections.

BUY IF... You want a direct, but occasionally 
punishing top flight race bike.

HIGHS Light, naturally quick but 
smoothly trail connected ride at a cracking 
value price.   

LOWS Not as aggressively rapid and agile 
as the Anthems of old.  

BUY IF... If you want a standout value 
short travel trail bike rather than a  
rabid racer.

HIGHS Seriously light yet sti� frame with 
speed boosting suspension and smartly 
cost e�ective speed spec.

LOWS Limited mud clearance for UK race 
use, twitchy high-speed handling.

BUY IF... You want a rare breed speed 
machine that’ll make the competition 
extinct with e�ortless ease.

72°

HOW

THEY

COMPARE

430mm

595mm

Standover 744mm

73°

69.5°

BB height 315mm

Wheelbase 1099mm

430mm

4

3

3

m

m

603mm

Standover 705mm

73°

71.5°

BB height 315mm

Wheelbase 1103mm

457mm

4

5

0

m

m

620mm

Standover 779mm

69.6°

BB height 308mm

Wheelbase 1116mm

440mm

435m

m

610mm

Standover 756mm

72.7°

69.5°

BB height 312mm

Wheelbase 1106mm 

435m

m
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SCOTT SPARK 710

+++++
£3299

www.scott-sports.com

M

XS, S, M, L, XL

11.66kg (25.70lb)

HMF carbon mainframe, alloy rear end

Fox 32 Float Factory CTD Remote, 
120mm 

Fox/Scott Nude CTD Remote, 120/85mm 

Shimano Deore XT, 38-24T

Shimano Deore XT

Shimano Deore XT (F),  Shimano Deore 
XT Shadow + (R) 

Shimano HG75

Shimano Press Fit

Shimano M771 11-36T

Syncros XR2.0 TR 650b rim, Syncros 
XR2.0 CL hub, 15mm axle

Syncros XR2.0 TR 650b rim, Syncros 
XR2.0 CL hub, 142x12mm axle

Schwalbe Rocket Ron Evo TE, 
650bx2.25in

Shimano Deore XT, 180/160mm rotors

Syncros FL1.5, 700mm

Syncros XR1.5, 80mm

Syncros Trac Loc

Syncros FL1.5 

Syncros XR1.5 

Ritchey Pro Taper

n/a

HIGHS Impressively lightweight and race 
responsive, yet trail friendly ride with 
remote control suspension e�ciency.

LOWS Narrow bars undermine control, 
suspension is okay but not as controlled 
as a conventional 120mm travel setup.

BUY IF... You want a versatile high speed 
race or trail bike that puts you in instant 
control of the suspension behaviour. 

73°

1 
Whether it’s steep steering angles, 

simple suspension or presuming 

carbon is faster than alloy make 

sure you check actual performance 

before assuming what works for you.

2 
Weight in the complete bike 

slows acceleration, but  

excess mass in the wheels is 

particularly noticeable when you’re 

trying to kick your bike up to speed.

5 
4in of travel gives impressive 

traction, speed sustain and 

cross country control as long 

as you’re not regularly off the ground 

or battering through boulders. 

4 

Smooth suspension decreases 

fatigue on techy courses, but 

when you’re 200m from a 

finish line nothing beats locking your 

bike solid for sprint speed.

3 

Wheel size isn’t everything. A 

harsh 29er can roll slower 

than a smooth 650b. A 

relaxed 27.5er can feel duller than  

an aggressive 29er.

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 

WINNER

TURN OVER 
FOR THE 
TRAIL TEST 
CONCLUSION...

600mm

Standover 762, 765mm

68.3/68.8°

BB height 733, 736mm

Wheelbase 1125mm

440mm

4

3

3

m

m
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2nd

3rd

“A great short 

travel trail bike 

for the money” 

GIANT ANTHEM 3
£1499

“The surprise race-ready 

ripper of the test” 

FELT EDICT 3
£2600



B
road price range and varying 
bike format tests are never 
easy to bring to a fair 
sounding conclusion. The 

only way to work it out is to judge 
each bike on its merits in the  
context of its price range rather  
than comparing them directly with 
each other. 

The GT and Trek are both sound 
and enjoyable machines but the  

Zaskar deserves a better fork to 
UHDOO\�VKLQH�DQG�WKH�6XSHUÁ\�IUDPH�
deserves lighter wheels. 

The remaining three bikes are  
all truly excellent choices. Giant’s 
entry-level Anthem is a great short 
travel trail bike for the money while 
the effortless speed of Felt’s Edict 3 
made it the surprise race-ready 
ripper of the test. 

Scott’s Spark has evolved into  
an impressively versatile blend of 
EOLVWHULQJ�UDFH�VSHHG�RU�FRQÀGHQW�
trail taming. Add twinned 650b  
or 29er wheel options and it’s a 
formidably fast all-rounder in 
whatever version you can afford to 
ride away with. 

Screw-thru fork 

ensures pin-sharp 

steering precision

Fox Nude shock 

helps make the 

Spark a potent 

XC weapon

THE VERDICT

To keep costs down 

an alloy rear is mated 

to a carbon front end

72 February 

“Each bike is judged  
on its merits in the 
context of its price”

WINNER

“A formidably fast 
all-rounder” 

SCOTT SPARK 710 
£3299 
�+++++



ALSO CONSIDER 

Boardman Pro 29er £1000 

Boardman’s smooth welded triple 

butted alloy frame impresses. Add an 

FSA/Shimano XT/Deore 2x10 

transmission and RockShox Reba RLT 

100mm fork and you’re looking at an 

outrageously good value XC 29er.

www.boardmanbikes.com

Specialized 

Stumpjumper Comp 

Carbon £2000

The blisteringly quick Stumpjumper 

Comp Carbon’s based around a FACT 

carbon frame with oversized bottom 

bracket and ride smoothing seatstays. 

www.specialized.com

Cannondale Scalpel 

Carbon 3 29er £3000

Scalpel uses flexible ‘Zero Pivot’ rear 

stays on the Ballistec carbon fibre 

frame for controlled, minimal mass XC 

performance. The single legged Lefty 

PBR fork gives a tight tracking 100mm 

of travel. www.cannondale.comcom

February 73
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It’s got the X factor, but is SRAM’s cheapest 11-speed setup the 
one to go for? 

same too so you’ll only notice a 
slightly stiffer front trigger feel in 
comparison to an XX1 trigger, which 
is £140 rather than £60. 

For those who haven’t been 
adding up as we’ve gone along that 
means it’s 100g heavier than X01 
but £283 cheaper with a stiffer 
cranked, more damage resistant but 
equally swift and positive feeling 
performance on the trail. 

Durability so far has been on par 
with the already much improved 
longevity of SRAM 11 in general 
(compared to its 10-speed kit).  
You still get all the same less 
cluttered left-hand bar and seat 
tube, better mud/tyre clearance, 
intuitive sequential shifting, 
chainguide-free security and lighter 
weight bonuses of SRAM’s brilliant 
1x11 concept. That makes it a total 
no brainer in terms of being the  
best SRAM transmission option for 
all but the most weight obsessed  
or those convinced that smaller 
jumps between their gears are  
worth all the strife and weight of 
multiple rings, mechs and shifters. 
Our Also Consider comparisons  
make it clear just how expensive  
it still is in general terms though. 
Guy 
www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk 

“All the simple, transmission taming 

performance of SRAM 11-speed in the 

most a�ordable, yet durable format.”

+++++

We test products on one of our test 
routes in Bristol and Bath, the 
Mendips, North York Moors, 
Gloucestershire and Yorkshire 
Dales, as well as manmade trails 
the country over. Each product is 
tested as many times as it takes for 
us to feel 100% happy with our 
judgement by a variety of testers 
and real-world riders. Verdicts are 
the result of hours of debate, not 
just one journalist’s view, to give 
the most accurate and considered 
judgements anywhere.

MEET OUR EXPERTS

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++
Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++
Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++
Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++
Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

HOW WE TEST

Excellent value for 
money that’s pound- 
for-pound a great buy.  

LOOK OUT FOR WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

Our Women’s Specific 
badge flagging up 
gear for girls.VALUE

Guy Kesteven
Adrenalin addict and 
superfast trail-rider Guy 
has bike experience few 
others can match.

Tom Marvin
Tech ed Tom pushes 
test kit to the limit 
with his big mountain 
fitness. 

Matt Orton 
MBUK’s deputy art ed  
is a fat bike fan, and 
loves to hit trails on  
his oversized steeds.

Ben Haworth
Ben lives and breathes 
mountain bikes so is 
well placed to know 
what kit works. 

Rob Weaver
Scary-fast gravity and 
enduro rider Rob rides 
full-throttle for us and 
sister mag MBUK.

Faye Sanders
Former Bike Radar 
social media guru  
Faye is fond of  
AM adventures.

Fi Spotswood
Ultra-biking endurance 
athlete Fi takes XC gear 
to the very limit with 
unstoppable energy.

Jon Woodhouse
Despite steering the 
WMB ship, Jon still gets 
trail time on big epics 
and steep thrashes.

Ric McLaughlin
Years of testing and 
writing about mountain 
bikes for MBUK mean Ric 
knows what he likes. 

Rich Owen
With years of riding and 
multi-sport fitness, Rich 
loves XC pedalling as 
much as trail silliness.

Steve Williams
Steve loves technical 
woodland trail riding 
punctuated with big, 
hilltop XC rides.

Simon Greenacre
With a background in 
motorbikes, Simon 
knows speed, but has  
a fresh eye for MTBs.

G
iven the huge success of 
its XX1 and X01 single 
ring, ultra-wide range 
11-speed cassette setups, 
SRAM was always going 

to deliver a more down to earth 
version. It certainly damages your 
wallet less, but does X1 deliver on 
the trail?

The simplest way to lose cost  
from any set of components is to 
switch to more basic materials and 
construction methods, and that’s 
most obvious in two of X1’s pieces. 
Rather than being laboriously 
machined from a single block of  
VWHHO�WKH�ÀUVW����VSURFNHWV�RI�WKH�
radical 10-42-tooth cassette are 
machined separately and then 
SLQQHG�WRJHWKHU�EHIRUH�EHLQJ�À[HG�
onto the massive alloy driver cog at 
the back. That makes it 51g heavier 
but saves you £60. 

While you can get carbon X1 
cranks on complete bikes, you can 
only get the solid alloy arm S1000 
(£150) and £200 hollow-armed 
S1400 tested here aftermarket. 
That’s no bad thing though as the 
FKDLQ�VHFXULQJ�;�6\QF�ULQJ�LV�SURÀOHG�
just the same and the hollow forged 
arms are noticeably stiffer underfoot 
than carbon for just a 44g penalty 
over £320 X01. 

The 7g extra weight of the all-
alloy rear mech cage also buys you a 
more crash proof mech than semi-
carbon X01. Seeing as we’ve never 
bothered to change the tunable main 
paddle angle on X01 or XX1 shifters 
ZH�GRQ·W�PLQG�WKH�À[HG�SDGGOH�RQ�
X1. The internals are exactly the 
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SRAM X1 groupset 
£733 



X1 synced so seamlessly into 

our overall love of SRAM’s 

1x11 concept that we didn’t 

realize it’s probably the best 

mechanical – and the most 

cost effective – option for most trail 

riders and even racers. For a few 

grams more it replaces fragile  

carbon with durable, sometimes 

repairable alloy and delivers the  

same shifting performance. 

Guy

TESTER SAYS...

 February 75

Shimano Zee 1x10 £257

Man up with 10 ratios and a 36-tooth 

max sprocket (or choose a smaller 

thick/thin chainring) and Shimano’s 

single ring specific Zee is £361 

cheaper (£476 with chainsets) and 

bombproof too. www.madison.co.uk

SRAM X01 1x11  £1016

The next group up gets lots of 

carbon fibre to make it 100g 

lighter. It’s £283 more for 

arguably less durable equipment 

and performance is identical. 

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk 

Shimano XTR 9000 

1x11 £802

Shimano’s 11-speed single ring 

setup is £56 cheaper than X1 

excluding the chainsets. Quality 

is great and longevity is likely to 

be epic. www.madison.co.uk

ALSO CONSIDER…



Spank Bead Bite  
Oozy Trail 29 wheels £450
Reliable and responsive wheels at a reasonable price 

They come set up for 15mm 
front and 142x12mm rear 
axles as standard but 20mm 
front adaptors and 135mm QR 
rear adaptors are included for 
versatility. The Bead Bite micro 
serrations on the rim bed and 
inner sidewall mean we’ve not 
burped or pulled tyres off the rim 
once, despite our tyre pressures 
getting lower and lower. We have 
had some issues with a 650b set 
of Bead Bite rims though, so, as 
with any rims, be wary if initial 
W\UH�ÀW�LV�EDJJ\��Guy
www.hotlines-uk.com

Hope Tech Enduro 29 
£380
Years of experience go into Hope’s 
hubs, but the rims are new. At 23mm 
wide they give a good profile to most 
trail tyres. www.hopetech.com

Superstar Stan’s Flow 
EX/Tesla wheelset  
£350 
Great value wheelset that should 
perform on all grades of trail. 
www.superstarcomponents.com

ALSO CONSIDER…

Roval Traverse Fattie SL 
£1200 
A 30mm-wide rim and stiff build 
mean Roval’s carbon wheels are 
top performers. At 1580g they’re 
trail friendly. www.specialized.com

“The Spanks are tough, responsive,  

very reliable 29er trail wheels at a 

decent price.” 

+++++
Mobi Power Pack £40
+++++

The Mobi Power Pack means you don’t 
have to drain your car battery if you use 
a mobile washer for post ride cleaning. 
Easily enough juice for three-four bikes, 
or 40-plus hours of use from the 
in-built torch. A 12V socket means 
phones and cameras can be charged 
from the unit too. At the time of writing 
the price was down to £16.50.  
www.chainreactioncycles.com

Fenwick’s foaming chain 
cleaner £9 (500ml)
+++++

An effective chain cleaner that, while 
not remaining foamy over the chain 
once applied, does a good job of getting 
into nooks and crannies. Over-spraying 
can be a bit messy, especially around 
the derailleur, but it’s easy to clean up. 
Previously grimy chains were left 
surprisingly shiny after a brief going 
over with a rag. www.zyro.co.uk

Superstar 180mm Alpine 
rotor £27
+++++

The 2mm stainless steel braking surface 
floats on an aluminium spider via six 
dowels – it’s an expansion joint, so heat 
won’t warp the disc. The alu centre 
doesn’t save weight (the 180mm is 129g) 
but performance and quality are great. 
Six bolt, 160/180/ 203mm only. 
www.superstarcomponents.com

W
e’ve been fans of 
Spank’s Oozy rims 
and wheels for a 
long time so we 
jumped on to its 

latest Bead Bite 29er set as soon 
as we could back in April. We’ve 
not had a single issue since,  
while some other, considerably 
more expensive, test wheels  
have already run into various 
problems with bearings and  
spoke tension. 
:H�KDG�D�ELW�RI�D�ÀJKW�

getting the WTB tyres over the 
central Oobah bulge that Spank 
attributes its impressive strength 
and stiffness to – this gives the 
rim bed a gentle upside-down 
ZDYH�OLNH�SURÀOH��%\�DGGLQJ�
WKLV�SURÀOH�6SDQN�KDV�FUHDWHG�
‘Beadnip’. Instead of just the  
hook on the vertical wall of the 

rim holding the tyre in place 
there’s an additional effective 
hook on the horizontal plane, 
which locks the tyre’s bead  
into place. 

Once over the Oobah bulge 
tyres blew up tubeless straight 
away and the 25mm inner width 
gives even 2.2in tyres a nice  
IDW��ZHOO�VXSSRUWHG�SURÀOH�� 
The rim design and three-cross 
lacing provides a stiff but not too 
harsh feel that compares well 
with budget carbon wheels for 
overall trail character. Despite 
the broad rims, the 28 triple-
butted Sandvik spokes and 
CNC-machined hubs mean a 
reasonably responsive 1830g 
overall weight and the Japanese 
bearings are still spinning sweetly 
after eight months of almost  
daily use.

76 February

If there’s one component 
group that’s generally 
been disappointing this 
year, the number of 
expensive wheelsets 

that’ve died a premature death 
has been shocking. That makes 
the strength and smoothness of 
the Spanks even more welcome, 
and having hammered a set of 
the 650bs through a summer in 
the Alps last year we’re confident 
that tenacity is a family trait, not 
just a one-off charm. 
Guy

TESTER SAYS...





+++++

SRAM Guide RSC brakes £185 
(including 180mm Centreline rotor)
Top flight, newly branded Guide brakes aimed at trail and enduro riders

up while trying to scrub speed 
as the bike is bucked around 
over roots, rocks and through 
braking bumps. And if you grab 
the lever hard, there’s still plenty 
of punchy, easy to control power 
when you need it, without the 
wooden feel of some competitors’ 
brakes. When it comes to weight, 
the Guide RSC (complete with 
mounting hardware and rotor) 
weighs in at 445g, making it just 
a touch heavier than the old X0 
Trail. Rob
www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

Formula R1 £249
Don’t let its low (claimed) 282g 
weight fool you, the R1 is more  
than capable for trail and  
enduro applications. 
www.silverfish-uk.com

SRAM Guide RS £145 
Saving 40 quid loses the contact  
point adjustment, but still gets you a 
cracking set of brakes with great lever 
feel and consistent power control. 
www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

ALSO CONSIDER…

S
tarting at the lever, 
it’s clear that the new 
Guide unit is a different 
EHDVW�WR�WKH�(OL[LU�7UDLO��
SRAM’s opted to use a 

SLJJ\EDFN�UHVHUYRLU�FRQÀJXUDWLRQ�
WR�KHOS�LQFUHDVH�ÁXLG�YROXPH�
and improve consistency. The 
change that most directly affects 
the feel of the Guide brake is 
the introduction of SRAM’s new 
SwingLink system. This cam 
FRQÀJXUDWLRQ�SLYRW�UHGXFHV�
deadband – the distance the 
lever moves before the pads 
engage with the rotor – and helps 
improve modulation too.

At the other end of the brake, 
the Guide uses the same dual 
diameter, four-piston calliper as 
WKH�VRRQ�WR�EH�H[WLQFW�7UDLO�;���

But SRAM’s introduced a new 
¶&HQWHUOLQH·�URWRU�WKDW·V�H[KLELWHG�
no squealing or squawking under 
heavy braking, even in heavy rain 
or when the trails are dry. 
$V�\RX·G�H[SHFW�IURP�WKH�

top-end RSC (Reach Adjust, 
SwingLink and Contact Point 
Adjust) model, you can tailor the 
lever feel without much faff. The 
5HDFK�$GMXVW�GLDO�LV�D�OLWWOH�ÀGGO\��
especially with gloves on and cold 
hands, but does offer useful and 
effective adjustment.

Consistency has also improved. 
Drag the RSCs down a long, steep 
trail and the power, feel and 
lever position remain consistent 
throughout. It’s the same story 
when the trail gets rough too. 
We’ve not had the levers pump 

Shimano Deore XT M785 £122  
Shimano’s legendary XT brakes combine 
reasonable weight, impressive power and 
some of the best reliability out there on 
the market. 
www.madison.co.uk

“Consistent performance, impressive 

power and masses of modulation.”

Though the initial pull of  
the lever isn’t quite as light 
as its predecessor – and  
isn’t a million miles away,  
in terms of feel, from 

Shimano’s brakes – the power on  
tap and the range of modulation  
on offer is seriously 
impressive. Rob

TESTER SAYS...

78 February

Super B Master Link pliers 

£13
�+++++

While SRAM’s time saving Powerlinks 
make it easy to join chains, sometimes 
they’re a pain to free. This tool makes it 
utterly simple to do and to reconnect 
without losing skin. They’re pretty much 
essential for the tighter 10 and 11-speed 
models too, so well worth the 
investment to save the hassle.
www.todayscyclist.co.uk

78 February

Superstar piston 

retractor £10 
+++++

If you’re fitting new pads or struggling 
with seized parts, this big flat wedge 
smooshes pistons back in, with no 
chance of damaging expensive callipers. 
It’s tough steel with a comfy handle, 
and will last an age. Not vital, but  
great when you need it. 
www.superstarcomponents.com  

Santa Cruz Palmdale 

grips £15
+++++

A soft-ish compound and a nice grippy 
texture give super-secure, narrow grips. 
The rubber’s soft enough to provide 
some trail damping, but is yet to show 
major signs of wear. Only a single collar, 
but the internal sleeve is cut to tighten 
along its length, preventing slippage. A 
small flange at the end aids security. 
www.jungleproducts.co.uk



ZLWK�PLQLPDO�ÁH[��7KH�WUHDG�LV�
aggressively cut and offers plenty 
of grip for hike-a-bike while being 
wide enough to shed mud quickly. 

Some non-Shimano branded 
cleats are a little tight in the 
recess making it awkward to clip 
in and out, but if you intend to 
pair these with Shimano pedals 
this won’t be an issue. The lugs 
appear to be hardwearing and 
traction can be increased with the 
addition of studs at the toe end. 
7KHUH�DUH�QR�ODFHV�RU�ÀGGO\�

dials to fumble around with, four 
simple Velcro tabs offer all the 
adjustability you need. Matt 
www.madison.co.uk 

Keep your toes toasty and dry

Shimano MW81 shoes £160

Sturdy backup beam for when the light fades 

Moon X Power 600  

front light £90

S
himano’s thrown everything 
at its MW81 shoes. Water 
LV�NHSW�DW�ED\�ZLWK�D�PL[�RI�

WUHDWHG�OHDWKHU�DQG�D�*RUH�7H[�
lining, which fends off puddle 
splashes while still allowing feet 
to breathe and not get too sweaty. 
To keep seepage around the 
ankle to a minimum there’s an 
easily adjustable and comfortable 
Neoprene cuff. Make sure this is 
tight though as the weak point of 
any waterproof shoe is the large 
hole with your foot in it. 
7KH�LQQHU�VROH·V�ÀQLVKHG�RII�

ZLWK�D�ÁHHFH�OLQLQJ�PDNLQJ�WKLV�
an incredibly warm shoe. So 
much so that thin socks have 
proved to be enough on frosty 
morning rides.

Weight is kept to a minimum 
E\�XVLQJ�PRXOGHG�JODVV�ÀEUH�IRU�
the outer sole. This makes for 
a super-stiff pedalling platform 

I
f you spend any time doing any 
other outdoorsy activities you 
will probably be familiar with 

the Páramo brand. Although not 
known for its bike range the Quito 
is a super versatile ‘multi-activity’ 
jacket with an emphasis on 
wearing in the saddle. 

The cut is shapely without  
EHLQJ�VXSHU�ÀWWHG��WKH�VOHHYHV�DUH�
suitably long so don’t drift up when 
riding, and the back is long enough 
for all but the most stretched out 
riders. Elasticated drawstrings 
allow you to cinch in the hood and 
hems to eliminate draughts and 
DQQR\LQJ�ÁDSS\�ELWV��$�VLPSOH�
Velcro tab will keep the hood rolled 
out of the way when not needed. 
There are two large map sized 
zippable internal pockets and two 
for keeping your hands warm.

Most importantly it is made 
IURP�3iUDPR·V�RZQ�1LNZD[�
Analogy Light Waterproof material. 
This unique, non-rustly fabric 
makes it incredibly waterproof 

A
t 600 lumens this  
LED lamp may not  
kick out enough light  

RQ�LWV�RZQ�IRU�WUXO\�FRQÀGHQW�
trail riding after sundown, but 
with its bright and focused 
beam the X Power 600 does 
a decent job as a secondary 
helmet-mounted light. 

The body is made from 
sturdy plastic and it weighs 
in at 177g, which is pretty 
hefty when compared to the 
(similarly specced but £50 
SULFLHU��([SRVXUH�-R\VWLFN�
MK9’s 87g. 

The X Power 600 also makes 
for a capable commuting light, 
coming with mounts for both 
bars and helmet. Run times 
range from two-nine hours 
depending on lighting mode, 
while recharge time is around 
four hours when plugged into a 
socket. Rich
www.raleigh.co.uk

Proving you can be comfortable while staying dry

Páramo Quito jacket £230

while remaining breathable by 
dispersing sweat and allowing it to 
evaporate quickly. This is pretty 
important as the trade-off is a 
much heavier and bulkier jacket 
than you may be used to. This isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing though as it 
DOVR�DGGV�HIIHFWLYH�ZLQGSURRÀQJ�
and will keep you warm on colder 
days. 
6KRXOG�\RX�ÀQG�LW�JHWV�WRR� 

KRW�LW�KDV�KXJH�SLW�YHQWV�WR�ÀQH�
tune your temperature. They are 
easy to reach, work around pack 
straps and can be adjusted with 
one hand thanks to glove-friendly 
zipper tabs.

This is a jacket that’s meant to 
be worn rather than stowed in a 
pack and is hard to fault. Matt 
www.paramo.co.uk

“The MW81s are feature packed and 

comfy to boot.”

+++++

+++++
“Pricey, but a good option for cooler 

cross-country epics.”

+++++
“A well built but weighty light for 

commuting or mounting on helmets.”
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G
etting the balance right 
between all-day, pedal 
friendly comfort and a 

decent level of protection in  
a trail kneepad isn’t an easy 
task, but the Indy Knee D30 
guards from Race Face certainly 
come close. 
7KH�WLJKW�ÀWWLQJ�PHVK�VOHHYH�

uses a silicone strip around  
the upper opening to help 
prevent slippage, as well as  
a single Velcro strap up top.  
:H�IRXQG�WKDW�WKH�ÀW�RQ�RXU�
medium pads was so snug  
there was no need to actually 
use the strap to keep them in 
place and even after multiple 
crashes, they barely budged  
on our legs. Considering  
their lightweight build and 
severe lack of bulk, we have 
been constantly impressed  
by the protection they offer  
in tumbles too. 

Initially, we were very 
impressed with pedalling 

Simple adjustments make for good lightweight protection

Race Face Indy D30 

knee guards £65

Warm outer or mid layer with  

plenty of pockets 

Sometimes, when it’s really 
cold, an insulated gilet is just 

the trick – they’re also great 
to stuff in a pack for minimal-
bulk mid-ride insulation. The 
Primaloft insulation offers 
decent levels of warmth, 
without suffering too much if  
it gets wet.

Giro has engineered a wide 
range of pockets into the gilet, 
including hidden ones in the 
back and an inside one big 
enough for a map, a nice touch. 

Lightweight Pertex Quantum 
fabric is susceptible to catching 
in the zips, but we’ve found it 
relatively tough in the past. Tom 
www.zyro.co.uk

Giro Insulated  

Vest £130

A comfortable, breezy women’s lid you can a�ord to buy in di�erent colours

A
t a penny less than £50, 
the Quantum is great 
value, and it doesn’t look 

or feel like a cheap lid. 
The reinforced outer shell 

stretches all the way down the 
back, which cheaper helmets 
often don’t have, and the straps 
are easily tidied away once 

Bontrager Quantum WSD helmet £50

you’ve adjusted them. The 
streamlined shaping and ample 
ventilation look racy too, yet the 
SHDN���ÀUPO\�DWWDFKHG�DQG�DOVR�
removable – is just substantial 
enough to keep the weather out. 
0RVW�LPSRUWDQWO\��WKH�ÀW�IHHOV�

Loctite secure. The internal 
PHFKDQLVP�ORFNV�ÀUPO\�DURXQG�

your head (and yes, there’s 
space for a ponytail) and doesn’t 
jiggle about on rocky terrain. 
The rear adjustable dial means 
you can get the grip just right 
and the pressure feels evenly 
distributed so there aren’t nasty 
sore spots even after you’ve been 
wearing it for several hours. 
There isn’t much in the way of 
internal padding, just a series of 
ÀQJHUV�VWUHWFKLQJ�EDFN�IURP�\RXU�
forehead, but it has never felt 
uncomfortable or in need of  
extra cushioning.

But perhaps the cleverest  
thing about the Quantum is its 
jack of all trades appearance. It 
really does feel like a mountain 
bike helmet when you’re out on 
the trails, but whip off the peak 
and you won’t be scowled at by 
even the grumpiest group of 
roadies for not complying with 
the rules. That said, since it 
comes in a range of colours  
from pretty turquoise to serious 
red, you could stock up and  
have one to match each bike!  
Fi
www.bontrager.com 

comfort from the Indys, with  
WKH�JXDUGV�VWD\LQJ�ÀUPO\�LQ�
place and the D30 padding 
comfortably bending with each 
and every pedal stroke. 

It was only after we had 
spent a few long hot days  
in the saddle that we found the 
slightly pointed edge at the 
bottom of the D30 padding  
had rubbed both shins quite 
badly. Although that was 
annoying, it was easily 
remedied by tucking the  
lower part of the mesh sleeve 
under the bottom of the 
padding, and so far it seems  
to have stopped the rubbing 
entirely. Rob 
www.silverfish-uk.com
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“Pricey and close fitting, but good for 

super-cold rides or mid-ride snack stops.” 

+++++

+++++
“Light with a snug, stay-in-place fit, and 

a decent amount of protection.” 

+++++
“Looks the business on the trails and 

will happily double up as a roadie lid.” 



TRUFLO MINOOT 

The Minoot is an excellent, ultra-
simple backup to have stowed away in 

a pocket or at the bottom of your bag.
Compatible with both Presta and 

Schrader valves, unscrewing the cartridge 
starts the delivery of CO

2
, and vice versa 

(although there are no instructions included 
to tell you that).

The foam insulator protects your hands 
from the freezing metal without adding 
bulk, but beware of where you store it, as 
dirt and water can clog up the exposed 
Presta valve nozzle. 

For the money, it’s an affordable extra  
that will get you rolling quickly if you’re 

against the 
clock, or when 
dusk is falling 
in the winter 
months. 

BEST FOR THE WEIGHT CONSCIOUS  

GENUINE INNOVATIONS 
PROFLATE ELITE 

Genuine Innovations makes a song and 
dance about the nifty features it’s 

LQFRUSRUDWHG�LQWR�WKH�3URÁDWH�(OLWH��EXW�LV�LW�
worth the extra money? 

The fact that it accepts both threaded  
and non-threaded cartridges makes sourcing 
UHÀOOV�HDVLHU��ZKLOH�WKH�SODVWLF�FRYHU�SUHYHQWV�
frozen hands and includes a nozzle cover to 
stop dirt getting in. It even locks the cartridge 
in automatically to prevent a full one from 
being unscrewed. These are handy features  
if you use one regularly, otherwise the extra 
bulk of the plastic casing might defeat the 

point of using 
CO

2
 as a 

lightweight  
get out of  
jail card. 

BEST FOR FREQUENT USE 

“Save weight when racing, or carry it 

as a speedy emergency inflator.” 

+++++

SPECIALIZED AIRTOOL  
MTB CO2 MINI PUMP
Price £35 Weight 186g Dimensions 155x25mm 

Contact www.specialized.com   

:K\�FDUU\�DQ�LQÁDWRU�DQG�SXPS��ZKHQ�
one tool can do the same job as both? 

(QWHU�WKH�$LUWRRO�&2���ZKLFK�FDQ�DFFHSW�
WKUHDGHG�FDUWULGJHV�WR�JLYH�LWV�LQÁDWLQJ�SRZHUV�
a huge boost. The concept allows trail riders to 
have the speed of CO

2
, without leaving them 

stranded after a puncture. 
It comes with a bottle cage attachment 

bracket, but there are no instructions to 
explain the twist-action operation. There is a 
compromise between form and function, as the 
Airtool isn’t the most effective mini pump, and 
you’ll wish you’d carried more CO

2
 cartridges. 

A larger volume 
pump with the 
VDPH�LQÁDWRU�
capacities would 
be welcome. 

“A great concept, but standard pump 

action isn’t the most e�ective.” 

+++++

BEST FOR KEEPING IT SIMPLE

“Pricier and heavier than some, but 

with extra features to justify it.” 

+++++

THE TOP THREE 
CO2 INFLATORS
A quick fix to get you out of on-trail tyre trouble 

Price £27 Weight 118g Dimensions 130x45mm 

Contact www.zyro.co.uk   

Price £15 Weight 93g Dimensions 120x25mm 

Contact www.madison.co.uk  
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Meet the new kids on the block  

ready for long-term trail 

use and abuse 

2015
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O
kay, so unlike 
everyone else my 
long term bike isn’t 

fresh from the box. I’ve also 
used my Editor’s Privilege 

(it’s like MPs being allowed to claim 
outrageous expenses) to veer from the 
get-a-bike-and-live-with-it format. 

I reviewed the Mondraker Foxy 
Carbon RR bike a few issues back and 

while I loved the frame, I could live 
without the Crank Brothers wheels 
and a few other spec oddities, so it 
made sense to keep the bits I liked 
and alter those I didn’t. Happily, 
you too can take this custom 
approach, as the Foxy Carbon is 
available frame only. 

Moving back to Editor’s 
Privilege, I intend to build this up 
as a super-lightweight but tough 
trail bike by throwing huge pots of 

money at it. I’ve got some big 
events lined up, namely the 100km 

Shimano Epic Enduro, which has a 
mere 5000m of climbing over the 
course of a very, very long day. 
www.silverfish-uk.com 

Jon’s Mondraker Foxy  

Carbon £2699 (f/0)

What’s long and made from carbon?  

This bike. And fishing rods 

84 February

T
here’s a certain 
afterglow that racing 
gives you. It’s why 

people who do hideously 
painful events decide 

they’ll repeat the whole miserable, 
agonising exercise just to climb a bit 
closer to the top of the scoreboard 
next time round. So it is with me and 
proper, short course XC racing. 

After an enjoyable taste of victory 
at Bristol Bike Fest (did we mention 
we won our event?), I’ve decided that 
being starved of breath, having vision 
that’s going blurry at the edges and 
the taste of metal in my mouth are 
things I want to experience on a 
regular, formal basis. Going as hard as 
you can for a 30-minute lap is a great 
way to see how far you can push and 
there are no excuses against the clock. 
This carbon framed, mid-range spec 
and reachy hardtail should be the 
ideal base. I just hope the toptube 
doesn’t get covered in sick too often. 
www.evanscycles.com

Jon’s BMC TeamElite TE02 SLX £1700 

Welcome to lactic hell with this super-fast bargain cross-country racer

Keep the bike totally 
standard and see how 
competitive we both  
are at riding in 
painful circles.  

THE PLAN

How light can you go  
on a trail bike without 
ruining the ride or  
the durability?  
I aim to find out. 

THE PLAN

LONG TERM



The first step is to look 

at upgrades for the 

stock wheels 

and tyres. 

THE PLAN

W
hyte’s 529 is the British 
brand’s entry-level 29er 
and has the same 

hydroformed 6061 T6 aluminium 
frame as its 729 model, which makes 

it ripe for upgrading over the next year. 
The spec is a mix of Acera, Alivio and Deore 

across a nine-speed triple with a simple coil-
sprung RockShox XC-30 fork. I’m hoping that 
WKH���LQ�ZKHHOV�ZLOO�ÁRDW�RYHU�HYHU\�REVWDFOH�,�
point the bike at because I certainly haven’t got 
the skills to help it along at the moment. In fact, 
WKH�����LV�P\�ÀUVW�SURSHU�PRXQWDLQ�ELNH��

My previous off-road career has consisted of 
infrequent trail centre rentals and road biking 
navigation disasters. I’ve almost convinced 
myself that, somehow, the Whyte is the key to 
undoing the combination of being a fearful  
child with terrible coordination and an adult 
triathlete with terrible coordination, if I can 
make it through all the falling off and dreaded 
crotch-to-toptube action that is. 

www.whyte.bike 

New to the world of mountain biking, 

Tom’s trying the Whyte for size 

I’m looking to build my 

confidence, whip around 

trails and try some 

off-road duathlons (don’t 

lynch me). Some grippier 

tyres and a fancier fork 

will help with  

all that. 

THE PLANTom Ballard’s  
Whyte 529 £799 

Steve’s Cube Stereo 140  
Super HPC Race £3400 

Can a 140mm, 29in-wheeled trail bike stay relevant in 2015? 

Steve aims to find out 

I
t took years for 29in 
wheels to gain 
acceptance, and just as 

they made it they were 
superseded. To widespread 

surprise, 650b (or 27.5in) wheels 
claimed a rapid coup – especially among 
long-travel trail bikes. 

Maybe smooth-rolling, high-grip big 
hoops can beat faster-turning, stiffer 
and lighter 650b wheels on fast, tricky 
trails after all. Maybe... 

The Stereo 140 Super HPC Race 
attacks the problem on two fronts. 
Firstly, the entire frame is carbon – not 
just the front triangle. Even the rocker 
link is carbon, which isn’t easy. The 
whole bike is just 28lb, says Cube. 

Secondly, the frame’s slathered in 
quality parts: Shimano XT brakes and 
gears, Fox Factory bounce and a 
RockShox dropper post. The all-
important wheels and tyres are DT 
Swiss and Schwalbe, which are strong 
FKRLFHV��EXW�WKLV�YLWDO�DUHD�ZLOO�EH�ÀUVW�

under the microscope for any changes 
as we start our life together. 

www.cube.eu 
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W
KHWKHU�LW·V�
component 
JURXSWHVWV�RU�ELNH�

WHVWV�,·P�DOZD\V�EDQJLQJ�RQ�
DERXW�MXVW�KRZ�JRRG�FXUUHQW�

PLG�SULFH�NLW�LV�DQG�KRZ�VSHQGLQJ�
PRUH�LV�RIWHQ�D�ZDVWH�RI�PRQH\������·V�
ORQJ�WHUP�ELNH�KDV�EHHQ�VSHFLÀFDOO\�
VHOHFWHG�WR�ÀQG�RXW�ZKHWKHU�,·P�ULJKW�
RU�LI�WKHUH�DUH�VRPH�SODFHV�ZKHUH�
ÁDVKLQJ�D�ELW�RI�FDVK�UHDOO\�FDQ�PDNH�D�
ELJ�GLIIHUHQFH�
0HULGD·V�HQWU\�OHYHO�PLG�WUDYHO�
PDFKLQH�LV�D�VRXQG�EDVH�WR�VWDUW�
IURP�ZLWK����PP�RI�WUDYHO�����E�
WKUX�D[OH�VHFXUHG�ZKHHOV�DQG�
VRXQG����GHJUHH�KHDG�����GHJUHH�
VHDW�JHRPHWU\��,·P�QRW�H[SHFWLQJ�
DQ\�WURXEOH�IURP�WKH�6XQWRXU�
(SLFRQ�IRUN�DQG�6KLPDQR�'HRUH�
JHDUV�HLWKHU��7KH�XQEUDQGHG�KXEV�
DQG�0HULGD�W\UHV�DUH�FRPSOHWHO\�
QHZ�WR�PH�WKRXJK�
,�ZRQ·W�EH�KROGLQJ�EDFN�RQ�ZKDW�,�

expect the bike to be able to handle, 
VR�LW�ORRNV�VHW�WR�EH�DQ�LQWHUHVWLQJ�\HDU�
RI�ULGLQJ�DKHDG�
www.merida-bikes.com

Guy’s Merida One Twenty 7.500 £1200

Guy plans to make the most of his entry-level base bike this year

I’m keen to see if I can 

tweak more life into the 

generally dead feeling 

Tektro Auriga 

brakes.

THE PLAN

S
o sexy looking is the Chameleon 
IUDPH��,·P�WHPSWHG�WR�KDQJ�LW�RQ�
P\�ORXQJH�ZDOO��7KDW�ZRXOG�EH�

GRLQJ�LW�D�GLVVHUYLFH�WKRXJK��VR�,·YH�
EHHQ�JDWKHULQJ�SDUWV�WR�ÀW�LQVWHDG�

,·P�EXLOGLQJ�WKH�&KDPHOHRQ�WR�EH�D�UHDVRQDEO\�
OLJKW�DQG�IXQ�FURVV�FRXQWU\�ZHDSRQ��,�ZDQW�LW�WR�
EH�D�ELNH�WKDW�,�FDQ�ZKHHO�RXW�RI�P\�IURQW�GRRU�IRU�
LQVWDQW�IXQ��,·P�KRSLQJ�WKDW�LWV�ODFN�RI�XS�DQG�
GRZQ�QHVV�DW�WKH�EDFN��VRUU\�WR�JHW�WHFKQLFDO��ZLOO�
EH�VRPHWKLQJ�,�HPEUDFH��1R�VKRFN�LQ�WKH�UHDU�ZLOO�
LQHYLWDEO\�PHDQ�D�PRUH�SXQLVKLQJ�WLPH�RQ�IDVW��
EXPS\�WHUUDLQ��EXW�,�KRSH�WKDW�E\�WKH�HQG�RI�WKH�
\HDU��,�FDQ�DGG�VRPHWKLQJ�PHDQLQJIXO�WR�WKH�
GHEDWH�RQ�ZKHWKHU�ULGLQJ�D�KDUGWDLO�PDNHV�\RX�D�
PRUH�VNLOOHG�ULGHU�
www.santacruzbikes.co.uk 

Simon’s Santa  
Cruz Chameleon  

£599 (f/o)

It can’t change colour, but this 

versatile hardtail is a work of art 

I’m going to ride the 

Chameleon everywhere 

to discover where it 

works best for 

me. I might even 

do a race on it…

THE PLAN



L
ong, slack and with the 
most fashionable of 
wheel sizes, the SAM 

W\SLÀHV�WKH�PRGHUQ�HQGXUR�
]HLWJHLVW��$V�VXFK��LW·V�

H[SHFWHG�WR�SHUIRUP�RQ�DQ\�WHUUDLQ��,�
FDQ·W�ZDLW�WR�SXW�LW�WKURXJK�LWV�SDFHV� 
RQ�ORDGV�RI�WUDLOV�WR�VHH�LI�LW�OLYHV�XS� 
WR�WKH�KLJK�VWDQGDUGV�RI�PRGHUQ� 
HQGXUR�ELNHV��

As the WMB�QHZ�ER\��,·YH�KDG�WR�
WHDU�P\VHOI�DZD\�IURP�VRPH�RI�WKH�
ÀQHVW�6FRWWLVK�VLQJOHWUDFN�WR�KHDG�WR�
%ULVWRO��EXW�IURP�ZKDW�,�KHDU�RI�WKH�
ULGLQJ�LQ�QHDUE\�:DOHV��WKHUH�VKRXOG�EH�
SOHQW\�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�SXVK�WKH�6$0�WR�
its limits (not to mention my own). 
,·P�SDUWLFXODUO\�LQWULJXHG�WR�VHH�KRZ�

WKH�IRXU�SRW�0DJXUD�07��EUDNHV�
VXUYLYH�WKH�DEXVH�,�LQWHQG�WR�VXEMHFW�
WKHP�WR��7KH�65$0�GULYHWUDLQ�LV�D�
SHUVRQDO�KLJKOLJKW��WKRVH�JHDUV�JR�XS�WR�
����DQG�,·P�SUHWW\�H[FLWHG�DERXW�WKDW��
www.focusbikes.com 

Seb’s Focus SAM 3.0 £2249 

The Focus is ready and waiting for new writer Seb 

I hope to do some 

enduro racing aboard 

the SAM, which will be 

an excellent crucible to 

find the Focus’s 

foibles. 

THE PLAN

7
KH�/LY�,QWULJXH�LV�WKH�
ZRPHQ�VSHFLÀF�
YHUVLRQ�RI�WKH�*LDQW�

7UDQFH��7UDQFHV�KDYH�DOZD\V�
ORRNHG�OLNH�IXQ��EXW�\RX�FDQ·W�

KHOS�GRXEW�WKH�FOLPELQJ�DELOLW\�RI�VXFK�
D�WUDLO�IRFXVHG�ELNH��6R��,�KDYH�KLJK�
KRSHV�IRU�WKH�/LY·V�ZRPHQ�VSHFLÀF�
JHRPHWU\�WKDW·V�SURPLVHG�PH�WUDLO�
GRPLQDWLRQ�HLWKHU�XS�RU�GRZQ��
,Q�WHUPV�RI�ÀUVW�LPSUHVVLRQV�DQG�

RII�WKH�EDFN�RI�ORQJ�WHUP�WHVWLQJ�D�
FDUERQ�KDUGWDLO��WKH�/LY�KDG�PH�DW�
´ÀYH�LQFKHV�RI�SOXVK�0DHVWUR�
VXVSHQVLRQ�WUDYHOµ��,·P�
DOUHDG\�GURROLQJ�RYHU�WKH�
URFN�JDUGHQV�,·P�QRW�
going to lose my teeth 

RQ��,�MXVW�FDQ·W�ZDLW�WR�
point it downhill and 

KROG�RQ�IRU�WKH�ULGH��
7KRVH�EODFN�H[WUD�ELWV�
RI�WUDLOV�WKDW�,�¶KDYHQ·W�
KDG�WLPH�IRU·�DUH�PLQH�
IRU�WKH�WDNLQJ��/HW·V�
KRSH�LW�/LYV�XS�WR� 
the hype. 

www.giant-bicycles.com

Fi’s Giant Liv Intrigue £2000

Fi has enduro-shaped plans for her new full suss Giant

When does the enduro season 

start? I’ll be getting myself 

some entries and donning the 

matching Liv jacket 

and shorts. 

THE PLAN
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Suspension forks let us ride faster over mental 
terrain with more control and less pain, but it 
hasn’t always been like that. So where does  

the suspension story start? 
Words: Guy Kesteven  

Photos: Steve Behr, Russell Burton & Joby Sessions

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF TINES

THEN: NOW:

38mm of travel from 

solid state elastomer 

springs with 28mm alloy 

legs, crown and bolted 

brace keeping weight 

under 1.5kg

Up to 180mm of air-sprung 

travel with compression 

and rebound damping 

adjustment and  

36mm legs

1990 Manitou 1 Fox 36 Float 
160 FIT RC2

1990 2015
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hile mountain bike 
suspension was an entirely 
new concept in the late-’80s, 

many of the mountain bike fork 
pioneers had been working with 
motorbike dampers for years. That 
meant some ‘modern’ features like 
oil-based damping systems and 
lightweight air springs were around 
from the start. 
7R�XQGHUVWDQG�ZK\�WKH�ÀUVW�IRUNV�

were designed how they were you 
need to remember what riding 
landscape they were born into. Just 
over a decade after the Repack 
downhill races with their dusty 
drifting, slack-angled, super-wide 
handlebars, slack and low cruiser 
derived frames things had changed 
VLJQLÀFDQWO\��/RZ�ZHLJKW�DQG�XSWLJKW�
race handling had become the new 
focus and light anodised alloy 
components the must have add-ons. 
The idea of doubling fork weight and 
potentially adding pogo stick bounce 
on climbs when most people were 
adding bar ends was a hard sell. As 
one tester of the time stated “I 
already have 24in of suspension 
travel in my arms and legs.” 

W

1989 2015
THEN: NOW:

48mm of air spring 

travel with hydraulic 

damping, steel arch, alloy 

lowers and clamped 

Bontrager crown

Up to 120mm of air-sprung 

travel with hydraulic 

remote lockout in 

carbon and alloy 

‘upside down’ design 

1989  
RockShox RS-1 

2015 
RockShox RS-1 

Once the top riders like John 
Tomac and Juli Furtado started 
racing and winning on suspension 
forks, the fork wars went supernova 
as everyone from major motorbike 
brands like Showa to backyard 
innovators like Mountain Cycle let 
loose with designs. 

Within years the fork world 
changed from pairs of oily syringes 
kept approximately in line with 
drinking straw braces to moulded 
magnesium and even carbon units 
with easily rider adjustable damping. 
By the mid-’90s Frenchman Olivier 
Bossard was using data loggers to 
UHÀQH�WKH�UDFH�GRPLQDWLQJ�
performance of his forks. Marzocchi 
reversed the trend of ever-lighter 
trail forks with its deliberately sturdy 
and succulent Bomber Z1 BAM. Disc 
brakes and riser bars were still a rare 

sight on the trail and 100mm of 
plush coil sprung travel and free 
range oil damping were a revelation. 

Freeride freaks pushed travel past 
a foot as they hucked off cliffs and 
downhill racers tackled ever harder 
courses. That taught engineers a ton 
about controlling excessive dive 
under braking without killing impact 
absorption, and crossover forks like 
Manitou’s monster Sherman 
increased single crown travel to 
downhill lengths. Riders without 
full-face helmets started talking 
about progression, bottom out and 
high and low speed damping, and 
knobs and valves to adjust them 
started to appear on everyday forks.

Bolted 20mm axles were 
borrowed from downhill and dirt 
jump forks to increase stiffness and 
security and RockShox’ Maxle added 
QR-style cam locking for tool-free 
convenience. After years of 32mm 
leg stagnation Fox opened the 
stanchion diameter playground  
right up with its 36 and 40 forks  
and the stage was set for straight 
evolution to today’s ultra capable 
trail forks.

“The fork wars 
went supernova as 
everyone let loose 
with designs”

S U S P E N S I O N  F O R K  H I S T O R Y
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First Marzocchi and Pace forks. 
AMP and Lawwill introduce 
linkage-style forks and Mountain 
Cycle launches the upside down, 
thru-axle disc brake specific 
Suspender with 1.5in of travel

1991
Doug Bradbury 
launches the  
Manitou fork. 
Aheadsets turn  
steerers smooth

1990
First 
RockShox 
RS-1 features 
on a Kestrel 
Nitro bike

1988
RockShox 
gets Dia 
Compe backing 
and the RS-1 
goes on sale

1989

ESSENTIAL 
ELEMENTS OF 
YOUR FORK
A breakdown of a suspension fork

Steerers
The diameter of 
steerer tubes and 
headsets were already 
changing before the 
RS-1, with 1.125in 
Evolution headsets 
starting to replace 1in 
steerers in 1990. 1.25in 
steerers never caught 
on and Manitou’s 
massive 1.5in steerer 
tubes only had limited 
success too. Teaming a 
1.5in bottom with a 
1.125in top turned out 
to be the tapered Holy 
Grail of sti�ness and 
low weight that 
dominates steerer 
dimensions today.

Crowning glory 
Paul Turner’s RockShox RS-1 clamped into a bolted two-piece 
crown designed by Keith Bontrager, but flex and creaking 
issues saw split-side clamp designs appearing shortly after. 
Interestingly, press-fit (rather than clamped) legs first 
appeared on RockShox’ Quadra as a way of reducing 
manufacturing costs but rapidly became the default 
construction method for all crown steerer units apart from 
occasional carbon or carbon wrapped units. 

Bolted stanchion clamps are still used on motorbike-style 
double-crowned DH forks as it allows the adjustment of ride 
height by sliding the stanchions up and down in the crowns. 

Stanchions
All other things being equal the larger the 
stanchions, the sti�er the fork.

RS-1 opened the batting with 25.4mm 
(1in) steel stanchions but within a year 
Manitou had introduced 28mm alloy legs 
to save weight and add sti�ness. 
Marzocchi’s Z1 Bomber reset the 
benchmarks with 30mm stanchions in 
1997 but White Brothers quietly debuted 
32mm legs the same year. It took until 
2007 for Fox to raise the sti�ness 
standards again with its monster 36mm 
and 40mm stanchion forks. They’re still 
the fattest forks today too, though 34 and 
35mm forks have filled in the gaps.

Lowers
RS-1, Manitou and Marzocchi 
started with aluminium alloy 
lowers, but rapidly changed to 
cast magnesium pieces to save 
weight. It’s stayed that way since, 
despite the fact semi-carbon 
lowers have been tried on and o� 
since 1991. Bolted arches took a 
while to be replaced by bonded 
or one-piece moulded arches, and 
front arch, rear arch or double 
arch designs are still in play. 
Obviously lowers have had to 
grow longer to cope with larger 
wheels recently too.

Axles
Because they have to 
straddle the wheel, the 
better you can connect 
the tips of the fork 
with the wheel axle 
the sti�er the 
structure. 
Designers have been 
trying various clamped or 
screw-in axle designs 
since 1992. Bolted 20mm 
axles became standard on 
DH forks a few years after 
that but weight worries 
meant most forks and 
wheels used skinny, flexy, 
potentially insecure QR 
skewers for what seems a 
shockingly long time. The 
cam lock convenience of 
RockShox 20mm Maxle 
axle loosened the QR 
stranglehold but 
somehow the Fox/
Shimano championed 
15mm standard has won 
out despite being 
significantly less sti� but 
barely any lighter than 
20mm formats.   

Chassis
Apart from occasional 
appearances by linkage or upside 
down designs, most forks have 
followed the same simple and 
e�ective telescopic layout  
but materials, construction 
techniques and dimensions have 
all evolved over time.



Olivier Bossard-
engineered forks appear 
on Sunn bikes at the Cap 
D’Ail and win most of the 
World Cup Downhill races 
from then until 2003

1994
RockShox’ 
budget Quadra 
is the first fork 
to use ‘press in’ 
stanchions

19931992
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“The fork world changed from 
pairs of oily syringes to moulded 

magnesium and carbon units”

John Tomac 

rides hard during the 

Grundig World Cup round 

in Plymouth back in the 

mid-’90s, making a 

strong case for front 

suspension

RockShox’ 

elastomer spring 

Judy forks featured on 

bikes from 1995 up to 

2001, and provided 

50mm/63mm  

of travel

Pace introduces its carbon lower, dual crown direct 
mount DH fork on the prototype DPD downhill bike. 
RockShox switches to cast magnesium lowers 
on Mag 20 and 30 forks. Cannondale 
unveils the HeadShok with fixed legs 
and damper/spring in the headtube 
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RockShox Boxxer DH and SID XC 
race forks go on sale to real rid-
ers. K2 introduces the first fork 
with an electrically-operated 
damper, but the winking red LED 
doesn’t actually seem to do much  

1998
Marzocchi introduces the 
Bomber Z1 BAM with 100mm 
of coil-sprung travel, 30mm 
stanchions and open oil bath 
damping. White Bros goes stiffer 
still with the first 32mm legs

1997
RockShox introduces 
the iconic red and 
yellow Judy fork and 
legendarily unreliable 
damping cartridges

1995
Cannondale 
and Hanebrink 
launch dual 
crown forks

1996

DAMPING 
UNWRAPPED
You don’t have to ride a super 
cheap fork long to realise that 
without a decent damper you’re 
dealing with a permanently 
bouncing pogo stick. So how does 
damping work and what damping 
do you need?

Getting it dialled
Rebound adjustment starts 
around £200, Lockout around 
£300. Separate external high 
and low speed damping plus 
bottom out damping and 
other tweaks appear around 
£600 on good value forks. 

There’s no point having 
damping adjustment you 
don’t understand though as 
you might end up making the 
fork ride worse than with 
fixed preset damping. 
RockShox has made that point 
with its latest Charger 
damper, which uses multiple 
internal valves to self 
regulate damping rather  
than relying on you to dial it 
in right.

Damper basics
Stick your thumb partially over the end of a pump as you 
compress it and you’ll get a basic idea of how dampers  
work. The tighter you close your thumb over the hole, the 
harder it is to compress the pump and the hotter your  
thumb will get as the air squeezes past. Switch air for heat 
absorbing oil and your thumb for a valve on a piston that’s 
connected to the fork lowers and you’ve got an idea what’s 
going on inside your fork.

Baths or carts?
Open oil bath forks have the 
advantage of simplicity and lots of 
oil sloshing around to keep seals 
lubricated. Because the damping oil 
and air in the fork aren’t separated 
they can mix (emulsify) and create 
hiccups in the damping control.

Sealed damping cartridges are a 
tempting solution for more 
consistent results and easier/cleaner 
servicing. However cartridges add 
more seals (and therefore drag) 
reduce oil volume (and therefore 
heat capacity). Bladders or 
secondary oil circuits needed to  
cope with oil pushed out of the way 
by the piston or expanded by heat 
can also cause extra problems. 

Air valve
The air spring is 
pressurised using a 
car-style Schrader valve.

Air chamber
Pressurised air springs are 
now used in most forks and 
shocks as they are lighter and 
easier to adjust for rider 
weight than a coil spring. 
Forks typically run between 
50-150psi, shocks between 
150-300psi.

Negative spring
The negative spring acts 
against the spring to create a 
smoother start to the stroke. 
Most air-sprung forks and 
shocks use a bypass circuit 
that sets the negative spring 
pressure automatically.

Shims and springs
The best early mountain bike 
dampers were just downsized 
motorbike dampers so basic 
valving tech has been around 
since the start. That generally 
involves spring loaded ‘shim’ 
washers over a hole (orifice/
port) in the piston. These are 
flexed open by the oil flow 
until enough energy is lost 
through heat exchange to let 
them close and stop the 
piston moving. Changing the 
orifice/port size (oil flow), 
shim stack strength (damping 
resistance) or adding 
di�erent phases changes the 
behaviour of the fork.
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British 

Downhill World Cup 

winner Rob Warner rode 

to various victories on 

board his Giant ATX with 

RockShox Boxxer 

fork up front

The Boxxer is 

still going strong  

with models available to 

suit downhill racers 

rolling on the latest 

650b wheel size
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Marzocchi heaves the Super Monster T onto  
the freeride market with 300mm of travel and 
a 6kg weight. RockShox founder Paul Turner 
reveals the superlight welded double crown 
design Maverick DUC32 fork with 150mm of 
upside down travel.

2002
Fox introduces the Float 
air fork and RockShox 
launches the Psylo with 
‘Tullio’ 20mm quick 
release thru-axle.

20012000
Marzocchi debuts 
the carbon fibre 
topped, upside down 
RAC XC fork and 
Shiver DH fork

“If there’s one area that’s 
seen an obvious change, 
it’s the amount of travel 
a trail fork should have”

DAMPING 
DECIPHERED
BLADDER Stretchy oil 

reservoir to cope with oil 

expansion and/or 

displacement.

BLOW OFF Emergency 

compression damping 

bypass valve.   

BOTTOM OUT Controls fork 

speed as it reaches full 

compression.

DIGRESSIVE Starts firm 

and decreases through  

the stroke.

HIGH-SPEED COMPRESSION 

Controls reaction to 

sudden and/or large 

impacts (big blocks and 

landings) that compress 

the fork quickly.

LOCKOUT Closes low 

speed compression 

damping completely for 

road climbs and sprints. 

LOW-SPEED COMPRESSION 

Controls reaction to 

gradual and/or small fork 

loads (pedalling bob, 

braking, cornering) that 

compress the fork slowly.

PLATFORM Increased low 

speed compression that 

acts like a more sensitive 

lockout. 

POSITION SENSITIVE 

Damping that changes at 

di�erent points in the 

stroke, for example more 

compression or less 

rebound at the end stroke. 

PROGRESSIVE Starts 

subtle and increases in 

resistance through the 

stroke.

REBOUND Controls the 

speed your fork re extends 

after a hit so the wheel 

tracks the ground for 

traction rather than 

bouncing back in your face.

SHAFT SPEED Compression 

speed of the fork (and 

therefore the damping 

piston)

SPEED SENSITIVE Changes 

according to shaft speed.

SPIKE Sudden jolt caused 

by oil being unable to flow. 

SQUARE EDGE Flat-faced 

block/ditch that creates 

really high shaft speeds.

TOP OUT Controls the top of 

the rebound stroke.
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,I�WKHUH·V�RQH�DUHD�WKDW·V�VHHQ�DQ�
REYLRXV�FKDQJH��LW·V�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�
WUDYHO�D�WUDLO�IRUN�VKRXOG�KDYH��:KLOH�
�����PP�ZDV�DERXW�WKH�PD[LPXP�
WUDYHO�IRUNV�FRXOG�DGG�WR�ELNHV�ZLWK�
ULJLG�IRUN�JHRPHWU\�DW�ÀUVW�����PP�
ZDV�FRQVLGHUHG�UDGLFDO�IRU�QRUPDO�
WUDLO�XVH�D�GHFDGH�ODWHU��7KH�PRVW�
VXUSULVLQJ�WKLQJ�DERXW�UHVHDUFKLQJ�
WKLV�IHDWXUH�ZDV�KRZ�PDQ\�IRUNV�WKDW�
VHHPHG�H[FHVVLYH�DW�WKH�WLPH�ZHUH�
DFWXDOO\�RQO\�SDFNLQJ��������PP� 
RI�WUDYHO��
:KLOH�IUHHULGH�IRUNV�KDG�H[WHQGHG�

WR�FRPLFDO�OHQJWKV��PRVW�ULGHUV�VWLOO�
ZLQFHG�ZKHQ�0DQLWRX�EURXJKW�RXW�
WKH�ÀUVW����PP�WUDYHO�VLQJOH�FURZQ�
IRUN�LQ�WKH�6KHUPDQ��1RZ����PP�LV�
WKH�GHIDXOW�WUDYHO�IRU�DQ\�IRUN�
FODLPLQJ�WR�EH�HQGXUR�RU�DOO�
PRXQWDLQ��)R[·V����DQG�;�)XVLRQ·V�
0HWULF�VWLOO�IHHO�URFN�VROLG�DW����PP�

$�VODFN��WDOO�IURQW�HQG�FDQ�EH�D�
SDLQ�RQ�FOLPEV�VR�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�
KDYH�EHHQ�RIIHULQJ�IRUNV�ZLWK�
YDULRXV�WUDYHO�UHGXFWLRQ�VZLWFKHV�
DQG�GLDOV�WR�UHGXFH�WUDYHO�IRU�
FOLPELQJ��+RZ�WKH\�HDFK�ZRUN��DLU�
EOHHG��RLO�VKLIW��PHFKDQLFDO�
ORFNGRZQ������ZKDW�UHVXOWV�WKH\�JLYH�
�VKRUWHU�EXW�VWLOO�ZRUNLQJ�QRUPDOO\��
VKRUWHU�DQG�VWLIIHU��VKRUWHU�DQG�

ORFNHG�����DQG�KRZ�PXFK�WUDYHO�
FKDQJHV��JHQHUDOO\������PP�LQ�RQH�
MXPS��EXW�VRPH�ROGHU�IRUNV�XVH�
¶LQÀQLWH·�LQFUHPHQWV��GHSHQGV�RQ�WKH�
GHVLJQ��'RQ·W�DVVXPH�WKDW�RYHUDOO�
IHHO�ZLOO�EH�WKH�VDPH�DV�WKH�À[HG�
WUDYHO�YHUVLRQ�RI�WKH�VDPH�IRUN�
HLWKHU�DV�WUDYHO�FKDQJH�V\VWHPV�FDQ�
RIWHQ�DIIHFW�VSULQJ�IHHO�

“Now 160mm is the  
default travel for any  
fork claiming to be  
enduro or all-mountain”

2008

X-Fusion starts its steady growth 
towards a full range of serious high value 
contenders with the Velvet trail fork

2007
Fox grabs the super-
stiff trail fork and DH 
categories by the balls 
with its rock solid 
36 and 40 double act 
featuring RC2 damping

2005
Manitou introduces the 
OnePointFive steerer 
tube standard on the 
152mm single crown 
Sherman Breakout

2003
RockShox’ Pike 
introduces the 
Maxle 20mm 
QR thru-axle

2004
Fox and Shimano 
collaborate to  
create their  
15QR 15mm screw-
thru axle.

SPRINGS  
AND TRAVEL
Coil or air, the springs give you 
the all-important millimetres

7KH�VSULQJ�VHWV�WKH�ORDGHG�ULGH�
KHLJKW��VDJ��RI�WKH�IRUN�DQG�WRJHWKHU�
ZLWK�FRPSUHVVLRQ�GDPSLQJ�FRQWUROV�
KRZ�IDU�WKH�IRUN�ZLOO�FRPSUHVV�IRU�D�
JLYHQ�LPSDFW���
0DQ\�HDUO\�VKRUW�WUDYHO�IRUNV�XVHG�

UXEEHU\�HODVWRPHU�EORFNV�ZLWK�
GLIIHUHQW�VSULQJ�UDWHV�WR�WXQH�IHHO��
&RLO�VSULQJV�JLYH�WKH�XOWLPDWH�
VPRRWKQHVV�DQG�UHOLDELOLW\�VR�DUH�
XVHG�LQ�PRVW�'+�DQG�VRPH�WUDLO�
IRUNV��(YHQ�WLWDQLXP�FRLO�VSULQJV�DUH�
KHDYLHU�WKDQ�DLU�WKRXJK��DQG�\RX�
QHHG�WR�FKDQJH�VSULQJV�IRU�GLIIHUHQW�
ULGHU�ZHLJKWV�DJJUHVVLRQ�OHYHOV�
3UHVVXUL]HG�DLU�VSULQJV�DUH�DOPRVW�

XQLYHUVDO�LQ�WUDLO�IRUNV�IURP������
XSZDUGV��7KH\·UH�HDV\�WR�DGMXVW�IRU�
GLIIHUHQW�ULGHUV�DQG�\RX�FDQ�FKDQJH�
KRZ�PXFK�WKH�VSULQJ�UDWH�LQFUHDVHV�
WKURXJK�WKH�VWURNH�E\�DGGLQJ�VSDFHUV�
RU�RLO�WR�UHGXFH�DLU�YROXPH��
1HJDWLYH�VSULQJV�SXVK�DJDLQVW�WKH�

PDLQ�VSULQJ�DQG�LQLWLDO�VWLFNLQHVV�RI�
WKH�VHDOV�WR�FUHDWH�D�SOXVK�DQG�
VHQVLWLYH�EDODQFH�DURXQG�WKH�VDJ�
SRLQW��6RPH�IRUNV�XVH�D�FRLO�VSULQJ��

SPRINGS

TRAVEL

ZKLOH�RWKHUV�XVH�DQ�DLU�VSULQJ�WKDW�
VHOI�VHWV�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�WKH�SRVLWLYH�
VSULQJ�SUHVVXUH�����

The world of short 

travel forks has 

changed beyond  

all belief
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RockShox was in its infancy when 
WKH�ÀUVW�OHDGLQJ�OLQN�SDUDOOHORJUDP�
IRUNV�DSSHDUHG�IURP�/DZZLOO�LQ������
ZLWK���PP�RI�WUDYHO�IURP�D�VHSDUDWH�
DLU�VKRFN��$03�ODXQFKHG�LWV�GHVLJQ�
ZLWK�À[HG�OHJV�DQG�D�SDUDOOHORJUDP�
OLQNDJH�DW�WKH�WRS��0RQROLWK�GHVLJQHG�
D�OLQNDJH�IRUN�ZLWK�WZLQ�FURZQV�DQG�
VKRFN�LQ�IURQW�RI�WKH�KHDGWXEH�DQG�
WKH�GHVLJQ�ZDV�ERUURZHG�E\�*LUYLQ�
IRU�LWV�UHODWLYHO\�VXFFHVVIXO�9HFWRU�
IRUNV�RQ�3UR�)OH[�ELNHV��0RXQWDLQ�
&\FOH·V�6XVSHQGHUV�XVHG�DQ�XSVLGH�
GRZQ�GHVLJQ�ZLWK�IDW�XSSHUV�DQG�WKH�
VPDOOHU�VWDQFKLRQ�VOLGHUV�DW�WKH�
ERWWRP�KHOG�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�D�
EROW�WKUX�D[OH��&DQQRQGDOH�DQG�
+DQHEULQN�LQWURGXFHG�À[HG�OHJ�
GHVLJQV�ZLWK�WKH�VSULQJ�DQG�GDPSHU�
LQ�WKH�KHDGWXEH�WKDW�DUH�VWLOO�XVHG�LQ�
&DQQRQGDOH·V�+HDG6KRN�GHVLJQV��
7HOHVFRSLF�IRUNV�VKRRN�WKHPVHOYHV�

IUHH�RI�WKH�IUHDNV�UHODWLYHO\�TXLFNO\��
EXW�D�GHFDGH�ODWHU�WKH�RGGLWLHV�
ODXQFKHG�DQRWKHU�RQVODXJKW��:K\WH�
FUHDWHG�D�SUD\LQJ�PDQWLV�VW\OH�
OLQNDJH�IRUN�IRU�LWV�ZRQGHUIXOO\�IXJO\�
3567���ELNH��&DQQRQGDOH�KRSSHG�
LQWR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�LWV�UDGLFDO�
RQH�OHJJHG�/HIW\��ZKLFK�GHÀHG�
VNHSWLFV�E\�SURYLQJ�LPSUHVVLYHO\�VWLII�
DQG�OLJKW�DQG�LV�VWLOO�YHU\�PXFK�DOLYH��
86(�ZHQW�VLQJOH�VLGHG�DQG�OLQNDJH�
RSHUDWHG�ZLWK�LWV�6SLWÀUH�OHJ�VW\OH�
DQWL�GLYH�68%�IRUN�

0DU]RFFKL�LQWURGXFHG�WZR�OHVV�
VXFFHVVIXO�XSVLGH�GRZQ�GHVLJQV���WKH�
���PP�5$&�DQG�WKH����PP�6KLYHU��
5RFN6KR[�SLRQHHU�3DXO�7XUQHU�ZHQW�
LQYHUWHG�ZLWK�KLV�'8&���DQG�ODWHU�
6&���IRUNV�LQ�������XVLQJ�PDVVLYH�
��PP�D[OHV�WR�WU\�DQG�VROYH�WKH�
LQHYLWDEOH�WZLVW�LVVXHV�RI�DQ�XSVLGH�
GRZQ�IRUPDW��'DPSLQJ�EHFDPH�WKH�
PDLQ�IRFXV�RI�LQQRYDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�QH[W�
GHFDGH��ZLWK�)R[�DQG�6SHFLDOL]HG�
WHDPLQJ�XS�WR�FUHDWH�WKHLU�DXWRPDWLF�
ORFNRXW��LQHUWLD�YDOYH�FRQWUROOHG�%UDLQ�
IRUN��0DQLWRX�PRYHG�LWV�639�
SODWIRUP�GDPSLQJ�WHFK�IURP�UHDU�
VKRFN�WR�IURQW�IRUN��EXW�5RFN6KR[·�
XQGHUVXQJ�3V\OR�IRUN�LQWURGXFHG�
ERWK�WKUX�D[OHV�DQG�D�SXUH�GDPSHU�
LQ�RQH�OHJ��VSULQJ�LQ�WKH�RWKHU�OD\RXW�
WR�EHFRPH�D�WUXH�UHYROXWLRQDU\�
<RX·OO�VWLOO�ÀQG�UDGLFDO�GHVLJQV�OLNH�

WKH�XOWUD�OLJKW�FRPSRVLWH�OHDI�VSULQJ�
/DXI�IRUN�RU�&DQQRQGDOH·V�FRPSXWHU�
FRQWUROOHG�6LPRQ�IRUN��7KH�
WUDGLWLRQDO�¶���\HDUV�VLQFH�WKH�ODVW�
WLPH�VRPHRQH�WULHG�DQ�XSVLGH�GRZQ�
GHVLJQ·�VORW�LV�EHLQJ�ÀOOHG�E\�WKH�QHZ�
5RFN6KR[�56���;&�IRUN�DQG�WKH�
(PHUDOG�'+�IRUN�IURP�'92�ZLWK�LWV�
VWLIIQHVV�LQFUHDVLQJ�FDUERQ�ÀEUH�
PXGJXDUG��:KHWKHU�WKHVH�WXUQ�WKH�
IRUN�GHVLJQ�ZRUOG�RQ�LWV�KHDG�ZH�
GRQ·W�NQRZ��EXW�ZH�FDQ�EH�SUHWW\�
VXUH�WKH\�ZRQ·W�EH�WKH�ODVW�
XQFRQYHQWLRQDO�IRUN�GHVLJQV�ZH·OO�
VHH��,W·V�WKH�IUHDNV�RI�WUDYHO��
GDPSLQJ��XVDJH�RU�VWUXFWXUDO�GHVLJQ�
WKDW�IRUFH�WKH�SDFH�RI�HYROXWLRQ�DQG�
JLYHQ�XV�WKH�JUHDW�DOO�URXQG�IRUNV�ZH�
KDYH�WRGD\��WMB

Fox totally re-engineers its 36 fork 
family for the most aggressive trail 
riders and enduro racers. RockShox 
reveals its upside down RS-1 XC fork 
26 years after the original

2014
RockShox takes the lead in the 
enduro/trail fork race with the all-
new Pike fork and Charger damping 
cartridge. DVO adds another option to 
the suspension aristocracy with its 
Emerald upside down fork

2013
Tapered fork steerers 
become the next half 
big thing. Bos returns 
to downhill racing with 
the Idylle fork

2009

S U S P E N S I O N  F O R K  H I S T O R Y

FREAK FORKS
Designs that defied convention, 
not always for the better

AMP used 

composite legs and a 

complicated linkage 

system instead of a 

telescopic design. It 

didn’t catch on

Cannondale still  
uses its fixed leg 
HeadShok design

USE’s SUB is one 
of the few 
single-sided 
options

Leaf-sprung 
suspension from Lauf

Pro-Flex and 
Girvin broke  

the mould with 
leading-link forks



FORKS
£455-£909

WHO ARE THESE FOR?
Suspension forks are your first line of 
defence when you come up against 
rough trails. They smooth out steps, 
rocks and drops and keep your front 
tyre tracking the ground for 
tenacious traction and accurate 
steering. 

How much suspension you need 
varies dramatically depending on 

where or how you ride. That’s why 
the 10 forks on test here span a  
wide range from 29er cross-country 
race/ride forks through to enduro 
options that can tackle brutally  
rough descents at mental speeds. 
That way we know we have got you 
covered whatever you think of as 
‘trail riding’.

YOUR TESTER
Guy Kesteven, bike test editor 

Guy’s been making forks weep oil or seize solid in 
surrender since they first appeared in 1990. He’s still riding 
harder and faster than ever to take the latest forks to the 
limit whether they’re super-light cross-country race sets or 

flat-out enduro insanity enablers.

Getting the right fork is

crucial as it’s your first line 

of defence in rough terrain

96 February

The legs

On most forks the lower legs telescope
upwards on two upper stanchion tubes. The
bigger the stanchion diameter the sti�er the
fork generally is. Most trail forks range from
32-36mm, though cheap XC forks can be as 
skinny as 28mm and DH forks as fat as 
40mm. Lubricated bushings guide the lower 
legs, which are generally held together with 
an arch over the wheel. Seals stop crap getting 
into the delicate internals.



Words: Guy Kesteven Photos: Jesse Wild 

We test the latest fast and furious 

forks for maxing out your XC, trail  

and enduro speed and control 

GET  
FORKED

The damping

Pushing a piston through damping oil 
absorbs impact energy by turning it into 
heat. Compression damping controls how 
much energy is absorbed and is split into 
low speed (body movement, cornering, 
braking forces) and high speed (rocks, 
drops and so on) compression control on 
posh forks. Rebound damping controls 
the bounce back speed of the fork. 
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The CSU

The Crown Steerer Unit is
the bit that sticks into your

bike at the top (steerer)
and holds the two legs

(crown). Tapered steerers
are almost universal now as
they’re sti�er than a skinny

straight gauge 1.125in
steerer and lighter than a

full 1.5in steerer, but crowns
vary in shape, weight and

sti�ness depending on their
purpose and manufacturer.

The axle

All our forks use hollow 15mm axles that 
screw into one side. Most secure with a 
cam lever too. This adds wheel/steering 
sti�ness and security compared to an 
open dropout QR fork/wheel without 
adding much weight. Some DH forks and 
wheels use 20mm axles for extra sti�ness.

The spring

All these forks use a pressurized 
air chamber as the positive spring 
because it’s lighter and easier 
to tune for rider bodyweight 
and/or aggression levels. Short 
negative springs o�set the initial 
resistance to movement caused 
by seal drag and the positive 
spring to create a suppler feel. 



SUSPENSION FORKS

DT Swiss has completely re-engineered 
its forks for a super-light and usefully 

controlled performance, but reliability  
needs proving.

DT has stuck with 32mm stanchions even 
in this longer travel format while super-deep 
pockets are moulded into the forged arch to 
PLQLPLVH�ZHLJKW��([WHQGHG��ÀQ�UHLQIRUFHG�
27.5in dropouts plus a skinny crown keep 
weight below 1700g including the 15mm 
RWS ratchet axle. Despite skinny looks it 
hits and holds onto tight or turbulent lines 
surprisingly well.

The company has worked hard on seal 
sensitivity over the years and the OPM 
now feels smooth straight away, tracking 
smoothly – rather than chattering over – 
small bumps for decent traction. The spring 
rate is now markedly progressive too, 
keeping the fork mid-stroke most of the time 
rather than slamming through with minimal 
provocation. 

The three-position ODL compression 
lever gives maximum smoothness Open, 
appropriately pert (given the low weight, 
race feel of the fork) Drive and fully 
Locked settings with external low speed 
FRPSUHVVLRQ�ÀQH�WXQLQJ��

Unlike most brands DT has produced 
all its latest 100, 120 and 150mm forks in 
26in as well as 650b formats, plus 100 and 
120/130mm travel 29in versions. While 
this OPM has been okay so far, our previous 
DT Swiss forks have been plagued with 
reliability problems so would need to rebuild 
trust to go beyond a provisional 3 score. 

Travel 150mm (100 and 120/130mm available)  

Wheel size 650b (26 and 29in available) Weight 1680g 

Contact www.hotlines-uk.com 

DT Swiss
OPM ODL 150 £750

“Sti� and reasonably controlled, 

super-light six incher but reliability 

reputation needs rebuilding.”

+++++
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Another trail fork with downhill DNA, 
Manitou’s Mattoc is impressively 

controlled and adjustable with the travel  
you get.

The steeply sloped crown shoulders  
and rounded rear arch structure are 
distinctively Manitou but 34mm legs are 
bang on trend, and it’s a reasonable weight 
for a 160mm fork. 

The unique hexagonal ended bayonet  
lock 15mm axle is quick and secure once 
you get the knack of using it. This keeps  
the Mattoc usefully obedient on the trail and 
it never obviously misses a gap or fumbles 
an aggressive against-the-grain move on 
roots, rocks or ruts. The smooth Dorado  
DH-derived air spring gets stuck in to 
sieving out small bump stutter and rattle 
straight away. 

With separate rebound, high and low 
speed damping adjustment and independent 
bottom out control there’s a ton of damping 
DGMXVWPHQW�WR�UHÀQH�DOO�DVSHFWV�RI�WKH�VWURNH�
to your taste. Just remember that Manitou 
– unlike every other suspension company 
- uses red for compression dials and blue 
IRU�UHERXQG��9HU\�ÀQH�SLWFK�YDOYLQJ�PHDQV�
you have to wind them for a while to detect 
VLJQLÀFDQW�FKDQJHV�LQ�GDPSLQJ�WRR��

Once dialled, smoothness and control are 
excellent and it actually takes a while to 
realize that you’ll rarely, if ever, get more 
than 130-140mm of travel out of it on the 
trail even on near bar breaking, front tyre 
blowing slams. Obviously that means your 
bike never dives too deep, but we’d rather 
get the choice of having full travel especially 
when the rest of it feels so good.

Travel 160mm Wheel size 650b Weight 1910g  

Contact www.hotlines-uk.com

Manitou

Mattoc Pro £650

“Excellent control and adjustability 

at a good price, but comes up short 

on travel.”

+++++
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Italy’s most famous fork manufacturer 
DLPV�GLUHFWO\�DW�WKH�KLJK�SURÀOH��KLJK�

performance enduro race scene but it needs 
patience to reveal its potential.

The broad crown holds stout 35mm 
stanchions. The lowers are joined with a 
GHHS��ÁDW�ZKHHO�KXJJLQJ�DUFK�DQG�WKH���PP�
dropouts are formed into the bottom of the 
legs rather than dangling off the ends. This 
creates a very solid feeling fork structure 
with obvious authority and stiffness 
similarities to Fox’s benchmark 36. The NCR 
stanchions also get a copper coloured low 
friction ‘Espresso’ treatment, SKF seals and 
a remote lockout lever for a £230 upcharge 
over the 350 CR. 

Racers should note it’s 110g heavier than 
Marzocchi’s claimed 1920g even before you 
painstakingly add the 80g remote lockout 
lever and cable. Our sample suffered from 
erratic rebound speed, compression spikes 
at different points to start with and a sticky 
rather than smooth character. Thankfully the 
more we rode it the more predictable and 
plusher the NCR got. 

While usable rebound range is only a 
small part of the big span of adjustment, 
low speed adjustment is meaningful and 
extensive. The downhill-bred Dynamic  
Bleed Cartridge and sturdy chassis come  
into their own controlling repetitive, high 
speed hits so it’s worth the extra weight 
if you’re an aggressive rider. You can also 
RIIVHW�WKH�QDWXUDOO\�OLQHDU�IHHO�RI�WKH�ÀQDO�
part of the stroke by adding oil, while  
travel can be dropped to 150 or 140mm  
with internal spacers.

Travel 160mm Wheel size 650b Weight 2110g  

Contact www.windwave.co.uk

Marzocchi 350

NCR £800

“Heavy but solidly built fork that 
rewards patient set up and bedding 
in perseverance.”

+++++
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Magura’s short travel forks always 
impress and the TS8 is no exception  

if you’re more concerned about stiffness 
than weight. 

The most distinctive feature of Magura’s 
forks has always been the double front and 
rear sculpted blade arch design. This does 
an impressive job of stiffening up steering 
behaviour on QR forks and with the screw-in 
15mm axle the 32mm stanchions feel more 
like 34s even in 120mm travel format. You 
can use a RockShox Maxle axle or Magura’s 
own Torx secured shaft with its T25 wrench 
that plugs into the open axle end but it’s 
180mm or larger rotor only.

Magura’s Fork Meister Concept has  
added new seals and bushings to the proven 
chassis for a smooth feel from the box. It’s 
well supported through the mid stroke, so 
full travel use is appropriate rather than 
excessive even in fully open mode. 

The structural stiffness helps keep it 
supple under high braking or cornering loads 
so while it’s heavy in race terms you can be 
really aggressive with your overtaking lines 
on the TS8. The remote lever for the DLO 
damping control is also much neater and 
easier to use than previously. 

Add solidly reliable long-term 
performance under aggressive riders and it’s 
an impressively competent, tight tracking 
short travel trail fork. We’ll be plugging in 
the unique gradient sensing Elect electrically 
actuated damper (£270 upgrade) for testing 
next too, so keep watching these pages to 
see how that pans out.

Travel 100mm (80 and 120mm available)  

Wheel size 29in (26in and 650b available) Weight 1720g 

Contact www.zyro.co.uk

Magura TS8 DLO
100 29in £730

“Bit weighty, but outstandingly sti� 

and consistently controlled short 

travel trail fork.”

+++++
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053·V�6WDJH�WUDGHV�KLJK�ZHLJKW�DQG�
slightly limited travel for impressively 

smooth performance and minimal servicing 
reliability. 
7KH�FKXQNLO\�URXQGHG�ORZHU�FDVWLQJ�DQG�

VWXUG\�FURZQ�PHDQ�LW·V�KHDY\�IRU�D���PP�
VWDQFKLRQ�IRUN��053·V�RZQ�4WDSH5���PP�
VFUHZ�WKUX�DQG�FDP�D[OH�QHHG�WR�EH�NHSW�
clean to stop it seizing in place too. It feels 
PRUH�OLNH�D������PP�IRUN�LQ�WHUPV�RI�VROLG�
FRQQHFWLRQ�WR�WKH�WUDLO�DQG�PLQLPDO�VWHHULQJ�
EUDNLQJ�GHÁHFWLRQ�WKRXJK��7KDW·V�HYHQ�PRUH�
obvious if you move up to the 29er sized 
PRGHO��VR�LW·V�ZRUWK�WKH�ZHLJKW�SHQDOW\�LI�
you’re an aggressive rider. 
7KH�VWURNH�LWVHOI�WDNHV�D�IHZ�KRXUV�WR�

EHFRPH�IXOO\�ÁXLG�EXW�RQFH�VHWWOHG�LQ�LW·V�
impressively smooth and consistent. The 
magnetic controlled compression valve has 
HLJKW�ÀQH�JUDGHG�VHWWLQJV�EHWZHHQ�IXOO�RSHQ�
and locked so you can make it feel as eager 
RU�ÀUPO\�HIÀFLHQW�DV�\RX�ZDQW�RII�WKH�WRS��
There’s also a Ramp Control dial to create 
a more progressive end to the naturally 
OLQHDU�VWURNH��$GGLQJ�D�IHZ�FOLFNV�RI�5DPS�
and then reducing air pressure for a more 
sensitive, high traction small bump response 
became our default setting but it does make 
LW�KDUGHU�WR�JHW�WKH�ÀQDO������PP�RI�WUDYHO�
out of the stroke. 
2WKHUZLVH�ERWK�RXU����E�DQG���HU�

long termer sets have been totally reliable 
WKURXJK�D�IXOO�VHDVRQ�RI�ULGLQJ�ZLWKRXW�DQ\�
VHUYLFLQJ��DQG�ORRN�VHW�WR�FRQWLQXH�WKDW�ZD\��

Travel 160mm (150mm available)  

Wheel size 26in/650b (29in available) Weight 2050g

Contact www.ison-distribution.com

MRP Stage £750

“Heavy but planted, consistently 
controlled, widely adjustable and 
impressively low maintenance fork.”

+++++
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SID has lost the RockShox race 
limelight to the radical RS-1 but it’s  

still the lightest, easiest to tune and most 
cost effective speed fork in the SRAM 
suspension arsenal.

The RCT3 fork doesn’t get the carbon 
ÀEUH�FURZQ�VWHHUHU�XQLW�RI�WKH�6,'�;;�:RUOG�
&XS�IRUN��ZKLFK�PHDQV�LW�ZHLJKV�MXVW�XQGHU�
����J�UDWKHU�WKDQ�MXVW�XQGHU�����J��EXW�
VDYHV�\RX�������:KLOH�IRUH�DQG�DIW�WZDQJ�
under braking and some steering softness 
LV�QRWLFHDEOH�IURP�WKH�KROORZ�HQGHG�ORZHUV�
and 32mm stanchions in 29er format it’s 
FRPSDUDEOH�ZLWK�VLPLODU�ZHLJKW�UDFH�IRUNV��

The single chamber, automatic negative 
spring setting Solo Air spring makes setting 
XS�IDU�HDVLHU�WKDQ�WKH�ROG�',<�DGMXVWDEOH�
positive and negative spring SIDs. There’s a 
reasonably accurate pressure chart and a sag 
display ladder on the fork to get you in the 
ballpark too. 

The RCT3 damper cartridge gives fully 
Open, stubborn start Threshold and fully 
/RFNHG�VHWWLQJV�ZLWK�WKH�ÁLFN�RI�WKH�IRUN�
WRS�OHYHU��DQG�ORZ�VSHHG�FRPSUHVVLRQ�LV�
DOVR�LQGHSHQGHQWO\�DGMXVWDEOH��7KDW�JLYHV�D�
full range of tuning options depending on 
ZKHWKHU�\RX�ZDQW�D�VXSHU�HIÀFLHQW�RQO\�
moves-in-emergencies feel or something 
more pliable for boosting traction and 
comfort. The addition of the Charger damper 
derived Dig Valve means the previously 
UXEEHU\�IHHOLQJ�PLG�VWURNH�QRZ�DGGV�UHDO�
FRQWURO�DQG�FRQÀGHQFH�ZKHQ�\RX·UH�WU\LQJ�
to gain a gap on a descent. It’s relentlessly 
reliable too and you get the seals and spares 
IRU�\RXU�ÀUVW�',<�VHUYLFH�LQFOXGHG�LQ�WKH�
reasonable price.

Travel 100mm (80 and 120mm available)  

Wheel size 29in (26in and 650b available) Weight 1597g  

Contact www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox

SID RCT3 £640

“Light, consistently controlled and 

highly tunable race staple at a 

decent price.”

+++++
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;�)XVLRQ·V����E�VSHFLÀF�6ZHHS�
SHUIRUPV�ZHOO�HQRXJK�RQ�WKH�WUDLO�WKDW�

\RX·G�QHYHU�JXHVV�LW�ZDV�DV�DIIRUGDEOH�DV�LW�
LV�LI�\RX�URGH�LW�EOLQG��
7KH�VLPSOH�FRPSUHVVLRQ�OHYHU�PLJKW�

EH�D�FOXH�WR�LWV�KDOI�WKH�SULFH�RI�VRPH�
FRPSHWLWLRQ�FRVW��2WKHUZLVH�WKH�VWRXW�ORZHU�
OHJV����PP�VWDQFKLRQV�DQG�VORSHG�FURZQ�
VWHHU�D�VROLG�OLQH�LQ�DHVWKHWLF�DQG�WUDFNLQJ�
WHUPV�DW�D�UHDVRQDEOH�ZHLJKW��7KH�/RFN;�
��PP�FDP�D[OH�LV�HDV\�WR�RSHUDWH��WKHUH·V�
D�EROW�RQ�EUDNH�KRVH�JXLGH�DQG�WKH�WUDYHO�
FDQ�EH�VHW�LQ���PP�LQFUHPHQWV�IURP�����WR�
���PP�LQWHUQDOO\��
,W�WDNHV�D�ZKLOH�IRU�WKH�1YROYH�ZLSHU�

VHDOV�WR�ORRVHQ�XS�DQG�VWRS�VOLJKW�LQLWLDO�
VWXEERUQQHVV�DQG�VRPH�QRWFKLQHVV�LQ�WKH�
VWURNH��2QFH�\RX·UH�LQWR�GRXEOH�ÀJXUHV�LW·V�D�
FRQVLVWHQWO\�VPRRWK���LI�QHYHU�EXWWHU\�SOXVK�
��IRUN�RYHU�VPDOO�ULSSOHV�RU�VHULRXV�KLWV��
:KLOH�FRPSUHVVLRQ�GDPSLQJ�IURP�WKH�

VLQJOH�OHYHU�LV�OLPLWHG��WKH�SUH�VHW�PLG� 
YDOYH�GDPSLQJ�LV�UHDOO\�ZHOO�PHWHUHG��7KDW�
PHDQV�\RX�FDQ�UXQ�VLJQLÀFDQWO\�ORZHU�
SUHVVXUHV�WKDQ�IHHO�VHQVLEOH�LQ�WKH�FDU�SDUN�
DQG�VWLOO�SOHQW\�RI�PLG�VWURNH�FRUQHULQJ� 
DQG�EUDNLQJ�VXSSRUW��
7KH�5/��GDPSHU�GHDOV�ZLWK�ELJJHU�KLWV�

EHWWHU�WKDQ�H[SHFWHG�WRR��RQO\�VWDUWLQJ�
WR�EHFRPH�XQVHWWOHG�DQG�RFFDVLRQDOO\�
XQSUHGLFWDEOH�LI�\RX·UH�EDWWHULQJ�GRZQ�
VWHSV��GURS�VHTXHQFHV�RU�ERXOGHU�ÀHOGV�IRU�
H[WHQGHG�SHULRGV��,QLWLDO�UHOLDELOLW\�LVVXHV�
VHHP�WR�EH�VRUWHG�QRZ�WRR��ZLWK�FXUUHQW�
IRUNV�EHLQJ�SUHWW\�PXFK�ÀW�DQG�IRUJHW�

Travel 160mm Wheel size 650b (Trace is 29in version) 

Weight 1830g Contact www.upgradebikes.co.uk

X-Fusion Sweep

RL2 £455

“Adequately smooth, impressively 

well damped and predictable long 

travel trail fork at a cracking price.”

+++++

VALUE
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)R[�KDV�UXOHG�WKH�VKRUW�WUDYHO�FDWHJRU\�
VLQFH�LW�UHZURWH�WKH�UXOH�ERRN�ZLWK�LWV�

RULJLQDO�)ORDW����\HDUV�DJR��DQG�WKH�FXUUHQW�
YHUVLRQ�VWLOO�OHDGV�WKH�UDFH�DQG�FURVV�FRXQWU\�
ULGLQJ�SDFN�
7KH�FDUHIXOO\�VFXOSWHG�ORZHUV�DQG�VFRRSHG�

DUFK�PDNH�IRU�SRGLXP�IULHQGO\�ZHLJKW��,W·V�
QRW�WKH�VWLIIHVW�VKRUW�WUDYHO�IRUN�EXW�WKH�
���PP�YHUVLRQ�JHQHUDOO\�SXWV�WKH�IURQW�
ZKHHO�ZKHUH�\RX�ZDQW�LW�PRVW�RI�WKH�WLPH�
DQG�KROGV�LW�WKHUH�REHGLHQWO\�LI�\RX�NHHS�
WKH�SUHVVXUH�RQ��7KH�6KLPDQR�FR�GHYHORSHG�
��PP�FDP�D[OH�LV�EHVW�LQ�FODVV�DQG�HDVLO\�
DGMXVWDEOH�WR�JHW�\RXU�SUHIHUUHG�FORVLQJ�
SRVLWLRQ��
.DVKLPD�FRDWHG�VWDQFKLRQV�DQG�WKH�QHZ�

VHDOV�DQG�ÁXLGV�RI�)R[·V�DQWL�IULFWLRQ�SDFN�
PDNH�WKLV�\HDU·V�)ORDW�WKH�PRVW�VXSSOH�\HW��
7KH�),7�FDUWULGJH�SXOOV�DQ�RXWVWDQGLQJ�
DPRXQW�RI�FRQVLVWHQW�FRQWURO�RXW�RI�WKH��LQ�
VWURNH�VR�\RX�FDQ�VWD\�RII�WKH�EUDNHV�DQG�KLW�
SURSHUO\�WRRWK\�WUDLO�VHFWLRQV�ZLWK�UHDO�VSHHG�
DQG�FRPPLWPHQW��
7KH�&7'�$'-�OHYHU�PDNHV�ELJ�SLFWXUH�

GDPSLQJ�FKDQJHV�WKURXJK�&OLPE��'HVFHQG��
7UDLO�HDV\�RQ�WKH�Á\�DQG�WKHUH�DUH�UHPRWH�
FRQWURO�RSWLRQV�LQ�FRQYHQWLRQDO�FDEOH�RU�,5'�
HOHFWULF�ÁDYRXUV��7KH�RXWHU�ULQJ�DQG�FHQWUDO�
NQRE�DGMXVWHUV�ÀQH�WXQH�ORZ�VSHHG�DQG�
KLJK�VSHHG�FRPSUHVVLRQ�WR�V\QF�ZLWK�\RXU�
SHUVRQDO�SHUIRUPDQFH�WDVWHV�DQG�DGG�D�ÀQDO�
SROLVK�WR�SHUIRUPDQFH��
3ULFH�LV�JRRG�FRQVLGHULQJ�WKH�VWDQGRXW�

SHUIRUPDQFH�DQG�\RX�FDQ�HYHQ�FKRRVH�WKH�DOO�
EODFN�NQRE�DQG�ORJR�6WHDOWK�YHUVLRQ�KHUH�LI�
WKH�FRQYHQWLRQDO�FRVPHWLFV�DUH�D�ELW�EULJKW�

Travel 100mm (80 and 120mm available)  

Wheel size 29in (26in and 650b available) Weight 1542g

Contact www.mojo.co.uk

Fox 32 Float 29

FIT CTD TA £729

“Not the sti�est, but one of the 

lightest and most controlled and 

adjustable short travel forks.”

+++++
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1 
We’ve tried to bring each fork 

alive in our reviews, but 

reading is no substitute to 

actually riding your potential 

purchases on a demo bike.

2 

Even within different 

categories different 

forks will be stiffer, 

lighter or smoother. Pick what 

matters most and stick to it.

3 
A fork can only perform 

as well as you let it. The 

more complex the fork, 

the more crucial it is to dedicate 

time to finding the right setup.

4 
If you don’t know what 

high and low speed 

compression or bottom 

out damping are you probably 

don’t need to adjust them.

5 

Make sure cockpit, rear 

suspension and tyres are 

set up to make the most 

of the fork. Even the best forks 

feel harsh if your tyres are solid.

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 

SUSPENSION FORKS

The revamp of Fox’s 36 fork was big 
news for hardcore trail riders and 

enduro racers and it hasn’t disappointed.
The new fork is the lightest 36 yet but 

the big stanchions, chunky crown and 
bolted axle mean it steers and brakes more 
accurately and unshakably than anything 
else under 2kg. This is even more obvious 
in the 29er version and its ability to hit lines 
with dramatic decisiveness and stay locked 
on target however hard the shot is inspiring. 
It’s dropout trail-style 15mm or DH-style 
20mm axle compatible, although four pinch 
bolts make it a pain in the arse to remove/
insert wheels compared to a screw-thru, 
cam closed axle. 

Excellent small bump response and 
traction is boosted by lack of stiction in 
the chassis. The FIT RC2 cartridge is race 
IRFXVHG�ZLWK�HIÀFLHQW�WUDYHO�GHOLYHU\�UDWKHU�
than generous buoyancy as the default feel. 
This gives fantastic full time front wheel 
feedback and hooks and drives through 
corners with maximum traction feedback. 

Chassis and damper performance mean 
WKH����UHDOO\�FRPHV�LQWR�LWV�RZQ�LQ�ÁDW�RXW��
full commitment black run and beyond 
downhill situations. Wide range high and low 
VSHHG�FRPSUHVVLRQ�DUH�H[WHUQDOO\�DGMXVWDEOH�
and progression and travel (110-160mm) are 
DGMXVWDEOH�LQWHUQDOO\�WR�JLYH�WKH�RSWLPXP�
setup for your riding. Even with an online 
setup guide you’ll need to understand what 
you’re doing to get full potential though and 
the stiffness can make it as unforgiving on 
weaker arms as it is on your wallet.

Travel 160mm (140, 150 and 170mm available)  

Wheel size 650b (26 and 29in available) Weight 1960g 

Contact www.mojo.co.uk

Fox 36 Float 27.5

£909

“The best flat out fast, insane line 

taming, enduro race or full gas trail 

fork available.”

+++++
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WINNER

It’s been a significant year for fork 
development. If DT Swiss can shake off previous 
reliability issues it’s looking good for 
lightweight honours and Manitou, MRP, 
Marzocchi and Magura impressed with at least 

part of their performance envelope. Fox has learned 
some lessons and come back with the fastest XC and 
enduro forks available for those who can afford them 
and benefit from their complexity. However, RockShox’ 
fantastically controlled and user-friendly Pike still 
holds onto its all-round trail fork crown. Guy 

TESTER SAYS...

The Pike reset all-round suspension 
standards, and is still the most versatile 

and user-friendly fork available.
The 35mm chassis hits a great balance 

between predictable precision and stable 
braking/big hit performance and ride all day 
weight. The 15mm Maxle axle, sag guides 
on the stanchions and ballpark pressure 
guide on the leg make setting it up simple.
7KH�5&7��GDPSLQJ�FDQ�EH�ÀQHO\�DGMXVWHG�

for low speed compression on top of the 
three Open, Pedal and Locked lever presets 
that cover basic character setups from 
downhill mayhem to cross-country sprints. 

The greatest strength of the Charger 
damper is how forgiving it is. Fixed high 
speed compression might disappoint some 
gravity-biased fettlers, but it’s spot on for 
most users. Together with the position 
sensitive (fast from deep, slower top) Rapid 
Recovery rebound damping it means even 
a ballpark setup still feels superb on the 
trail. It also gives a degree of buoyancy and 
bounce that makes the fork feel active and 
FRPIRUWDEOH�UDWKHU�WKDQ�UXWKOHVVO\�HIÀFLHQW��

Traction from the super-supple start 
through to rutted corner ripping tenacity 
is excellent, and it never gets badly out 
of shape or lacks feedback even in full-on 
downhill situations. 

Blow its brains out down black runs on a 
daily basis and it’ll suffer like any fork, but 
reliability has been excellent in more normal 
conditions on the many test forks we’ve 
ridden. First service seals and spares are 
included in the price too, keeping the Pike  
in place as the king of all-round trail forks.

Travel 160mm (150mm available) Wheel size 650b (26 and 29in available) 
Weight 1860g Contact www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox Pike RCT3

Solo £780

“Friendly, reasonably light and 

a�ordable with great high traction, 

minimum drama performance.”

+++++
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Max Darkins, writer 
Max is author of the Rough Ride 
Guide books and route guru for 
WMB and MBUK. Max organises the British  
Heart Foundation off-road events, amongst 
others, sending him all over the country, which  
he loves to explore to find more riding to share 
with you. 

YOUR GUIDE



Words: Max Darkins Photos: Russell Burton

A pioneering trail centre, catering for 

all riding abilities, all-year-round gets 

itself and you o� the ground  

Llandegla
YOUR POCKET GUIDE TO...
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“Llandegla introduced 

riders to smooth, fast 

running tracks, full of 

jumps and berms”

110 February

In the Denbighshire Hills, 
just over the Welsh border, 
Coed Llandegla introduced 
a new style of trail centre  

to North Wales back in 2005. 
1RW�RQO\�ZDV�LW�WKH�ÀUVW�
privately owned and managed 
forest to make a business out  
of mountain bike trails, but it 
introduced riders to smooth,  
fast running tracks, full of jumps 
and berms. These trails provide 
an excellent (dry) oasis of riding 
in the winter and you don’t  
have to spend hours in the car 
on slow, winding Welsh roads to 
ÀQG�WKHP�

The centre caters for riders of 
all abilities, and is especially 
good for beginners and 

advanced riders, with a 5km 
green, 12km blue, 18km red  
and 21km black routes, as well 
as a freeride trail, pump track 
and skills area. 

The easier and main trails 
RIIHU�VPRRWK��ÁRZLQJ�ULGHV��
while the red and black routes 
provide some optional extreme 
lines to get you airborne. If  
\RX�ODFN�WKH�FRQÀGHQFH�RU�
experience to get off the  
ground, the skills area is great 
for honing technique. 

Oneplanet Adventure runs 
skills courses with the likes  
of Neil Donoghue and Katy  
Curd offering advice, which will 
soon have you hucking with the 
best of them. 

Well maintained trails 

make them ready for 

you any time of the year

The trails are all 

enclosed within the 

forest for safe, fun rides
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Ì GREAT FOR BEGINNERS  
The 12km blue route offers a reasonable physical 
challenge, while never being too technical. A  
nice touch is that the blue, red and black all share 
the same climb to start with, so different ability 
riders can all set off together, before making their 
own, different ways back down and meet back at 
the café.  

Ì A REAL CHALLENGE
The black route is what everyone raves about at 
Llandegla, with its smooth, hard surface it 
definitely isn’t the usual technical rock-fest 
challenge. You won’t be disappointed though, with 
berms and jumps at every turn, it’s a hugely 
entertaining and fun trail and offers optional 
‘extreme’ trails such as Yellow Pine Jumps, Parallel 
Universe, JJ’s Jumps and B-Line.  

Ì SOMETHING NATURAL
Both the Clwydian Hills to the north and the 
Ceiriog valley to the south, provide some good 
hilly natural cross-country riding, with some 
challenging, often-rocky byways and bridleways.

THE RIDES

Extend your adventures  
onto some of the area’s 
many natural routes 

MAPS

Ordnance Survey Landranger (1:50,000) No 117 
Chester & Wrexham

Ordnance Survey Explorer (1:25,000) No 255 
Llangollen & Berwyn & 256 Wrexham & Llangollen

GUIDES

Wales Mountain Biking Tom Hutton, £16 
www.v-publishing.co.uk

North Wales Mountain Bike Guide Pete Bursnall, 
£13.50

Guided rides available from Oneplanet Adventure 
01978 751656, www.oneplanetadventure.com

WEBSITES

www.new.llangollen.org.uk 
www.coedllandegla.com 

www.mbwales.com 
www.oneplanetadventure.com

www.ridenorthwales.co.uk 

RESOURCES

NEED TO  
KNOW

LLANDEGLA

The trail centre has a great café and bike shop, 

and there is accommodation scattered around, 

but Llangollen town offers good facilities. The 

trail centre closes at 6pm in winter (9pm on 

Wednesday) and at 9pm in summer Monday-

Thursday and 6pm Friday-Sunday. The trailhead 

closes 90 minutes before the car park and the 

café stops serving hot food at 4.30pm. 

ACCOMMODATION 

Llangollen Hostel 
01978 861773, www.llangollenhostel.co.uk   

The Bridge End Hotel, Llandegla  
01978 860634, www.bridgeendhotel.com  

Ponderosa café & B&B  
01978 790309 www.ponderosacafe.co.uk   

The Hut at Hafod Las, glamping in a shepherd’s hut  
07753 747929, www.hafod-las.co.uk

Llyn Rhys campsite  
01978 790627, www.llynrhyscampsite.co.uk     

PARKING 

Pay & Display parking at Llandegla is open at 9am  
every day and locked 30 minutes after the centre closes 

(which is 5:30pm, except on Wednesday which is 
8.30pm). Costs are £4.50 for the day or £60 for the year. 

Grid ref: SJ 227520, postcode: LL11 3AA   

FOOD & DRINK

Oneplanet Adventure café, Llandegla trail centre  
01978 751656, www.oneplanetadventure.com 

Ponderosa café, near Llangollen   
01978 790309, www.ponderosacafe.co.uk   

Buttered Crust  

01978 790309, www.ponderosacafe.co.uk

The Corn Mill 

01978 869555, www.cornmill-llangollen.co.uk  

BIKE SHOP & HIRE 

Oneplanet Adventure   
01978 751656, www.oneplanetadventure.com 

The freeride trail 
provides sections of 
North Shore to tackle

Whether you’re starting 
out or an experienced 

rider, Llandegla has 
something for you
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For those with the legs to climb without a 
granny ring, a single-ring system’s become de 
rigueur for all-mountain and trail bikes, and 
makes for cheaper chainring replacement. 

Developments like clutch derailleurs, 
wide-range cassettes and narrow-wide 
chainring profiles have boosted the practicality 
and security of single chainring drivetrains, but 
you lose the inherent chain retention offered by 
the cage of a traditional front derailleur. 

If you want to ride aggressively a chain 
device is still a wise idea. It might be a 
minimalist, lightweight top cage, or a bottom 
roller too for maximum chain security. 
Bashrings add weight, but they do a  
good job of protecting that expensive 
narrow-wide chainring you’ve splashed  
out on. A ‘taco’ mounted to the underside  
of the backplate is a lighter, cleaner-looking 
compromise. 

YOUR TESTER
Huw Oliver, tester
In between working as a 
mountain bike guide, Huw likes 
to take a break and get some 
miles in at home in the Scottish 

Highlands, whether it’s a bikepacking 
adventure or an enduro race weekend. 
Riding over rocky stuff he knows what 
he needs to keep his chain in place.
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SIX OF THE BEST 
CHAIN DEVICES

A chain device 
is a good idea 
if you regularly 
hit techy terrain

The bashguard option  
Minimalist guides can 
look appealing, but new 
chainrings are expensive, 
so some form of bashguard 
is a wise move as long 
as weight isn’t your 
ultimate concern.

Give your drivetrain a little extra protection 

with our picks for every riding style

Words: Huw Oliver Photos: Simon Lees

The security 
Guides with a bottom roller or 
slider add a degree of weight 
and drag on the chain, but the 
increased wrap-around o�ers the 
ultimate in chain security.

The materials 
Cheaper guides often use 
low-grade plastics, which 

make them prone to cracking. 
A pricier guide might not look 

much di�erent, but your money 
might well be going into 
more durable materials.

The maintenance 
Plastic is widely used in chain 

devices, but some chemical 
cleaners can cause them to 

become brittle, so check 
the manufacturer’s website 

for warnings and advice. 

The mounts 
ISCG mounts (found 
around the bottom 
bracket shell) are the 
simplest and most secure 
fitting for your chain 
device. Not all frames 
are equipped with them 
so check before you buy.

WHO ARE THESE FOR? 
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Unfortunately, the hardware 
isn’t captive, and had a habit 
of falling out when swinging 
the top guide open. The 32-
38T sizing is a nod towards 
use on downhill bikes, but with 
a weight falling well under 
200g there’s no reason why it 
shouldn’t grace an aggressive 
trail bike either. 

The anodised aluminium 
lower roller made a slight 
rumbling noise during use, 
which was exaggerated when 
we were riding at the top of 
the cassette on steep climbs. If 
mainly gravity-based riding is 
your thing it could prove to be 
an excellent option, but if you 
prefer to pedal to the top then 
\RX�PLJKW�ÀQG�\RXUVHOI�ZLVKLQJ�
for a quieter, lighter alternative.

Hope’s Integrated Bash 
Ring is an interesting 

concept, and can be paired 
with the Finger chainguide 
for a secure drivetrain, as the 
chain is sandwiched between 
the guide and bashring. 

The machining on the 
IBR is as exquisite as you 
would expect from Hope, 
and produces a very light 
setup when combined 
with the minimalist guide. 
Unfortunately, when the 
chainring wears out the 
bashring becomes useless too, 
with a replacement cost that 
isn’t too attractive. 

After initial setup that was 
made simple by the included 
instructions, we had some chain 
retention issues, but narrowed 
them down to the standard 
WRRWK�SURÀOH�RQ�WKH�FKDLQULQJ��
When we tried the guide with a 
separate bashring and a narrow-
wide chainring, chain retention 
was no longer an issue. 

It’s slightly heavier than 
the original IBR setup, but this 
system makes sense in terms 
of replacement cost, while still 
allowing the chainguide to do its 
thing. Hope tells us it’s released 
a new guide with an enclosed 
top cage and no bashring, 
which should pair well with its 
narrow-wide retainer ring.

Hope IBR chainring (32T) £50 

Finger Guide ISCG05 (32-36T) £70

Weight IBR chainring 62g, Finger Guide 56g Contact www.hopetech.com

“Unfortunately, when  
the chainring wears out 
the bashring becomes 
useless too” 

Funn’s Zippa chainguide 
bears more than a passing 

resemblance to e*thirteen’s 
excellent LG1+, which is no 
bad thing. 

Funn’s guides might be 
relatively under-represented 
out on the trails, but the  
Zippa gives nothing away in 
terms of quality, and comes  
in at roughly £30 cheaper 
than its familiar cousin. 
The anodised gold and red 
hardware won’t make a 
difference when the going 
gets rough, but out of the 
box it certainly adds to the 
impression of quality alongside 
the neatly milled backplate and 
cut-away taco bashguard. 

Funn Zippa (32–38T) £100

“A solid guide for gravity use, but 

not as refined as the competition.” 

+++++

Weight 175g Contact www.decade-europe.com

“Replacement cost and no narrow- 

wide profile of the IBR lose it marks.”

+++++

“With a weight falling well 
under 200g there’s no 
reason why it shouldn’t 
grace an aggro trail bike” 

CHAIN DEVICES
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JHW�\RX�VWDUWHG��2QFH�ÀWWHG��LW�
was surprising just how quiet 
the Silent Guide was. It’s easy 
to be drawn to the guide with 
the most bearings and rollers 
to catch your eye, but those 
small pieces of nylon bring very 
little in the way of friction to 
your drivetrain. When they do 
wear out, replacements come in 
ÀYH�GLIIHUHQW�FRORXUV�IRU�FRORXU�
matching fanatics, and cost £15. 

As it’s a top and bottom 
guide, we hoped to have no 
chain retention issues, and in 
that respect the guide lived up 
to our expectations. The only 
drawback of the design is its 
dependence on a bashring for 
chain security, which traps dirt 
close to the chain and makes 
the Silent Guide a pricey option.  

One-by drivetrains 
might be getting all the 

attention nowadays, but for 
many riders a double chainring 
offers higher top speeds while 
keeping the granny ring as  
an ace up the sleeve for  
tough climbs. 

Gamut hasn’t let the 
development of its dual ring 
guide lag behind its more 
popular single ring options, 
and the P30 has been updated 
to use a nylon slider in place 
of the previous stepped roller. 
The included instructions  
made installation simple, 
aided by the fact that both 
the backplate and the nylon 
slider can be spaced out 

independently using the 
supplied washers. 

The biggest surprise was 
just how easily the chain slid 
from one side to the other 
with front mech shifts. There 
was very little noticeable drag 
or noise added to the system. 
The polycarbonate bashguard 
is more likely to make ground 
contact given the larger 
chainring diameters of the 
average dual-ring setup, and 
the reinforced eyelets prevent 
cracking caused by over-
torquing of chainring bolts. 

An extended lip on the 
outside edge of the slider might 
allow for a bashring-free design, 
which would get rid of the P30’s 
habit of collecting mud around 
the chainrings.

Gamut P30 Dual (22-36T) £100

Weight 146g Contact www.madison.co.uk 

“The biggest surprise was 

how easily the chain slid 

from one side to the other 

with front mech shifts” 

Straitline’s Silent Guide 
has been around for a 

few years, and made a name 
IRU�LWVHOI�DV�D�QR�IULOOV��ÀW�DQG�
forget chainguide. 

It isn’t cheap, but for your 
money you are getting a 
beautifully CNC’d bashring 
as well. That machining isn’t 
just for show. At under 200g 
including the bashring and 
mounting hardware, the Silent 
Guide is light considering the 
protection it provides. 

Setting it up was relatively 
straightforward, as with all 
the guides in this test, and 
inside the presentation box 
there is a laminated card with 
diagrams and instructions to 

Straitline Silent Guide (34-36T) £115

“The Silent Guide is simple and solid, 

but dependent on a bashring.” 

+++++

Weight 195g Contact www.hotlines-uk.com

“Reluctant to part with your granny 

ring? Gamut has got you covered.” 

+++++

“It isn’t cheap, but for  

your money you are 

getting a beautifully 

CNC’d bashring as well”



Used with a narrow-wide 
chainring, retention wasn’t an 
issue and we quickly forgot 
that it was there, which is a 
compliment for a chainguide 
if ever there was one. The 
white plastic became dulled by 
ground-in oil and dirt, but a 
black option is also available. 

The guide is a great example 
of simple functionality, but 
there’s always a catch. In  
this case it’s the price as 
the £90 RRP isn’t quite so 
minimalist. If you can stomach 
the outlay, the XCX follows 
e*thirteen’s usual focused 
approach to quality and 
function. 

MRP has done its 
homework with the  

AMG, because it manages to 
straddle the middle ground  
of modern chain devices, 
giving security and protection 
without any unnecessary (and 
weighty) extras. 

It is one of relatively 
few guides that offer a taco 
bashguard without the extra 
baggage of a lower guide, 
which in a world of clutch-
equipped mechs have become 
all but obsolete on bikes 
that aren’t being used for 
competitive downhilling. 

The weight is reasonable 
considering the added 
protection of the taco, while 
the 28-32T size range makes 

a nod towards the smaller 
chainring sizes commonly used 
on the current crop of long-
travel 29ers. The top guide  
is slightly narrower than that  
on the e*thirteen and Funn 
guides, although setting up  
a rub-free chain was as simple 
as with any other guide here. 

The taco itself was lucky 
enough not to take any large 
impacts during our test 
period, but the strength of 
polycarbonate bashguards is 
already well established. 

The only downside is the 
white plastic guide and taco, 
which quickly became dirty 
with in-ground grime.  
Luckily, a black option  
is available too. 

MRP AMG (28-34T) £90
Weight 131g Contact www.ison-distribution.com

“Weight is reasonable 

considering the added 

protection of the taco”

E*thirteen is a well-
established expert when 

it comes to keeping your chain 
where it should be. 

This is the direct mount 
incarnation of its top guide, 
which bolts directly to D-type 
front derailleur mounts. 
Incredibly easy to set up, the 
chainline is adjustable by 3mm 
using the included shims, 
and the plastic guide swings 
open to allow easy chainring 
removal and installation. The 
quality of construction and 
materials is second to none. 
Cheaper plastics often result in 
a cracked cage, but e*thirteen 
guides seem indestructible. 

E*Thirteen XCX-ST direct mount 

(32-42T) £90

“The XCX-ST is hard to beat, as long 

as you can a�ord the initial cost.”

+++++

Weight 57g Contact www.silverfish-uk.com 

“Ticks all the boxes for a modern 1x 

transmission, at a reasonable price.”

+++++

1 
Dual ring guides aren’t dead! 
If a choice of chainrings suit 
your needs, then Gamut’s P30 

was surprisingly simple, quiet 
and secure.

2 
Pairing a guide with a 
narrow-wide chainring 
can make a difference 

on rough terrain, allowing you 
to go simpler and lighter. 

3 
Fitting a chainguide  
is simpler than it  
looks, and most  

include very clear fitting 
instructions. 

4 
If drivetrain noise is a 
deal breaker avoid a 
guide with a metal 

roller. Nylon sliders are 
surprisingly quiet.

5 
A white chainguide looks 
ace on your bike, but if 
you want it to stay that 

colour you’ll have to keep your 
chain clean. 

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 

“The guide is a great 

example of simple 

functionality”

It’s great to see the many 
small improvements to 
drivetrains in recent years. 
The difficulty used to be 
picking out one of the few 

chain devices that was worth the 
money, now it’s a case of choosing 
one that suits your needs and riding 
style from the plethora available.  
The combination of a top guide  
and taco bashguard seems an ideal 
setup when combined with a clutch 
mech and narrow-wide 
chainring. Huw 

TESTER SAYS...

WINNER

CHAIN DEVICES
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Y
ou’ve read the reviews, 
you’re ummed and ahhed and 
ÀQDOO\�SLFNHG�WKH�ELNH�WKDW�

\RX�ZDQW��%XW�QRZ�FRPHV�WKH�PRVW�
FUXFLDO�DQG�XQGHUHVWLPDWHG�SDUW�RI�
DOO��FKRVLQJ�WKH�FRUUHFW�VL]H��7KLV�
ZLOO�DIIHFW�KRZ�FRPIRUWDEOH�\RXU�
ULGH�LV��DV�ZHOO�DV�KRZ�LW�KDQGOHV��
6RPH�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�RIIHU�DV�PDQ\�
DV�ÀYH�RSWLRQV�VR�SLFNLQJ�WKH�ULJKW�
RQH�FDQ�EH�D�KHDG�VFUDWFKHU���
WRSWXEH�OHQJWK��UHDFK��GHVLUHG�VWHP�
OHQJWK�DQG�ULGLQJ�VW\OH�DUH�DOO�
LPSRUWDQW�IDFWRUV�WR�PDNH�VXUH�
\RXU�QHZ�ELNH�ÀWV�\RX�SURSHUO\��

The why 

7KH�ZD\�ZH�EX\�ELNHV�LV�FKDQJLQJ��
'LUHFW�VDOHV�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�DQG�
RQOLQH�UHWDLOHUV�RIIHU�LQFUHGLEOH�
YDOXH��DQG�PRUH�WKDQ�HYHU�ZH·UH�
SD\LQJ�EHIRUH�ZH�HYHQ�VZLQJ�D�OHJ�
RYHU�D�ELNH��7KLV�PHDQV�FKRRVLQJ�
WKH�RSWLPDO�IUDPH�VL]H�FDQ�EH�
WULFN\��EXW�JHWWLQJ�LW�ULJKW�ZLOO�
HQVXUH�\RXU�ULGH�LV�DV�FRPIRUWDEOH��
VWDEOH��DQG�HQMR\DEOH�DV�LW�FDQ�EH��

The how

2EYLRXVO\�QRWKLQJ�EHDWV�KDYLQJ�D�
GHPR�ULGH�RQ�\RXU�FKRVHQ�PRGHO�LQ�
D�QXPEHU�RI�VL]HV��EXW�WKDW·V�QRW�
DOZD\V�SRVVLEOH��,W�LV�SRVVLEOH�WR�
ORRN�DW�WKH�JHRPHWU\�ÀJXUHV�IRU�D�
VSHFLÀF�ELNH�DQG�QDUURZ�GRZQ�
ZKDW�VL]H�LV�PRVW�OLNHO\�WR�ÀW�\RX�
7KH�PHDVXUHPHQW�PRVW�RIWHQ�

XVHG�LV�VHDW�WXEH�OHQJWK��ZKHWKHU�
LQ�LQFKHV�RU�DV�D�JHQHUDO�VL]H�� 
7KLV�LVQ·W�WKH�EH�DOO�DQG�HQG�DOO�
KRZHYHU��DV�\RX·OO�PRVW�OLNHO\�ÀW� 
RQ�D�UDQJH�RI�VL]HV��7KDW·V�HDV\� 
WR�FDOFXODWH�E\�PHDVXULQJ�\RXU�
LQVLGH�OHJ��WKHQ�VXEWUDFWLQJ�WKH�
OHQJWK�RI�\RXU�FUDQN�DUP��XVXDOO\�
���PP��DQG�WKH�KHLJKW�RI�WKH�
VDGGOH�DQG�H[SRVHG�VHDWSRVW�\RX�
XVXDOO\�UXQ���DURXQG����PP� 
DV�D�PLQLPXP��7KH�QXPEHU� 
\RX�QRZ�KDYH�LV�WKH�ODUJHVW�
SRVVLEOH�VHDW�WXEH�OHQJWK�\RX� 
FDQ�XVH�

7KHUH�PD\�EH�WZR�
RU�WKUHH�IUDPH�VL]HV�
ZLWKLQ�WKLV�VHDW�WXEH�
UDQJH��VR�WKH�QH[W�QXPEHU�WR�
ORRN�DW�LV�WKH�UHDFK��7KLV�LV�WKH�
KRUL]RQWDO�GLVWDQFH�EHWZHHQ�WKH�
ERWWRP�EUDFNHW�DQG�KHDGWXEH�DQG�
LW�KDV�D�KXJH�LPSDFW�RQ�KRZ�WKH�
ELNH�KDQGOHV�DQG�IHHOV��7RR�VKRUW��
DQG�WKH�ELNH�ZLOO�IHHO�FUDPSHG�
DQG�XQVWDEOH��\RX�PD\�
ZDQW�WR�FRPSHQVDWH�ZLWK�
D�ORQJHU�VWHP��EXW�WKLV�
ZLOO�SLWFK�\RXU�ZHLJKW�
VWLOO�IXUWKHU�RYHU�WKH�IURQW�
ZKHHO��7RR�ORQJ��DQG�\RXU�
DELOLW\�WR�VKLIW�\RXU�ZHLJKW�
IRUH�DQG�DIW�RYHU�WKH�ELNH�
ZLOO�EH�OLPLWHG��DQG�LW�PD\�
SURYH�GLIÀFXOW�WR�ZHLJKW�WKH�
IURQW�ZKHHO�VXIÀFLHQWO\��7R�EH�
VXUH�\RXU�QHZ�ULGH�ZLOO�EH�WKH�
FRUUHFW�OHQJWK��ÀQG�D�ELNH�WKDW�
IHHOV�FRPIRUWDEOH�OHQJWK�ZLVH��
QRWH�LWV�UHDFK�ÀJXUH�DQG�VWHP�
OHQJWK�DQG�FRPSDUH�WR�\RXU�
SRWHQWLDO�SXUFKDVH��
0RGHUQ�ELNHV�KDYH�WHQGHG�

WRZDUGV�ORQJHU�UHDFK�ÀJXUHV�
FRPSOLPHQWHG�E\�VKRUW�VWHPV�WR�
DFKLHYH�JUHDWHU�VWDELOLW\�DQG�PRUH�
SUHGLFWDEOH�VWHHULQJ��ZLWK�
0RQGUDNHU·V�)RUZDUG�*HRPHWU\�
V\VWHP�KDYLQJ�OHG�WKH�ZD\��2QH�RI�
LWV�0HGLXP�VL]HG�IUDPHV�KDV�D�
UHDFK�ÀJXUH�FRPSDUDEOH�WR�PRVW�
RWKHU�PDQXIDFWXUHUV·�/DUJH�RU�;/�
IUDPH�VL]HV��ZKLOH�PDLQWDLQLQJ�D�
VLPLODU�VDGGOH�WR�KDQGOHEDU�
GLVWDQFH�E\�XVLQJ�D�VXSHU�VKRUW�
VWHP��%HDU�LQ�PLQG�WKDW�D�ELNH�WKDW�
IHHOV�FRPIRUWDEOH�ZLWK�D���PP�
VWHP�ZLOO�EHFRPH�FUDPSHG�ZLWK�D�
��PP�XQLW��XQOHVV�WKH�UHDFK�ÀJXUH�
LV�HTXLYDOHQWO\�ORQJHU��)DFWRU�WKLV�LQ�
LI�\RX�LQWHQG�WR�VZDS�WKH�ÀWWHG�
VWHP�IRU�D�ORQJHU�RU�VKRUWHU�LWHP�
RQFH�\RX�KDYH�ERXJKW�WKH�ELNH�
7KH�WRSWXEH�OHQJWK�DQG��EHWWHU�

VWLOO��WKH�HIIHFWLYH�WRSWXEH�OHQJWK�
SURYLGH�DQ�LQGLFDWLRQ�RI�KRZ�URRP\�
WKH�ELNH�ZLOO�IHHO�ZKLOH�VHDWHG�DV�
WKH\�DUH�D�IXQFWLRQ�RI�WKH�UHDFK�

Follow this simple guide to 

ensure that your next bike  

fits you like a glove 

WORKSHOP

Finding the right size 

frame is more than just 

picking a Medium or 

Large badge 

ÀJXUH�DQG�WKH�VHDW�WXEH�DQJOH��7KLV�
FDQ�EH�FRPSOLFDWHG�E\�RIIVHW�VHDW�
WXEHV�DQG�FDQ�EH�DGMXVWHG�E\�WKH�
SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�VDGGOH�UDLOV��ERWK�RI�
ZKLFK��LQ�HIIHFW��DOWHU�WKH�VHDW�WXEH�
DQJOH��7KHVH�FDQ�EH�HDVLO\�
PHDVXUHG�RQ�\RXU�WHVW�ELNH�DQG�
FRPSDUHG�WR�\RXU�QHZ�PDFKLQH�LQ�
D�VLPLODU�PDQQHU�WR�UHDFK�
%\�FRPSDULQJ�WKHVH�ÀJXUHV�WR� 

D�ELNH�\RX�IHHO�FRPIRUWDEOH�RQ�� 
LW·V�SRVVLEOH�WR�SLFN�WKH�PRVW�
DSSURSULDWH�VL]H�ZLWK�FRQÀGHQFH��
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“Modern bikes  

have tended 

towards longer 

reach figures”

BASIC TOOLS
Ì Tape measure  

W O R K S H O P
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If you’ve got a tech problem, email 

wmb@immediate.co.uk and we’ll help!

120 February 

RUST PROOFING  

I’ve got a bit of an old-timer 
question. When I started riding we 
were on steel mountain bikes. It 
was pretty common to treat the 
inside of the tubes with an anti-rust 
treatment, as we feared that our 
frames would rust out. It was a 
pretty messy job though!

After migrating to aluminium-
framed bikes, hardtail and full 
suspension, I’ve gone back to a 
steel-framed hardtail – I just love  
its simple lines and zingy feel. I’m 
worried about it getting rusty inside 
though. Is this something I should 
worry about and if so, how should I 
treat it? 
James, by email 

WMB says: We probably wouldn’t worry 
too much. It’s almost inevitable that 
moisture will get inside the frame and 
likely cause some sort of internal surface 
rust. Save for when you move your 
seatpost, you probably won’t notice this. 

If your bottom bracket shell has a  
drainage hole it’s a good idea to keep  
this free and open, while a good coating  
of grease or carbon assembly paste  
on your seatpost (depending on  

Cups house the bearings 

and are traditionally 

pressed into the 

headtube

TAKE A CUP

Is it possible to remove the headset 
cups on a carbon frame or are they 
glued in, destined to ruin the frame 
on removal? 

I have a 2013 Giant XtC with the 
Overdrive2 headset ‘standard’. I’m 
under the impression that I should 
be able to remove the top cup, 
replace with a normal tapered 
version, and then have a little 
freedom with which forks I can use.
Dazza Doom, BikeRadar forum 

WMB says: Yes, you should be able to 
remove the top cup and slip a standard 
headset’s top cup in there. 

Giant’s Overdrive2 system is a 1.5-1.25in 
tapered steerer system, as opposed to the 
usual 1.5–1.125in in a standard tapered 
steerer. The headtube diameters in Giant’s 
frames are the same, with a di�erent top 
cup allowing for the slightly higher diameter 
steerer tube.

Giant recommends fitting a Giant 
headset, which is made by FSA. With any 
frame, and especially a carbon one, we 
would recommend using the correct tools to 
remove and fit headset cups – they won’t be 
glued in but improper removal/fitting can 
cause substantial damage! Tom

A touch of grease 

around the bottom 

bracket shell will help 

things run smoothly

TECH TALK

post/frame material) is always a good  
idea.

In general the higher-grade steels are 
far more rust proof than you may give 
them credit for. I’ve run a number of steel 
bikes for years and save for a bit of surface 
rust at a paint chip I’ve never had it 
become anything beyond cosmetic. To get 
to a stage of structural damage you’d 
probably have to continually spray it in salt 
water for years. I’ve never heard of a 
mountain bike rusting through, certainly 
not in its usual working life of four-five 
years. Tom 

WINTER WONDER

I’ve been toying with the idea of 
building up a winter mountain bike, 
something those Lycra-clad roadies 
seem to do a lot. I’ve got a full 
suspension trail bike as my main 
ride, but I’m worried about the 
extra wear and tear winter might 
cause. Should I be worried? If I do 
go ahead, what would you 
recommend?
Matt, by email 

WMB says: Trail bikes these days are pretty 
resilient, with forks, shocks and bearings/
bushings becoming increasingly weather 
proof. Drivetrains will always need a bit 
more TLC in the winter to clear mud and 
moisture. After a wet ride a decent clean is 
important – concentrate on the drivetrain 
and fork/shock seals as a minimum, while 
water dispersant, then chain lube and 
some fork spray should keep things 
running sweetly.

That said, the law of n+1 (whereby n is 
the number of bikes you need) suggests 
that a winter bike might not be a bad idea. 
An ultra-low maintenance rigid singlespeed 
will not only sharpen your reactions but 
also make old trails exciting again and help 
build strength in your legs. It’s perfectly 
possible to build a singlespeed from old 
bits and pieces you may have lying about. 
An old wheel just needs some spacers on 
the freehub, while any crank can have a 
single ring attached. 



Converting your 

bike to singlespeed 

will cut down on 

winter maintenance

Bike test ed, Guy, gave 

the ‘responsively light’ 

Fulcrum Red wheels 3.5 

stars in a recent review

For chain tension you can convert a 
regular frame with a chain tensioner from 
the likes of DMR (try the Simple Tension 
Seeker at £20), or you could buy a new 
frame with either sliding or slotted 
dropouts or an eccentric bottom bracket. 
Most people start with a 2:1 gear ratio (for 
example 32:16) but this can be modified for 
your legs or local riding. Half-link chain 
links are a great way to give a bit more 
adjustment in chain tension. Tom

WHEEL UPGRADES 

After having my 2013 Whyte 29C 
black and white frame replaced 
under warranty to a beautiful 
orange and black 2015 frame off the 
Whyte 29C Team bike, I’ve decided 
to overhaul the whole bike by 
changing the seat and headset as 
well as the bottom bracket. Do you 
guys have any ideas about a wheel 
upgrade? I’m looking for a set of 
fast cross-country wheels. I’ve been 
considering the Mavic Crossmax 
SLR 29er and Easton EA90 XC 
wheelsets? 
Richy, by email 

WMB says: Wheels are a great place to 
upgrade. Shedding some weight from a 
cross-country bike’s wheels makes it 
feel livelier and more responsive. We 
haven’t tested the EA90 wheels from 
Easton, yet, but we tried the 650b version 
of the Crossmax SLRs in WMB161. We 
found that the wheels were really quick 
reacting, thanks to the especially light 
rims. They’re very sti�, which is great for 
accuracy, but on an already sti� bike, like 
the Whyte 29C, they might give a slightly 
unforgiving ride that’s prone to ricocheting 

o� rocks. It’s worth bearing in mind that a 
29er wheel will be a touch heavier and/or 
slightly less sti� than its 650b brother.

We recently reviewed the Fulcrum Red 
Metal XRP 29 wheels (WMB169). While 
pricey for alloy wheels (£999) they’re also 
relatively sti�, but we found the 19mm 
internal rim width a little narrow for those 
looking to run wider than 2.25in tyres. 
Their cup and cone bearings are super 
smooth, even with minimal maintenance. 

At that price there are a range of 
carbon-rimmed options from the likes of 
Halo and Superstar, to name a couple. 
Generally these will o�er plenty of 
sti�ness, without a weight penalty. Tom

“An ultra-low maintenance 

rigid singlespeed will make 

old trails exciting again”
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430  
Despite this being its first attempt at a bike 

range, Go Outdoors has hit the nail on the head 
with a well-specced, great value bike. The 
nine-speed Shimano transmission and hydraulic 
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well 
proportioned frame, while up front a coil-sprung 
RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1fmy95l for a full review

+++++RATING

1

2

CARRERA VULCAN £320 

The Vulcan o�ers class-leading handling and 
spec at a great price – provided you can live with 
the weight. Despite a few niggles this is one of the 
best beginner bikes available (for the money it’s 
exceptional) and for that, it comes highly 
recommended. With a well-balanced ride feel,  
it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/tFMqCW for a full review

+++++RATING

SARACEN MANTRA PRO  

£600  

Saracen’s geometry exploits the increased 
smoothness and traction of the Mantra Pro’s 650b 
wheels without losing the e�ervescent spark that 
makes a trail hardtail fun. Shimano brakes are 
basic but reliable and the Suntour fork has better 
longevity than many bargain forks. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1lS0Qfg for a full review

+++++RATING

GENESIS CORE 10 £600  

This isn’t a generic, pulled of the factory peg 
frame. The headtube accepts tapered forks  
and there are mounts for mudguards. The 
69-degree head angle is spot-one for its 650b 
wheels and the rims can be easily converted  
to run tubeless to add even more smoothness  
to the ride. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/YGpPbx for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON GRAND CANYON AL 
29 5.9 £747 

Direct sales specialist Canyon manages to deliver 
more than just excellent value with this sweet 
handling big wheeler. The component list includes 
an easily adjustable air-sprung fork and puts  
bikes almost twice the price to shame with  
overall ride quality. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1DCeM3N for a full review 

+++++RATING

MARIN BOBCAT TRAIL £749 
This is a deceptively dynamic and fun bike 

despite the simple looks.  Light, triple-butted main 
tubes plus traditional looking slim chainstays and 
A-frame seatstays take some of the sting out  
of the back end. It takes a lot to make it feel 
unsettled when you’ve got the hang of it and  
are pushing hard. 

REVIEW See WMB164 p62 for a full review 

+++++RATING

ii�������Entry Level

1

2

2

BEST Beginner Bikes

HOW OUR SCORING WORKS

WHAT MOUNTAIN 

BIKE AWARDS

Excellent value for 

money – a real bargain.

VALUE

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN*

�+++++ 

Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++
Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++
Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++
Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++
Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

*The bikes featured in The Guide are regularly 

reassessed against the current crop. As a result, 

we may re-rate older bikes to reflect the current 

state of the market.

We list the recommended retail price (RRP); although there 

are deals to be had, the RRP will be the most you should 

expect to pay.

Spotted any incorrect prices or bike details in The Guide? 

Send us an email at: wmb@immediate.co.uk
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BEST  Trail helmets

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100
An enduro-specific lid that o�ers 

comfort and ventilation to rival  
most cross-country helmets. The  
back is dropped low to maximise 
coverage around the base of  
the skull. 

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB161 p58
+++++RATING

BONTRAGER QUANTUM WSD £50  
The streamlined shaping and ample 

ventilation look racy, yet the peak –  
firmly attached and also removable – is 
substantial enough to keep the weather 
out. The fit feels Loctite secure yet still 
comfortable after hours in the saddle.

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB170 p80
+++++RATING

BONTRAGER LITHOS £70  
The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the 

outer shell coming in a range of colours 
and designs. 19 vents are set into the 
shell for ventilation. Up front there’s a  
flat visor that’s adjustable with three 
di�erent positions.

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB161 p58
+++++RATING

FOX STRIKER £90  
This is one of the best put together 

helmets we’ve tested recently. Full 
in-moulding extends under the rim of  
the shell, protecting the EPS foam from 
dents and dings. The 22 vents draw in 
plenty of air.

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB161 p57
+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED ALIGN £30  
For the price you get a lot of helmet for 

your money from Specialized. At 339g, 
weight is on a par with pricier lids, but 
coverage is slightly lower. There are still 
22 vents to aid cooling and an easy to  
use retention system. 

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB161 p57
+++++RATING
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BEST  Pedals

SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL
£70 
Reliability’s long been the strong point 

of Shimano pedals, and the XT Trails don’t 
disappoint. Once the cleat is engaged they 
provide enough support for truly positive 
input from your feet through the pedals.

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB169 p116
+++++RATING

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH 
£43 
These strong, grippy pedals give a 

performance that matches others at up to 
three times their price. Smooth, taut 
sealing sees them spinning true after 
considerable trail abuse. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/Q2Guen
+++++RATING

DMR V12 MAG  
£70
With this slimmed down 350g version, 

you’ll get better clearance than the 
previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded 
pins each side are removable and o�er 
excellent grip.  

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB166 p70
+++++RATING

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 
£75 
A large platform and replaceable pins 

provide great traction, almost feeling 
quite flat pedal like when you’re 
unclipped. If you don’t want to feel to 
rigidly clipped in, these might be for you.  

REVIEW Full reviewsee WMB169 p116
+++++RATING

SHIMANO PD-M520
£27 
The crisp engagement of Shimano 

pedals is shared across the range, and 
the M520s feel inseparable from their 
much more expensive counterparts. 
Durable pedals at a great price. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p115
+++++RATING
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VALUE
+++++

ii�������Entry Level
CARRERA FURY  £600  
A slight downgrade in fork spec from previous 

models but now with 10-speed gearing, the latest 
Fury is the do-it-all entry-level hardtail that will 
allow you to tackle everything from bridleways to 
black runs. Extra steering trail to stabilise it means 
you can hit technical sections with confidence. A 
benchmark starter bike for cross-country. 

1

WEB See http://bit.ly/wI6DIQ for a full review

+++++RATING

1

2

1

SARACEN MANTRA TRAIL 
£800  

The Mantra Trail’s really well-balanced, 650b 
wheel trail taming handling means you can 
properly assault on it without it being too 
intimidating for beginners. Shimano stop/go spec 
is reliable and Saracen’s cockpit is spot on for 
technical trails. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1sLzECW for a full review

B’TWIN ROCKRIDER XC PRO 
£1800 

The clue is in the name with this racy Gallic  
number from megastore Decathlon. It’s a flat-out, 
traditional cross-country rig with super-sti� 
composite frame, rapid handling angles and an 
appetite for speed, but you’ll want a tyre change for 
technical trails. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/NhMqFT for a full review

+++++RATING

SCOTT SCALE 750 £1399 
This 650b-wheeled race rig has an aggressive, 

muscular feel lacking from the big-wheeled 
version. Shorter, sti�er stays and fork keep things 
taut and precise, translating to an insatiable 
appetite to snap at the heels of other bikes  
before punching into the lead. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1rxvc6d for a full review

+++++RATING

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC  £4499 
Few bikes come close to being as poised and 

punchy yet still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s 
hardtails, and the 700 RC is no exception. Spec 
highlights include the lightweight RockShox SID 
fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR 
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey 
Streem. One for explosively aggressive racers  
and riders.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1zethYH for a full review

+++++RATING

STORCK REBEL 7  £3699 
If you’re after speed at the expense of comfort, 

this bike is the last word in cross-country racing 
brutality, with an incredibly sti� carbon fibre frame 
driving every ounce of e�ort to the ground. Mid 
sized wheels and aggressively sharp angles give 
plenty of bite to the handling, while remote 
equipped Fox fork and Shimano XT kit round it out. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1pN5346 for a full review

+++++RATING

BEST Cross-Country Hardtail

ii�������Mid Range

ii�������High End

RATING

2

2
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VALUE



SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299  
Like many ‘carbon’ bikes at this price, the 710 

uses an alloy rear end mated to a composite front 
but that’s just cost e�ective wisdom rather than a 
corner cutting con. You can cruise along on 
120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension 
travel, or push the TracLoc thumb lever one click 
and the rear shock becomes sti�er and travel 
drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 

REVIEW See WMB170 p68 for a full review

+++++RATING

LAPIERRE XR 729 £3800  
There’s a lot more to this 100mm, 

carbon-framed steed than simply cross-country 
racing. With a RockShox SID fork up front, Fox 
Float CTD Evolution shock and SRAM X0 
transmission, the XR 729 is happy to hammer  
the climbs and is outrageously capable  
on descents. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1jWQY4i for a full review

+++++RATING
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B’TWIN ROCKRIDER 9.1  £800  
The RockShox Recon Silver fork and X-Fusion E1 

shock can handle a pretty serious beating on 
rough, high-speed descents, so although it’s more 
XC than trail in intent, it’s very capable on big 
downhills. The 11-36T cassette combines with a 
triple up front to give you all the gearing you need. 
For an £800 bike it’s seriously impressive – and it 
still would be if it cost well over £1000. 
REVIEW See MBUK291 p165 for a full review 

+++++RATING

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 2  £1849 
The mid model of the alloy Anthem range  

gets a RockShox Sektor fork giving supportive 
suspension to match the 100mm Maestro back 
end. We’re big fans of the own brand Giant 
wheelset and while the SRAM X5 drivetrain isn’t the 
most lustworthy, it’s still utterly functional. The 
basics are all here for a lively and involving bike 
that’s ripe for future upgrades. 
WEB See http://bit.ly/1sEkNKq for a full review 

+++++RATING

FELT EDICT 3 £2600 
The 71.5-degree head angle creates a busy 

steering feel that needs a lot of looking after on fast 
or rocky/ rooty descents, but is a real advantage 
when it comes to whipping the 29er front wheel in 
and out of tight turns or weaving through technical 
trouble. The full carbon frame plus cost e�ective 
performance of Shimano Deore stop and go gear 
make the Edict 3 excellent value. 
REVIEW See WMB170 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2425 
Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the 

Lux back. We loved riding it and how impulsively 
fast it made us hammer the trails, despite leaving 
us exhausted and soaked in sweat. You’re getting a 
quality, well-featured frame with some  superb kit 
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/
X9/X0 controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox 
suspension pairing.  
WEB See http://bit.ly/1sYhrzS for a full review

+++++RATING
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BEST Cross-Country Full Suss

LUMICYCLE EXPLORER ENDURO 
£285 
The top of range Explorer gets better 

sealing and shock proofing in its latest 
guise. The 3500 lumen output isn’t big on 
peripheral coverage but throws a ton of 
light down the trail. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1rq9Khg
+++++RATING

GEMINI DUO 4 CELL £175 
The tiny twin LED headunit delivers 

1500 lumens of punchy long distance 
light. There’s no battery run time 
indicator besides a low power warning, 
but run time is long enough for that to 
rarely be a problem. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1rdSYTo
+++++RATING

EXPOSURE EQUINOX £300
Torch-format light with a beefed up 

head and tail end to house a bigger 
battery and three XML LEDs. A wireless 
remote switch makes changing modes 
and checking remaining run time simple. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1w7ZjXf
+++++RATING

HOPE R8 £350 
The headunit of Hope’s flagship light 

houses four LEDs on top behind a clear 
lens and four on the bottom behind a 
di�user lens. The amount of light 
intensity it throws down the trail is 
outstanding. It’s weighty though. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1x7Y0UZ
+++++RATING

MTB BATTERIES LUMEN 2200 £135 
The miniature binocular design houses 

twin LEDs that give a decent peripheral 
beam, without any hot or dark spots. The 
four power levels are controlled by a 
remote switch for ease of use.  

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1w805DF
+++++RATING

BEST  Lights
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ii�������High End
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BEST  Trail Tyres

MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C EXO £54 
When it comes to all-round 

performance, the DHF is the tyre we look 
too. Excellent grip, good rolling resistance 
and progressive break-away make it the 
first choice for trail riders in the UK. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/12rz0hK
+++++RATING

MAXXIS IKON 3C EX TR £54 
This uses a reinforced EXO casing and  

a trio of rubber compounds to give a 
harder central tread and softer edges. 
Stick it on the back and the speed 
benefits are immediate, while there’s still 
enough edge to maintain corner speed.

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1s1Guiy
+++++RATING

MAXXIS SHORTY 3C MAX TERRA EXO 
TR £50 

The wide-spaced centre siped pattern 
main lugs look aggressive and once the 
tyre’s inflated the side knobs splay out for 
extra grip. A benchmark tyre for loose 
and dirty hardcore trail grip. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p76
+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED PURGATORY CONTROL 
£30 

This tyre is capable of proper rough 
riding yet is still well behaved and 
tolerable on XC epics. It’s a great 
fit-and-forget tyre for the front and 
comes at a good price.

REVIEW Full review see WMB159 p66
+++++RATING

HUTCHINSON TORO HARDSKIN RR 
FROM £53 
The tyre is quick rolling, o�ers 

excellent cornering and camber traction 
and a surprisingly high level of braking 
adhesion. It’s a real all-rounder trail tyre.

REVIEW Full review see WMB159 p66
+++++RATING
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WHYTE M109C TEAM £3999  
With a carbon front end and an aluminium rear, 

the M109C Team weighs just under 25lb. It’s 
designed to be UK-proof, so it gets lifetime- 
warrantied bearings and loads of mudroom 
around the 29in Maxxis Ikon tyres. With 100mm 
of travel front and rear from adjustable Fox kit, it’s 
a bike that’s at its best charging out the miles. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1loWnzG for a full review

+++++RATING

WEB See http://bit.ly/1loWsTM for a full review

+++++RATING

MARIN RIFT ZONE XC8 £2600 
It might sport 100mm of travel and big wheels, 

but the Rift Zone is ready to take on everything 
from cross-country blasts to much bigger 
adventures . It hits the middle ground in both 
handling and suspension response, which may 
make it unexciting for some but does ensure that 
it’s a dependable partner for those that value 
stability and predictability as well as pure fun.
WEB See http://bit.ly/1nDZ5gL for a full review

+++++RATING

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT  
29 D XC £2724 

The Superlight shares all the durable, 
communicative charms of SC’s original single-pivot 
chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg frame is light 
enough that, even with heavy UST tubeless tyres 
and a basic Shimano Deore build kit, it never drags 
its heels out of corners or on climbs.

WEB See http://bit.ly/16AYDbO for a full review

+++++RATING

BEST  Hydration Packs

CAMELBAK CHARGE 10 £85 
Stability on steep descents, jumps or 
anywhere else you’re throwing your 

weight around is absolutely outstanding. 
Big hip-hugging pockets give loads of 
instant access storage for grabbing 
snacks or phones while riding. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB165 p113
+++++RATING

VAUDE SPLASH 20+5 £70 
If you want to spend long days in the 
saddle and be fully prepared, the 

Vaude holds 20 litres, and can be 
extended for an extra five. The material  
is tough and can handle most of what  
the elements can throw at you. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1bYhcKP
+++++RATING

CAMELBAK VOLT/SPARK FROM £80
Camelbak’s lateral bladder keeps all 
that heavy water (not H3O, just normal 

water that’s heavy) low around your hips 
to reduce swaying, and is one of the most 
comfortable packs we’ve ever used. The 
Spark is the women’s-specific version.

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/15CDtbS
+++++RATING

SHIMANO UNZEN 10 £85 
A heavily pre-curved shape and 
feathery materials mean dry weight  

is low, and the back fit is brilliant.  
The slinky 10 is great for general  
use, so long as you’re ruthless with  
your packing.

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1bYhcKP
+++++RATING

OSPREY RAPTOR 10 £85 
The Raptor is loaded with really well 
designed features if you’re after a 

conventional upright fit. Storage layout is 
excellent too, with a zipped valuables and 
key clip pocket and padded glasses/
phone pocket at the outer top. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB165 p113
+++++RATING

1

GT HELION COMP  £1300 
740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike 

and hint at more control and chaos taming 
potential than you’d expect in this category. The 
complex Independent suspension system, 
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion  
O2 shock, helps create a remarkably floated ride 
for a bike at this price point. 

REVIEW See WMB169 p22 for a full review 

+++++RATING

LAPIERRE X-CONTROL 310  
£1500  

Lapierre’s X-Control 310 delivers a light, lively  
and fun ride thanks, in part, to its mismatched 
travel (100mm rear and 120mm up front). Good 
geometry and suspension means it copes with  
a range of trails. It comes with a good component 
spec for the money, too. 
WEB See http://bit.ly/MFcvLB for a full review

+++++RATING

BEST  Brakes

SRAM GUIDE RSC
£185 
The new range of Guide brakes is 

aimed at the trail/enduro riders. A 
piggyback reservoir configuration helps 
increase fluid volume and improve 
consistency. One of the best out there.

REVIEW Full review WMB170 p78
+++++RATING

CLARKS M2
£20
Clarks has always o�ered great value 

for money, and at £40 for the front and 
rear set, the M2 is a game changer. 
Braking isn’t as touchy feely as some but 
not completely wooden either.  

REVIEW Full review WMB169 p106
+++++RATING

SHIMANO DEORE M615
£90 
We’ve had consistent and impressively 

controlled performance from every one 
of the many sets of Deores we’ve used on 
test bikes. These are all the brake you 
really need at an a�ordable price. 

REVIEW Full review WMB169 p107
+++++RATING

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987
£222 
A fantastic blend of low weight and 

single finger control, with useful 
heat-eating upgrades. A totally 
trouble-free race brake with power, 
reliability and titanium hardware. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p105
+++++RATING

SRAM GUIDE RS
£145
The Centerline rotors are smoother 

and quieter than previous SRAM/Avid 
discs, which means excellent feedback 
and control. They o�er outstanding lever 
feel and consistently controlled power. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p104
+++++RATING
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SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 
CARBON £8084  

This update to the fast and furious original 
improves things further thanks to revised 
suspension, a thru-axle rear end and a new carbon 
frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version we 
tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough 
to cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.
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ii�������Entry Level
MERIDA ONE FORTY 5-B  
£1500

The new One Forty B frame is as capable and fun a 
design as you’ll find on the market today. The 
67-degree head angle works beautifully with the 
lowish front end and bottom bracket. This 
650b-wheeled full susser is great for hitting 
woodland singletrack, or for big days in the hills.

1

WEB See http://bit.ly/1eu0Z5Z for a full review

+++++RATING

WHYTE T-129  £1700 
The T-129 shares its frame with the slightly more 

expensive (£2100) 2013 Trail Bike of the 
Year-winning T-129S. It’s a bike even 29er virgins 
can instantly thrash, but simple to understand 
doesn’t mean dumb – with an experienced rider 
the T-129 is seriously fast. The spec is spot on and, if 
you’re willing to get involved, rather than just point 
the bars, this bike will repay you in spades. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/16Tx3d3 for a full review

+++++RATING

MONDRAKER FOXY R  £2799
The Mondraker was a surprise winner of this 

year’s Trail Bike of the Year test with its 10-speed 
transmission, Fox 32 fork and alloy frame 
seemingly going against our trail bike checklist. 
Once in the saddle we discovered that it descends, 
climbs and corners in a way that will reset your 
riding expectations. A fantastic fun and 
skill-multiplying steed. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1iEMNZV for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 9.0 EX  
£2741

This mix of top-end RockShox, SRAM and Renthal 
kit on a bike costing just over £2700 is amazing. The 
frame is impressively sti�, light and well detailed, 
but you do have to be wary of frame sizing – they’re 
small. A great example of a state of the art, do 
anything all-rounder. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1loWPOi for a full review

+++++RATING

2

BEST  Gears

SRAM XX1  
£1010 
Despite months of intense use, SRAM’s 

dedicated single ring setup has seriously 
impressed. Shifting accuracy and 
drivetrain smoothness is superb. A 
genuinely game-changing gearset.

REVIEW Full review see WMB144 p38 
+++++RATING

SRAM X1  
£733 
Durability of SRAM’s most a�ordable 

11-speed setup so far has been on par 
with the already much improved 
longevity of SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all 
but the most weight-conscious riders. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p74
+++++RATING

2013 SHIMANO SLX 2X10  
£640
This package is light, durable and 

incredible value for money. Shifting is 
crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.  
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette 
option was ideal for trail centre blasting.

REVIEW Full review see WMB144 p42
+++++RATING

SRAM X01 (GPX BB)  
£948 
The cassette shifts impeccably, even 

when powering out of the saddle and the 
X-sync thick/thin design hasn’t dropped a 
chain. With rings from 30 to 38 teeth, 
there’s a range to suit most riders. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB162 p88
+++++RATING

SHIMANO XTR  
£1065 
Race-inspired double ring chainset is 

the jewel in the XTR crown. Sti� and light, 
with dual release paddles, two or three 
speed selector switch and the ability to 
shift multiple directions make it versatile.

REVIEW Full review see WMB125 p102
+++++RATING
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2
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1

BEST  Forks

ROCKSHOX PIKE RCT3 £780 
The Pike reset all-round suspension 

standards, and it’s still the most versatile 
and user-friendly fork available.  
Three settings, plus fine tuning of 
compression means plenty of adjustment 
opportunities to get the perfect setup. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p107
+++++RATING

FOX 32 FLOAT 29 FIT CTD TA £729 
The carefully sculpted lowers and 

scooped arch make for a podium friendly 
weight. Kashima coated stanchions and 
new seals and fluids of Fox’s anti-friction 
pack make this year’s Float the most 
supple yet. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p105
+++++RATING

FOX 36 FLOAT 27.5 £909 
The lightest 36 yet, but still capable of 

steering and brakes more accurately and 
unshakably than anything else under 2kg. 
Chassis and damper performance mean 
it comes into its own in flat-out black run 
and beyond downhill situations. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p106
+++++RATING

X-FUSION SWEEP RL2 £455 
The stout lower legs, 34mm stanchions 

and sloped crown steer a solid line in 
aesthetic and tracking terms at a 
reasonable weight. Travel can be set in 
10mm increments from 100-160mm 
internally. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p104
+++++RATING

ROCKSHOX SID RCT3 £640
The lightest, easiest to tune and  

most cost e�ective fork in the SRAM 
suspension arsenal. It’s relentlessly 
reliable and you get the seals and spares 
for your first DIY service included in the 
reasonable price.

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p103
+++++RATING

THE GUIDETHE GUID ii��� Best Buys
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SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY LTC  
£2599 (FRAME & SHOCK)  

Following on from the success of its shorter-travel 
brother, Santa Cruz has unleashed another 
benchmark bike. It’s the best fast, fun, ego-boost of 
an all-round trail bike we’ve ridden in a four-figure 
testing history. Prepare to press the reset button on 
your riding! 

WEB See http://bit.ly/Hz3wES for a full review

+++++RATING

GIANT TRANCE ADVANCED 
27.5 1 £3899 

With its rock solid linkage and frame rigidity, 
67-degree head angle and long wheelbase, the 
Trance never gave us a moment’s drama during 
our Nevada desert test days. It sprints and floats 
over rises and jumps like an XC bike, but it comes 
into its own when things get fast and loose.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1qxfoES for a full review

+++++RATING

2
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BOARDMAN FS PRO 650  
 £1600 

For 2014 the FS Pro rolls on  650b rather than 26in 
wheels, and it’s made a good bike even better. They 
give a smooth stability that even ekes grip from the 
too-hard rubber. The RockShox Revelation fork is 
composed, and there’s no shortage of sti�ness to 
back up the balanced handling. 

REVIEW See WMB160 p67 for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON NERVE AL 7.9 29ER 
£1551  

Direct-buy big hitter Canyon has delivered again 
with the big-wheeled Nerve AL 7.9. It brilliantly 
covers ground with minimal e�ort and trauma, and 
its sub-13kg weight keeps the Nerve responsive 
whether you’re heading upwards or launching out 
of corners on singletrack sprints.   

WEB See http://bit.ly/1j2hHek for a full review

+++++RATING

WHYTE G-150 WORKS £3999  
For 2015, the G-150 Works features a sti�er 

mainframe, main pivot and swingarm which are 
bonuses when you’re going ballistic with this bike. 
As the name suggests the RockShox Pike gives 
150mm of travel matched to the 150mm at the 
back from the RockShox Monarch Plus DebonAir. 
A seriously fun and superbly equipped technical 
trail bomber. 

3

WEB See http://bit.ly/1ytsYLp for a full review

+++++RATING

4 BIRD AERIS 1 £2600  
This is Bird’s first full susser, and represents 

great value thanks to its direct-sale model. A 
RockShox Pike with 150mm up front and 140mm 
X-Fusion O2 RCX shock combine to brilliant e�ect, 
with the Aeris pumping berms and popping o� 
jumps with verve. From swooping singletrack to 
black downhill runs, this bike will take it all on.  

WEB See http://bit.ly/1w1caae for a full review

+++++RATING

INTENSE CARBINE 29 £2800*
The sti� carbon frame is ready for a 160mm fork, 

internal dropper post and a chainguide, and is light 
enough to build into an XC speed demon. We loved 
this bike when we saw it back at Interbike in the USA 
– so much so we’ve got ourselves a longterm frame 
ready to build into the ultimate big-wheeled 
bomber. One of the most exciting 29er Enduro 
machines available, if you can a�ord it.  

REVIEW See WMB160 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING

BMC TRAILFOX TF01 XX1 
TRAILCREW £6000  

Following on from last year’s XC Trailfox 29er, the 
TF01 XX1 is a similarly fast and sti� ride, with 
150mm travel. Top end Fox shocks, SRAM’s 
11-speed XX1 transmission and light DT Swiss 
wheels unleash the full potential of this  
awesome all-rounder. 

REVIEW See WMB160 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING
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BEST  Saddles

CHARGE SPOON
£25 
This is no simple budget option – its 

weight is low, durability is good and it’s 
available in numerous colours to suit 
your steed. This saddle is hard to beat  
for the money. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB167 p94
+++++RATING

SDG BEL AIR 2.0  
£70  
The 2.0 improves on an already 

popular design, with added titanium rails 
to bring weight down. It’s relatively firm, 
but the width and length are both safely 
in the middle ground for dimensions. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB167 p94
+++++RATING

NUKEPROOF PLASMA STRIPE TRAIL
£50 

The dimpled outer cover is grippy and 
the broad nose and relatively flat profile 
mean it’s easy and comfortable to shift 
forwards on steep climbs. A decent 
middle channel relieves pressure.

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p104
+++++RATING

SELLE ITALIA SLR XC 
£110
The low weight and minimalist padding of 
the saddle make it clear that this is one 
for riders who are happiest getting the 
miles in. It’s pricey, but the quality 
construction should help it last for years. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB167 p94
+++++RATING

SUPERSTAR PEAK  
£35 
You get a lot for your money with the 
Peak saddle. Titanium rails keep the 
weight respectable, deep firm padding 
absorbs shocks and it’s covered in  
genuine leather. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p104
+++++RATING
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FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115 
Five Ten has used a distinctly sti� sole 

unit to back up the SPD bolt-hole 
equipped base. There’s no flop or flex 
either side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ 
shoes so your feet won’t ache or cramp 
after hours on your bike. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1rb9wAT
+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED RIME 
£140
The Rime combines a race-style upper 

with a chunky full-length Vibram sole. 
Not everyone likes Specialized’s Body 
Geometry canted and contoured foot 
bed, but we’re big fans.

REVIEW Full review see WMB149 p117
+++++RATING

SHIMANO XC 90 
£320 
The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 

90 an incredibly comfortable shoe, 
despite the sti� carbon sole. The  
sti�ness in the sole means power  
transfer is impressive.

REVIEW Full review see WMB160 p110
+++++RATING

SHIMANO AM41 
£85
The AM41s are our new favourite flat 

pedal shoes – they’re a fantastic blend of 
weight versus protection, pedalling 
sti�ness versus o�-bike comfort and 
splash-proofing versus breathability.

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/192Fu3o
+++++RATING

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115 
The Impact has been a favourite of flat 

pedal users since it arrived. The outers 
have been slimmed down to make them 
lighter than the originals but the same 
super-sticky sole is still the highlight. A 
hydrophobic coating aids drying. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p106
+++++RATING

BEST  Footwear
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BEST Shorts

GORE FUSION 2 £100
These shorts are designed for 

multi-day rides. The fit is slim through  
the hips and backside but stretch  
panels allow for movement. They’re 
designed to create minimal resistance 
when pedalling.

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p113
+++++RATING

1

SCOTT MIND £113 
These shorts are so light and stretchy 

you’ll hardly notice you’re wearing them. 
Scott hasn’t skimped on the liner and 
these feature some of the best waist 
adjusters we’ve come across. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163p108
+++++RATING

RACE FACE INDY £57 
The great combination of fit and fabric 

ensures they won’t let you down whether 
riding in anger or just hanging around. 
The DWR coating aids durability and at 
£57 they’re pretty good value. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1xuvfB8
+++++RATING

FOX DEMO FR £85 
There’s plenty of stretch in the fabric of 

the Demo shorts, which allows for a slim 
fit in the body without being restrictive or 
tight. The pockets are generously deep 
and closed with water resistant zips. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163p114 
+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED DEFLECT H20 COMP  
£100 

An exceptional cut that dips over the 
knee in a way that comfortably keeps 
them covered while pedalling sees these 
stand out. The heavier duty backside is 
also appreciated in wetter weather.

REVIEW Full review see WMB168p107 
+++++RATING
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THE GUIDETHE GUID ii��� Best Buys

ii�������Entry Level
VOODOO BIZANGO £600  
The big wheels, big tyres and sturdy frame mean 

the Voodoo isn’t a lightweight, but the Octalink 
cranks give powerful pedalling support and you’ll 
never regret putting in the e�ort to get it moving. 
The easily confident handling and accurate front 
end let you hit perfect lines every time. A maximum 
fun machine for the money. 

1

REVIEW See WMB164 p60 for a full review

+++++RATING

1

ON-ONE PARKWOOD £1000 
Super-confident, big-wheeled, big fun hardtail 

that is sorted with an outstanding value kit package 
that’s really well suited to the surefooted 
grin-breeding machine. Part of that spec is a £300 
RockShox Reverb seatpost, which is impressive on 
a £1000 bike. Buy as a frame only for £200 or 
choose custom options while you’re ordering. 

REVIEW See WMB164 p70 for a full review

+++++RATING

WHYTE 901 £1199 
A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and 

wide bars mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for 
shy or retiring riders, but the mix of a proven 
tubeset, plus the latest wheel size and sorted 
componentry, creates a fantastic blend of 
responsiveness and confidence that makes any 
sort of mountain biking a lot of fun.     

REVIEW See WMB164 p74 for a full review

+++++RATING

BIRD ZERO.3  £1275 
The ride of the Zero.3 is fun and involving, 

allowing you to throw the bike around, and the 
ability to spec 750mm-wide bars means it’s easily 
manhandled around the trail. For the price, you are 
going to be pushed to spec such a well-put together 
bike. That’s not even accounting for the wide range 
of spec options on each model.

REVIEW See WMB164 p32 for a full review

+++++RATING

NINER ROS 9 £900*  
Niner’s bikes are works of art in practical  and 

cosmetic terms, and although this price for a steel 
frame may sound outrageous, we wouldn’t 
hesitate to open our wallets. Tons of tyre clearance, 
140mm tapered fork capability, Biometric II 
eccentric BB all help create a supple and smooth 
ride. It’s an addictive mix of aggro attitude, steel 
smoothness and beautiful build quality. 
WEB See http://bit.ly/1nahitk for a full review 

+++++RATING

COTIC SOUL 27.5 £499*  
The 650b version of the Soul turns ordinary but 

fun trails into a real riot. Its skinny tubes might 
suggest a noodly ride, but the Reynolds 853 steel 
tubes things firmly in place, and the chromoly 
chainstays transmit your wattage to the rear wheel 
with e�ciency. Our build featured a 120mm 
X-Fusion fork, Shimano XT transmission and 
Bontrager XR4 Team issue tyres for around £2100.
WEB See http://bit.ly/1AgIdWx for a full review 

+++++RATING
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BEST Trail Hardtail

ii�������Mid Range

ii�������High End

2

2

BEST  Base Layers

HOWIES LIGHT MERINO BASE LS £49 

Howies’ base treads the fine line 
between a figure-hugging fit for e�ective 
performance and being relaxed/stylish 
enough to wear alone. The body and 
sleeves are long and we’ve worn it for 
three unsmelly weeks straight. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1hd40V9
+++++RATING

GORE BASE LAYER SHIRT 
£40 

This delivers pure base layer 
performance at its best. The open mesh 
polypropylene wicks sweat brilliantly, and 
it’s so thin it can be worn beneath even 
your most aerodynamic jerseys. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB157 p106 
+++++RATING

KORA SHOLA 230 £105 
Yak wool is finer than the merino so 

provides the same insulation power but 
for less weight. It feels incredibly soft and 
not scratchy. The cut is on the athletic 
side, but the longer back and arms 
prevent it riding up.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p59
+++++RATING

MAVIC ECHELON £40  

The fabric’s honeycomb knit is smooth on 
the outside to make pulling layers over 
the top easy, but creates little pockets  
of air next to the skin. The result is 
consistent comfort and warmth in a wide 
range of air temperatures.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB157 p105 
+++++RATING

SANTINI CLONE £70 

The high neck makes a big di�erence in 
biting winds, and does it without feeling 
restrictive. The riding-specific cut dips at 
the back and sits higher at the front for 
good coverage and comfort, but this is 
Italian, so go up a size from normal.

REVIEW Full review see WMB157 p105
+++++RATING
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BEST  Waterproof Jackets

GORE OXYGEN 2.0 GT AS
£210
The Oxygen o�ers highly breathable 

waterproof protection. The cut articulates 
exactly with the cycling position, which 
helps give it the edge over anything else 
we’ve tried. 

REVIEW Full review WMB168 p105
+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED EVOLUTION
£220 
The Evolution’s design is simple, 

without pockets, but it’s this combined 
with the lightweight Gore Active Shell 
material that makes it highly breathable. 
It folds up small for easy packing too. 

REVIEW Full review WMB168 p107
+++++RATING

BERGHAUS VAPOUR STORM
£230
Technically not a bike-specific jacket, 

but the fit works well when you’re in the 
saddle. There’s room for layers and the 
hood fits over a helmet, while clever 
gill-like vents really help cooling. 

WEB Full review http://bit.ly/1e51x1I
+++++RATING

SCOTT TRAIL MTN 10 
£250
A combination of breathable Gore 

Active Shell waterproof fabric and an 
impeccable cut works extremely well. 
That performance does come with a 
fairly hefty price tag though. 

REVIEW Full review WMB168 p99
+++++RATING

PÁRAMO QUITO
£230 
The cut is athletic without being  

super fitted and the sleeves are suitably 
long so don’t drift up when riding. It’s 
incredibly waterproof yet remains  
highly breathable. 

REVIEW Full review WMB170 p79
+++++RATING

BEST  Riding Glasses

TIFOSI RUMOR £50
Dust, roost, wind and rain protection is 

brilliant from the big single lens, and they 
sit securely on most faces. Uninterrupted 
peripheral field of view is excellent and 
you get smoke, orangey/red and clear 
lenses included. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p59
+++++RATING

TIFOSI DURO FOTOTEC £70 
Tifosi is doing a great job of mimicking 

more expensive glasses, with a quick 
reacting light sensitive lenses and stylish 
looking frame that feels well put together 
and doesn’t look daft o� the bike. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p106
+++++RATING

MADISON SHIELD CLEAR £18
The epitome of function over form. The 

arms look flimsy but flexible rubber 
coated ends hold them in place and don’t 
interfere with helmet straps. The lenses 
are clear and distortion free. The 
rounded frame suits most face shapes. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p106
+++++RATING

ION RAM SET ZEISS £101
Quality optics and frame, the Ions 

come with three lenses – sunny, cloudy 
and clear. We didn’t su�er with distortion 
and could comfortably wear them for 
over 10 hours in a day. Fit is good, 
although we wouldn’t mind thinner arms.

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p116
+++++RATING

OAKLEY RADARLOCK PITCH CUSTOM 
£260
The Oakleys use a lightweight frame 

that has a neat sliding catch to allow you 
to change lenses quickly and easily. They 
o�er superb optical quality and 
numerous lens options but they’re pricey.

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p116
+++++RATING
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VITUS ESCARPE 275 VRS 
£1849 

Modern geometry matched with mid sized  
wheels makes for a bike that manages to pack  
in value and fun.  With a modern cockpit and 
RockShox suspension at both ends, it’s a great bike 
for those wishing to push themselves a little harder. 
Only available direct from Chain Reaction Cycles. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1nCM9cX for a full review 

+++++RATING

CARRERA BANSHEE X  £800  
Decent 140mm suspension travel front and  

rear – and a solid spec including Suntour Epicon  
fork and shock, SRAM gearing and Continental 
Mountain King tyres – make this a good option  
if you’re looking for gravity-assisted fun. More 
‘freeride lite’ than ‘budget trail bike,’ this bike  
loves technical descents.

WEB See http://bit.ly/zDTWQq for a full review 

+++++RATING

CANYON TORQUE EX 
GAPSTAR  £1899  

With a kit list that shames bikes costing twice as 
much, this 180mm travel monster is capable of 
crushing anything in the bike park but can still be 
winched back uphill. Cane Creek’s superb DBAir 
shock gives tuning control and a twin ring setup 
with chain device provides drivetrain security.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1o2oe8A for a full review

+++++RATING

YT INDUSTRIES NOTON 2.0 
PRO  £1991  

This playful rig matches 178mm of rear wheel 
travel to a highly adjustable and totally planted 
RockShox Lyrik RC2DH fork with 170mm of travel. 
The shortish frame and low slung geometry mean 
it’s happiest hitting jumps for maximum air rather 
than taking on all-day mountain missions.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1nCMEDR for a full review 

+++++RATING

YT INDUSTRIES CAPRA CF 
COMP 1  £2978  

The carbon frame and lightweight SRAM X01 spec 
keep weight reasonably low, but it’s the RockShox 
Pike up front and Monarch Plus RC3 suspension 
setup that is the force-multiplying secret of the 
Capra. Coming direct from Germany means you 
save money, but be prepared to wait for stock. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/1tdvFLP for a full review 

+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED ENDURO 
EXPERT CARBON  £4600  

Unrelenting speed and downhill aggression paired 
to a surprisingly distance friendly all-day attitude 
make this 160mm travel big wheeler a serious 
contender for one of the fastest trail bikes ever. The 
adjustable Cane Creek shock is paired to a well 
thought out selection of parts from RockShox, 
SRAM and Specialized themselves. Try it. 
REVIEW See WMB170 p16 for a full review  

+++++RATING

BEST Aggressive Full Suspension
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“It’s only human to covet the bike under 

someone else’s ass. Don’t assume that 

gets you a better experience though”

LAST    
WORD.
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to the bottom of a hard earned 
descent thinking, “oh crap, I forgot 
to switch it on/off” or “damn that 
mid stroke still doesn’t feel right” 
rather than just buzzing from 
bombing down. 

In contrast we’ve had two bob 
basic ‘single setting’ long-termer 
bikes that have been the model of 
bombproof, brilliant fun reliability 
and our favourite bike of the year 
KDV�EHHQ�D�ÁH[\��IUHDN\�DQJOHG�VWHHO�
hardtail that looks like a drawing 
board disaster.

Having more kit doesn’t help 
either. 20 years ago I had one pair  
of shorts, a pair of shoes, a helmet 
DQG�D�UHYHUVLEOH�ÁHHFH�VR�WKH�RQO\�
thing I had to work out was which  
of my two base layers stank less. 
Having more clothes just means I 
waste more time trying to choose 
which jacket to wear rather than 
riding, and then wishing I’d bought 
the other jacket after all for most of 
the ride. 

So our last word of advice is  
this. Don’t envy other riders with 
‘better’ kit as they might well be in 
a world of foot stomping, spoilt brat, 
KLVV\�ÀW�IUXVWUDWLRQ��,QVWHDG��PDNH�
the most of the bike and kit you’ve 
got as often as you can because 
whatever it is the bike you can  
ride right now is the best bike  
in the world, and the one the other 
side of the shop window  
is useless. 

W
hatever the 10 
Commandments say it’s 
only human to covet the 

bike that’s under someone else’s 
ass. Don’t assume that spending 
more money automatically gets 
\RX�D�EHWWHU�ELNLQJ�H[SHULHQFH�
though, as we’ve been having 
some real worship issues with 
false idols recently. 

Technology can get you further, 
faster and safer when it works 
right. But for every advantage 
there’s often a disadvantage and 
last summer was a fantastic 
H[DPSOH�RI�EHLQJ�FDUHIXO�ZKDW� 
you wish for. 

We’ve ridden several ultra-light 
IUDPHV�RU�IRUNV�WKDW�KDYH�ÁXQJ�XV�
down the trail at warp speed, but 
ÁXQJ�XV�RII�LW�HYHQ�IDVWHU�DW�WKH�
ÀUVW�VLJKW�RI�D�URRW�RU�URFN��
We’ve been driven into 
Tourette’s tantrums by 
FRPSOH[�OLQNDJH�RU�
suspension systems 
that have swallowed 
months of shock 

pump and damper dial fettling but 
still clatter or wallow down the trail. 
Ride after ride has proved that 
£7000 worth of wonder bike will 
still feel crap if you don’t quite have 
the right compression tune, your 
grips are too fat or your bars are at 
slightly the wrong angle. Even when 
they’ve gone faster than simpler 
bikes they haven’t gone faster 
enough considering their vastly 
LQÁDWHG�FRVW��RU�ZH·YH�EHHQ�VR�
caught up trying to judge the 
current shock tune we haven’t  
even realized we’ve almost set a  
PR on a section. 
$Q\�H[WUD�EXWWRQ�\RX�FDQ�SUHVV�RU�

lever you can throw can just as 
easily engage frustration mode 
instead. GoPro, Strava, compression 

setting, lockout lever, travel 
adjust mode or dropper 

post. They can all be 
reasons you can get 



on cycling’s most famous brands.
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